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Plaintiff Mark Van's ("Van") wrongful termination claims against Portneuf 
Medical Center ("PMC") and numerous named employee defendants should be dismissed, as he 
failed to file a Notice of Tort Claim within 180 days of his termination (as required by Idaho 
Code Section 6-906). Moreover, Van cannot show any public policy violated by PMC, cannot 
show that Van engaged in any protected activity under the state whistleblower statute, and 
cannot show any nexus between any such alleged conduct and his termination. Finally, Van's 
breach of contract claims should be dismissed, as he was an employee at will and not subject to 
an express or implied employment contract that specified the duration of employment. 
Van's claims should be dismissed because he can provide no evidence that he was 
J( terminated for anything other than his distrust of pilots and management resulting in his 
increasing failure to foster a team environment. Defendants are entitled to fees and costs. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Portneuf Medical Center is a county hospital formed under the laws of Idaho for 
the purpose of providing health care for the residents of Bannock County. PMC also operates a 
full-time LifeFlight program. PMC employs approximately 1350 employees, none of whom are 
believed to be represented by a union. Affidavit of Pamela Holmes ("Holmes Aff."), $2. Mark 
Van was a helicopter mechanic and Director of Maintenance with the LifeFlight program at 
PMC. He asserts he was terminated from PMC because he complained about safety violations 
and government waste. 
By all accounts, Mark Van was an excellent mechanic. But after a LifeFlight - 
helicopter crashed in November, 2001, Van became increasingly distrustful of his co-workers, 
--.___r#--- -C-----__ 
superiors and hospital administration. The crash h a d m f o _ & j i g ~ s t  on Van, and PMC asked 
Van on numerous occasions to seek counseling with the Employee Assistance Program (EAP). 
DEFENDANTS' MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION 
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Van refused. His interpersonal relations with colleagues deteriorated, and he began to believe 
pilots and others were covering up events and were not being held accountable. His increasing 
distrust adversely affected his ability to work with colleagues, a vendor, and ultimately affected 
flight operations, leading to a near breakdown of the LifeFlight program. Van's l a e t ,  his 
continuous feuds with the pilots, and his inability to accept solutions that were not exactly what 
-..... - .  .- -
h e w a n d  led to an environment in the LifeFlight program which was unsafe for the crew 
---. --.-----I--'--- - - ----------- ---. 
members and the patients. The overwhehigg evidence shows that Van's employment was ---- -. . .--- --- 
erminated for that reason alone. The undisputed evidence shows that Van was terminated <-- ---___C_- 
because of legitimate reasons that had nothing whatsoever to do with any safety violations or 
6 government waste. Van's claims fail because he can produce no evidence to the contrary. PMC 
ILW 
1 
is entitled to summary judgment. 
11. FACTS 
A. Van's Background. 
Mark Van was trained as a helicopter mechanic in the Army, and after discharge 
worked for a number of helicopter operations before coming to work for PMC. Deposition of 
Mark Van (Van Depo.) at p. 25, L. 12 - p. 26, L.2, attached to Affidavit of Paul D. McFarlane 
(McFarlane Aff.) as Exhibit A.' Bcfore working at PMC, Van was fired by a prior employer, 
Transavia, because a pilot lied about Van's request that the pilot perform a certain test. The pilot 
did not perform the test, the engine failed, and the helicopter was forced to perform an 
emergency landing. Van Depo., p. 14, L. 15 - p. 24, L. 17. Van did not trust pilots and stated 
that he would not work for a pilot. Affidavit of Gary Alzola (Alzola Aff,), at n2. 
' Deposition testimony will be delineated in the format page:line. 
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B. Van's Employment with LifeFtight. 
Van began his employment with PMC on May 1 , 1 9 8 6 s  a mechanic with the 
LifeFlight program. On October 12, 1997, he became LifeFlight's director of maintenance and ---- 
became responsible for the maintenance of PMC's LifeFlight helicopter. In fulfilling his duties, 
it was critical that Van work closely with the pilots and other members of the LifeFlight team to 
ensure the safety of everyone involved in the operation of the program, including passengers. 
Holmes Aff., P. Mark . PMC's Employee Handbook provided: 
The procedures expressed in this poticy do not, nor are they 
intended to, create any contractual rights of employment or 
terms of employment, express or implied, nor do they create 
any property right of any employee. These procedures further 
do not limit or modify the a&wJbqWe of employment a t  the 
Medical Center. Employmentat the Medicat Center may be 
terminated at any time with or without cause or notice. 
Employee Handbook, McFarlane Aff., P, Exh. B (emphasis in original). At the time he was 
terminated, Van was familiar with this provision in the Employee Handbook, knew he was 
employed at will, and did not have a written contract of employment. Van Dep., p. 37, L. 15 - 
C. The 2001 Helicopter Crash and "Cover-Up." 
On November 14,2001, PMC's LifeFlight helicopter crashed in the course of a 
__F_c 
- 
rescue mission. Before the crash, Van worked on the helicopter and fixed a fuel transfer pump. - 
The pilot took off and crashed soon afterwards. Van saw the crash, rescued the pilot, and 
probably saved his life (the pilot lost a leg). PMC's public relations office provided some 
information to the media. Van believed that the media blamed the crash on the maintenance 
department. Affidavit of Employee Relations Facilitator Audrey Fletcher ("Fletcher Aff.") at 32. 
Van cites to a newspaper article in the IDAHO FALLS POST REGISTER dated November 15,2001. 
DEFENDANTS' MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION 
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In part, the article quotes head of community relations Marilyn Speirn as stating: "Until they [the 
NTSB] conduct their investigation, the cause of the accident is pure speculation." IDAHO FALLS 
POST REGESTER article "Rescuepilot crmhes near Salmon" dated November 15,2001, 
McFarlane Aff., 74, Exh. C. Van believed that PMC refused to release this information that 
would have "cleared" the maintenance department from responsibility for the crash. Neither 
Gary Alzola, Pam Holmes nor Human Resources had ever heard anyone at PMC state that 
maintenance was the cause of the crash. Rather, the only thing they ever heard was that Mark 
Van was a hero for rescuing the pilot." Alzola Aff, 73; Holmes Aff., $5. 
4 After the November 2001 accident, Mark Van asked Gary Alzola to release 
2O information to the media to the effect that maintenance was not at fault for the accident. Alzola 
informed Mark Van that he thought that there was something in the Federal Aviation Regulations 
(FARs) that said something to the effect that releasing information or discussing an accident 
during the course of an investigation was prohibited. He also informed Mark Van that he did not 
have authority to release information about the accident, and was specifically told by the hospital 
administration that he could not release any information about the accident. Alzola informed 
Mark Van that all information must be released by public relations officer Marilyn Speirn, and 
that if he wanted the hospital to release information he should talk to the hospital administration 
or his boss. Alzola Aff., 14. 
Van contacted an FAA employee who informed him there was no such regulation. 
Van Depo., p. 70, L. 19 - p. 71, L. 22. Van therefore concluded that Gary Alzola had lied to 
In fact, Chief Flight Nurse Pam Holmes (who later became Van's supervisor) nominated 
Van for a Hero award for saving the pilot's life. Van won the award and was celebrated at a 
banquet in the spring of 2002, at which PMC bought a table and approximately 400 people 
attended. Holm Affidavit, 75. 
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him, but never approached Gary Alzola personally. Van Depo, p. 82, L. 25 - p. 83, L. 10. 
Fletcher Aff., 710. There is, however, an NTSB regulation that requires that information can only 
be released with the Safety Board's approval during an investigation. 49 C.F.R. 831.13@), 
McFarlane Aff, 75, Exh. D. 
Ultimately, the NTSB concluded the crash was caused by pilot error and was 
unrelated to maintenance issues. The NTSB released its findings on its internet site on June 6, 
2002. An article describing the findings were written in the Idaho State Journal on July 17 and 
August 21,2002. Holmes Aff., 76, Exhibit A. 
D. Van's Trust Issues Gather Steam. 
In October 2002, nearly a year after the accident, Van sent an e-mail to then 
program director Diane Kirse complaining about the prospect of a pilot filling out his evaluation. 
In the e-mail, Van accused the pilots of making various mistakes and then covering them up, 
failing to cover the helicopter to keep ice off the blades, and causing damage to the helicopter. 
He also accused Gary Alzola of withholding infirmation and lying about FAA guidelines 
concerning the release of information in an effort to protect the pilots, and accused PMC's 
administration of a cover-up regarding the crash. Van then communicated to the pilots and 
hospital administration that they were out to get him. Finally, Van suggested that he be given 
Gary Alzola's job, stating "I would be a much better person for the job." E-mail from Van to 
Kirse dated October 4,2002, at p. 4, McFarlane AR, 76, Exh. E. 
In February 2003, Van complained about Gary Alzola and the pilots to newly- 
appointed Program Director Pam Holmes. Van stated that he wanted Gary AIzola removed from 
his position, he wanted a role in choosing the new Director of Operations, and he wanted veto 
power over any selectee for that position. Holmes Aff., 77 and Exh. B. On February 19,2003, 
DEFENDANTS' MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION 
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Pam Holmes and Cindy Niece, VP of Human Resources met with Mark Van to address his 
complaints. Van's concerns and possible solutions were discussed. Pam Holmes advised Van 
that he needed to develop positive trusting relationships with other employees, including those 
individuals in management positions. Van was informed that Alzola would not be removed as 
Director of Operations, and Van agreed to accept whatever decision was made. Ms. Holmes 
outlined PMC's expectation that the issue was then closed for further discussion. Mark Van 
signed the summary of that meeting prepared by Pam Holmes. Holmes Aff., 78 and Exh. C. 
Van's trust issues deepened, and he was unable to comply with this expectation. 
Van's trust issues with LifeFlight continued to grow and fester. Eventually Van 
developed trust issues with Gary Alzola (Van Depo., p. 244, LL. 20-23); Ron Fergie (Van 
Depo., p. 244, L. 24 - p. 245, L.15), Pam Holmes (Van Depo., p. 245, L.23 -p. 246, L. I), 
Agusta Helicopters (Van Depo., p. 245, LL. 11-15), and Greg Stoltz (Van Depo., p. 250, L.5 -p. 
251, L. 4). Van felt scapegoated by PMC and Gary Alzola and believed there was a cover up. 
Van Depo., p. 60, L. 25 - p. 61, L. 9; p. 55. LL. 9-12. 
In a document that is telling of Van's state of mind toward the pilots with whom 
he worked, in August 2003, Van prepared LifeFlight Maintenance Policy No. 12, which he 
placed in the LifeFlight maintenance office and had the other mechanics sign. In substance, the 
policy encourages mechanics to disable the aircraft if they believe the pilot cannot fly for 
whatever reason. Significantly, the Maintenance Letter states: 
This letter pertains to the release of aircraft to pilots after 
maintenance events. 
' Soon after starting work with the LifeFlight program, Mark Van had told Operations 
Director Gary Alzola that he did not trust pilots, and that he would never work for a pilot. Alzola 
Aff., 72. 
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On 11/14/01 our helicopter had an accident due to pilot enor. Life 
Flight maintenance was blamed for the accident. The press release 
was Life Flight helicopter crashes after maintenance. I fought long 
and hard to get the NTSB report released. From this point forth we 
need to monitor the state of the pilots and question what they do, to 
avoid a repeat of that very bad situation! 
It is apparent to me now, that the new Program Director, Director 
of operation- Chief p i W  shift the b-o 
Maintenance, even if they have information that will clear 
maintenance g a n y  wrong doing. They will be dishonest w& 
Administration to attain their end to cover for the pilots at any cost. 
I am &my to say that we have an us against them scenario fostered 
by the aforementioned staff. 
I am cordial with them and do not wish to foster a us against them 
situation but you must always remember that if it's a decision they 
have to m a w o t  against mechanic) you are going to take the hit. 
I have been striving to change this. I will continue to try until 
security e s c o r t s m e  property. They will gang up on you and 
make little to no sense to attain the end they desire. It has 
happened to me on 5 separate occasions. 
The secret policy of operations is to cover up the facts. 
Since the powers that be conspired to shift the blame to our 
department for Tim's accident I feel it is our responsibility to baby 
sit the pilots and question there [sic] f i tws  for flight, or any other 
pilot activities that that could cause a situation that could blacken 
w u t a t i o n s  or .~ ths l~grgms.  The only thing I could be guilty 
of with Tim's accident was letting him take off after I made my 
repairs. I will not in t-away after 
mainten@ feel the aircraft is at risk. I want you to cover 
your ass and follow this policy also. 
Maintenance Policy No. 12, McFarlane Aff., 77, Exh. F; Van Depo., p. 107, L. 18 - p. 108, 
A month after Van enacted Maintenance Policy No. 12, on September 19,2003 
Pam Holmes and Pam Niece again met with Mark Van to discuss various issues, including 
DEFENDANTS' MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION 
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reports that he was trying to convince LifeFlight team members that Pam Holmes had withheld 
information about the crash and Van's continuing to bring up the issues discussed in the 
February meeting when he had agreed that corrective action was taken and further discussions 
would not be reopened. In the September 19 meeting, Van's issues were addressed again, and 
Pam Holmes specifically requested that Van make efforts to "begin making a change in your 
behavior," informing him that "if you are not able to move forward you need to make a decision 
if your job is the right fit for you." Holmes Aff., 39, Exh. D. 
Over four months after that, on January 19,2004, Mark Van responded to Pam 
Holmes' September summary, in which he took issue and contested the accuracy of her summary 
point by point.4 He also reiterated his issues with Gary Alzola again: 
I have been told that the appropriate action has been taken 
concerning Gary Alzola, but since he has a right to privacy I can't 
be told what actions were taken. Seems that lying to shift the 
blame to innocent parties is conduct that should reach the level of 
termination. At the very least he shouldn't be allowed to supervise 
anyone. Instead he was promoted to Aviation Manager and 
awarded Manager of the Year. This was inappropriate and added 
tomy pain!!!!!!! 
January 19,2004, Van Letter, Holmes Aff. 310, Exh. E at 3. 
E. Van Jeopardies Negotiations with Agusta (Vendor of the New Helicopter). 
Van continued to demonstrate problems with respect to his relationships with co- 
workers and management throughout 2003 and 2004. In 2003, Van was involved in negotiations 
regarding a comprehensive maintenance agreement with the new helicopter, which was 
Van excused his late response by stating "I put the summary in my file cabinet to read 
when I had more time to give it the attention it deserved. I also felt the document would upset 
and distract me and I would be to [sic] busy for the next few months." Holmes Aff., f 10, Exh. E 
at 1. 
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purchased as the lowest bid from the vendor, Agusta. The negotiations were spearheaded by 
Russ Wight, PMC's in-house counsel, and various members of LifeFlight consulted during the 
negotiations. Van attempted to insert himself on numerous occasions into the negotiation 
process in a manner that could have adversely affected the course of the negotiations. Van did 
not trust Agusta and did not believe Agusta would honor its commitments. Van called Agusta 
about this issue numerous times and wanted to threaten to make them take back the helicopter 
unless they changed the maintenance (COMP) agreement to his satisfaction. McFarlane Aff., 78, 
Exh. G. Eventually, Van's supervisor received a call from Agusta asking that Van no longer 
participate in the negotiations, and Pam HoImes asked him not to participate any longer. After 
the agreement was executed by the parties in the fall of 2003, Van continued to express his 
dissatisfaction with the agreement throughout 2004. His interactions with Agusta, the vendor of 
the aircraft, deteriorated to the point where not only they refused to work with Van, but after Van 
sent PMC CEO Pat Hermanson a letter detailing his negotiation strategy, Hermanson sent a 
memorandum to Van in September 2004 advising Van that the agreement had been completed 
and that it was imperative that he develop a positive working relationship with Agusta. 
Throughout this process, PMC attempted to address Van's concerns, but when they were not 
addressed to his satisfaction he continued to pursue them notwithstanding admonitions from his 
superiors that the agreement was in the best interests of PMC. When issues were not resolved as 
Van desired, he could not accept the couclusions reached by his supervisors, demonstrated a 
complete distrust of his superiors, and demonstrated distrust of Agusta as well. Holmes Aff., 
771 1-16; Van Letter and Hermanson Memo, McFarlane Aff., 79, Exh. H; 710, Exh. I. 
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F. "Buzzing," "Overflown ADS," and Ice on the Rotor Blades. 
Van continued to raise more and more "issues." In September 2003, Van 
complained to Gary Alzola that pilot Ron Fergie had intentionally flown low over his house in 
the helicopter, "buzzing" it. Gary Alzola investigated and found that the helicopter was coming 
from Soda Springs and had a serious head injury case on board and Fergie had been requested by 
the doctor to fly low to minimize bleeding, Van's neighborhood was in the flight path between 
Soda Springs and the hospital, and his house was approximately two miles from the hospital.' 
Fergie denied "buzzing" Van's house and informed Mr. Alzola that although he was flying low, 
he was not lower than F M  limits. The medical personnel did not notice anything unusual. 
(7 
Gary Alzola concluded there was no violation of any FARs, Fergie might have been lower than 
"s- he needed to be, and he gave Mr. Fergie an oral reprimand. Alzola Aff., $5. 
In May and June 2004, Van brought two FAR violations to LifeFlight's attention. 
PMC self-reported itself to the F M  within two days after Van's notification. On June 21,2004, 
Mark Van reported to Gary Alzola by e-mail that he had noticed in the Flight Logs that two 
pilots had overflown Airworthiness Directives (ADS), which are rules mandating inspections 
after a certain number of flight hours.6 On May 17, pilot Ron Fergie had overflown an AD by 
one-tenth of an hour, and on June 7 pilot Chad Waller had overflown an AD by four-tenths of an 
hour. Gary Alzola was off duty and did not receive Van's email until June 24. Gary Alzola 
investigated, confirmed that there were two AD overflights that constituted a violation of the 
in his deposition, Ron Fergie testified that he did not even know where Van lived. 
McFarlane Aff., 11 1. 
6 Van had noticed the violations on June 10,2004. It is unclear why he waited eleven 
days to report the violation to PMC. U.S. Department of Labor Secretary's Findings, at 3, 
McFarlane Aff., $12, Exh. J. 
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FARs, and self-reported the overflights to the FAA on June 26. Alzola Aff., 16, Disclosure 
Letter dated June 26,2004, Alzola Aff., Exh. A. 
Although Van did not see it happen (and no one else did either), he also alleges 
that PMC violated another FAR when the helicopter took off with ice on the rotor blades in 
October 2004. In November 2004, Ron Fergie reported to Gary Alzola that Mark Van had told 
him that Barry Nielson had taken off with ice on the rotor blades several weeks beforehand in 
October 2004, although the date was unknown.? Van claims this was reported to him by 
mechanic Greg Stoltz. Alzola investigated and spoke with Stoltz, who could not recall the date 
of the incident, but stated that he had de-iced the aircraft, seen ice or frost on two rotor blades, 
turned those blades into the sun, and then went into the office for up to 20 minutes. Stoltz could 
not state with certainty that Nielson had departed with ice on the blades. Gary Alzola also 
interviewed Barry Nielson, who stated he had performed a preflight inspection and there was no 
ice on the blades. Because it was a sunny day, the ice could have melted by the time Mr. Nielson 
took off. If a pilot attempts to start a helicopter with ice on the rotor blades, it is immediately 
apparent to all on board because of the excessive vibration. Therefore, Alzola found no evidence 
that there was ice on the blades at the time of take-off. The FAA investigated the incident later 
and found no violations. Alzola Aff., 77; E-mail re FAA findings, McFarlane Aff,, 713, Exh. K. 
G. Van's Cold-Weather Policy Issues. 
For over 10 years, Van raised issues concerning ice or snow on the rotor blades of 
the aircraft. It is a violation of the Federal Aviation Regulations for a helicopter to take off with 
7 Van did not relay Stoltz's report to Ron Fergie, the Safety Officer of LifeFlight, until 
almost a month after the event allegedly occurred. Secretary's Findings at 8, McFarlane Aff., 
112, Exh. J. 
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ice or frost on the rotor blades. The fact that ice or frost is on rotor blades is not a safety issue 
unless the helicopter flies. If there is ice or snow on the rotor blades while the helicopter is on 
the ground, it is an operational issue. There is no safety issue or FAR violation unless the 
helicopter actually takes off. Alzola Aff., 777 & 9; see also Van Letter to Kirse dated October 4, 
2002, McFarlane Aff., 76, Exh. Eat 2 ("I have for years battled with the pilots about covering 
the aircraft to keep Ice off the blades. . . ."). 
Over the years, Van complained to Gary Alzola and others numerous times about 
the condition of the aircraft during the winter time and complained that the aircraft was not 
always ready to fly during or after a storm. Van believed the aircraft should always be 
operational. Gary Alzola agreed with him in principle, but told Van that if the hospital thinks 
that LifeFlight should always be operational, then they needed to build a hangar because the 
aircraft sits out in the elements. With ice storms and blizzards, there was no way that LifeFlight 
personnel could de-ice the aircraft 24 hours a day, and in any event the helicopter would be 
unable to fly in that sort of weather. Alzola informed Van that although LifeFlight needed to do 
the best that it could to have the aircraft operational, it would not be operational 100% of the 
time due to the environment and weather in Eastern Idaho. Van told Alzola that was no excuse, 
and pilots were lazy and would rather sleep inside than de-ice the aircraft. The hospital never 
required that the LifeFlight helicopter be operational at all times during and after bad weather. 
Alzola Aff., 71 1. Van himself viewed this as a pilot management issue, rather than a safety 
issue. Holmes Aff., Exh. G, p. 2. 
In February 2005, Van complained that two pilots, Chad Waller and Ron Fergie, 
had placed covers on the rotor blades over existing snow, rendering the helicopter unainvorthy. 
Gary Alzola investigated the issue and spoke with Mr. Fergie, who informed him that it was 
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snowing moderately heavy and he and Waller had been on ladders trying to put on the covers 
and were attempting to wipe off the blades, then slide the covers on, as they believed sliding the 
covers on the blades would knock off the snow. From an operational standpoint, there is 
guesswork involved determining when to put on the rotor blade covers, and temperature and 
precipitation changes determine whether snow or the covers will adhere to the rotor blades. 
Depending on snow and temperatures, it is sometimes appropriate to leave the rotor blades 
uncovered and brush the snow off, while other times, when covers are installed, the temperature 
drops, the covers freeze and stick to the rotor blades, and de-icing is required. As such, it is a 
guessing game for the pilots to determine when installing rotor blades will help or hurt. Alzola 
Aff., 718 & 12. 
As a result of Mark Van's concerns, PMC revised and amended the cold weather 
policy to reflect that when a pilot was in doubt, the blade covers should be installed and any 
snow wiped off the blades before installing the covers. Many of Mark Van's concerns were 
adopted in the cold weather policy revision. PMC had a cold weather policy that was revised 
several times over the years, which adopted many (although not all) of Mark Van's suggestions 
over the years. This policy included using heaters and rotor blade covers to help deice and keep 
the aircraft de-iced and requires covers to be used "If there is any doubt as to whether the covers 
will be needed PUT THEM ON! Alzola Aff., 110 and Exhibit B (Cold Weather Policy) 
(emphasis in original). 
& Events Leading to Van's Termination. 
Events in 2005 began to lead to Van's termination. In late February, Van claimed 
that pilot Barry Nielson verbally threatened him at the helipad, stating in an gruff tone: "You are 
trying to put this program into the crapper," and "I'm tired of all these emails and stuff flying 
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around." When Van said he did not know what Nielson was talking about, Nielson allegedly 
replied: "You'll find out." Van Depo, p. 212, L .I0 -p. 213, L. 2. In late March 2005, Mark 
Van requested that Audrey Fletcher facilitate a meeting with him, Pam Humphrey, Bany 
Neilson, and Gary Alzola to discuss the alleged threatening behavior. This meeting, which was a 
significant event leading to Van's termination, was held in April 2005 at Audrey Fletcher's 
office. Fletcher Aff., 723. 
At the meeting, Nielson stated that he was angry because he had just been 
informed by Ron Fergie that the October 2004 takeoff with (alleged) ice on the rotor blades had 
been raised again, and despite an investigation at the time and subsequent action, Van seemed 
unable to let the matter drop. Nielson apologized and said he did not intend to threaten Van. 
Van stated that he would have to think about whether to accept the apology. During the meeting, 
Van made repeated references to the "Buzzing" incident, the '01 crash "cover-up," the "lies" told 
by Gary Alzola regarding the FAA, the safety record of some of the pilots, a proposal to have 
Gary Alzola conduct his '02 performance appraisal, Pam Humphrey's inability to manage the 
program appropriately and her bias towards the pilots, and the general lack of concern shown 
towards the "safety" issues he raised. Alzola and Nielson disagreed and told Van that it was his 
duty and expectation that he would raise safety concerns, but he needed to do it in an appropriate 
manner and be willing to accept solutions that were sometimes not his own. Fletcher Aff., m23- 
24. 
Van stated that it was apparent that nothing had been done about his issues, 
because the people involved were still LifeFlight employees. He cited Diane Kirse, Pam 
Humphrey, Gary Alzola, Ron Fergie and Bany Neilson as examples. Van stated that there were 
numerous safety concerns with the program but when asked to explain either referred back in 
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time to the alleged takeoff with ice on the rotor blades, or the incident earlier that year when the 
blade covers became stuck. Both Holmes and Alzola reiterated, as they had numerous times 
before, that this was not a safety issue but an operational issue. Holmes stated that it would only 
be a safety issue if the pilot had taken off with the covers on. Fletcher Aff., P5. 
Van indicated that he was the only one paying due attention to safety. Alzola 
replied that every pilot was aware, at all times, of the risk they were taking with not only their 
own lives, but those of the crew and patients on board every time they accepted a mission and 
took to the air. Van said he did not believe that, and that he not only did not trust pilots but felt 
that he was the only one concerned with the safety of the program. Gary was so insulted by 
Mark Van's remarks that he leff the meeting. When Fletcher asked Van how he felt the program 
could continue to operate effectively with this level of dysfunction within the team, Van 
responded that he had the right to raise "safety" concerns. Both Pam Holmes and Fletcher 
informed Van that it was not the raising of "safety" concerns that was the problem but the 
manner in which he did this and his inability to accept explanation or solutions other than those 
he presented. Fletcher told Van that members of the LifeFlight team had again begun 
questioning his behavior and were raising concerns regarding whether his distraction with his 
issues would lead to an accident. Pam Holmes reiterated that she felt every issue to him was a 
safety concern, whereas she saw them as operational issues only, but despite that, every issue he 
had brought forward had been addressed in their safety meetings and the necessary action taken. 
When Fletcher asked Van if he recognized how detrimental his behavior was to the cohesiveness 
of the team and the success of the program, Van just said that he had a right to raise safety issues 
and that he was not the only one that had been inappropriate. Fletcher AE, lfi27-28. 
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Fletcher told Van that she did not know how to help the team as there appeared to 
be no resolution in sight, and the team just seemed to be constantly re-hashing old incidents 
(previously thought to be resolved), every time a new "safety" issue was raised. When Fletcher 
informed him she felt that every effort had been made to address the concerns that he had 
continued to raise since the 2001 helicopter crash, Van did not respond. Fletcher Aff., 729. 
I. The Decision To Terminate. 
After the meeting, Fletcher reported to Dale Mapes (Vice President of Human 
Resources), that she believed the meeting raised significant concerns about viability of the 
LifeFlight program, and she believed the problem with Mark Van ran deeper than just the pilots. 
2 \\ She conducted an objective and impartial investigation and interviewed different LifeFlight team 
members, medical crew and mechanics to determine the depth of the problems. Fletcher Aff., 
730. Several pilots had considered quitting. McFarlane Aff., 114. Other team members 
expressed serious concerns about the viability of the LifeFlight program, including Mark 
Romero and Chief Flight Nurse Tom Mortimer. When Fletcher began interviewing team 
members and soliciting input, it became very apparent that the program was in serious jeopardy. 
Fletcher Aff., 730. Significantly, in a letter referring to Van's bringing up "safety issues" at the 
March 24,2005, leadership meeting, Tom Mortimer stated: 
I felt that his timing was inappropriate and that he purposefully 
attempted to discredit -f the flight crew. I don't 
know what his specific issues were, but I do know that a large part 
9 
of a successful flight program is trust. I also know that safety 
issues are taken seriously her and I trust the pilots and management 
of this program. I would hope that the parties involved would be 
able to work through this problem before it erodes our team even 
further. 
Mortimer Letter, Fletcher A&, Exh. B. 
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The LifeFlight program was seriously at risk. The program was in a state of 
severe dysfunction due to Van's serious trust issues with pilots, his superiors, and others, and 
because he was unable to move on from the resolution of issues unless the resolution was 
entirely of his own making. Van's behavior had significant impact on the LifeFlight program. 
Fletcher was concerned that the safety and lives of passengers, flight crew and pilots were at risk 
due to this dysfunction. Flight crew, pilots and mechanics shared the concerns that Van's 
behavior detracted *om the ability of the flight crew to do their jobs. For nearly four years, 
LifeFlight had done everything possible to help Van move on from his issues. Based on these 
considerations, Fletcher recommended to Dale Mapes that Van be terminated, and Mapes 
concurred. The decision to terminate him was a joint decision by Mapes and Pam Holmes and 
was approved by CEO Pat Hermanson. Fletcher Aff., 73 1; Holmes Aff., 724. 
Van was terminated on April 20,2005. Van was terminated because of his 
inability to maintain positive interpersonal relations with his colleagues and foster a positive 
team environment. 
J. Van's Federal Whistleblower Complaint Is Dismissed. 
After he was terminated, Van filed a complaint with the Department of Labor, 
alleging that PMC violated the whistleblower provisions of the Aviation Investment and Reform 
Act for the 21st Century (AIR 21). ARer a complete investigation, in which an investigator 
viewed hundreds of documents and interviewed Van and numerous PMC employees, the 
Secretary of Labor dismissed the complaint and issued findings that "[tlhere is no reasonable 
cause to believe that respondent has violated the employee protection provision of the Act." 
Secretary's Findings dated October 1 1,2006, McFarlane Aff., 712, Exh. J. Significantly, the 
Secretary found: 
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The preponderance of the evidence indicates that respondent had 
concerns about complainant's conduct during the last few months 
of his employment, and that a communication breakdown had 
resulted in the LifeFlight program. The issues between 
complainant and other team members did not relate to his protected 
activity. The evidence showed that the motivation to fire the 
complainant was related to his involvement with pilot management 
practices and not his air carrier safety concerns. Accordingly, 
complainant's protected activity was not a contributing factor 
in the decision to discharge him. 
Id. at 6-7 (emphasis added). 
111. SUMMARY JUDGMENT STANDARD 
Summary judgment motions are an efficient resolution to a case. The Celotex 
\ court, addressing the federal counterpart to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 56, stated: 
'V 
[slummary judgment procedure is properly regarded not as a 
disfavored procedural shortcut, but rather as an integral part of the 
Federal Rules as a whole, which are designed "to secure the just, 
speedy and inexpensive determination of every action." 
Celotex Corp. v. Catreit, 477 U.S. 317,327, 106 S. Ct. 2548 (1986). 
Rule 56(c) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure provides that summary judgment 
shall be rendered forthwith if the pleadings, depositions, and 
admissions on file, together with the affidavits, if any, show that 
there is no genuine issue as to any material fact and that the 
moving party is entitled to a judgment as a matter of law. 
Idaho has adopted the U.S. Supreme Court's standard in Celotex, 477 U.S. at 322, 
which mandates summary judgment if the nonmoving party fails to make a showing sufficient to 
establish the existence of an element that is essential to his case and upon which he will bear the 
burden of proof at trial. As stated by the court in Jarman v. Hale, 122 Idaho 952,842 P.2d 288 
(Ct. App. 1992): 
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A party opposing a motion for summary judgment has the 
burden of presenting sufficient evidence to establish a triable issue 
which arises from the facts, and a genuine issue of fact is not 
created by a mere scintilla of evidence. . . . Summary judgment is 
proper if the evidence before the court on the motion would 
warrant a directed verdict if the case were to go to trial. Id. 
Further, a nonmoving party's failure to make a showing sufficient 
to establish the existence of an element essential to that party's 
case, on which that party will bear the burden of proof at trial, 
requires the entry of summary judgment. Celotex Corp. v. Catrett, 
supra, see also I.R.C.P. 56(c). 
Jarman, 122 Idaho at 955-56,842 P.2d at 291-92 (citation omitted). See also Olsen v. 
J.  A. Freeman Co., 117 Idaho 706,720-21,791 P.2d 1285, 1299-1300 (1990); Ganee v. Barkley, 
121 Idaho 771,774,828 P.2d 334,337 (Ct. App. 1992). 
$? 
A mere scintilla of evidence or only a slight doubt as to the facts is not sufficient 
" 
to withstand summary judgment. Corbridge v. Clark Equip. Co., 112 Idaho 85,87,730 P.2d 
1005,1007 (1986); Snake River Equip. Co. v. Christensen, 107 Idaho 541,549,691 P.2d 787, 
795 (Ct. App. 1984). The moving party has established summary judgment when the nonmoving 
party fails to make a showing sufficient to establish the existence of an element essential to their 
case on which they bear the burden of proof at trial. Ponds v. Denison, 120 Idaho 425,426,816 
P.2d 982,983 (1991); Badell v. Beeks, 115 Idaho 101,102,765 P.2d 126,127 (1988). A party 
who resists summary judgment has the responsibility to place in the record before the court the 
existence of controverted material facts that require resolution at trial. Sparks v. St. Luke's Med. 
Ctr., Ltd., 115 Idaho 505,508,768 P.2d 768,771 (1988); Bergv. Fairman, 107 Idaho 441,444, 
690 P.2d 896,899 (1984). A party may not rely upon the pleadings or merely assert the 
existence of facts that might or will support the party's legal theory, Id. A party must establish 
the existence of those facts by deposition, affidavit or otherwise. Id. 
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IV. ARGUMENT 
A. Van's Wrongful Termination Claims Fail. 
1. Van's wrongful termination claim is barred because he failed to 
comply with the notice requirements of the Idaho Tort Claims Act. 
The Hospital is a governmental entity or political subdivision covered under the 
Idaho Tort Claims Act (ITCA), Sections 6-901 through 6-929 of the Idaho Code. Section 6-906 
provides the following: 
All claims against a political subdivision arising under the 
provisions of this act. . .shall be presented to and fded with the 
clerk or secretary of the political subdivision within one 
hundred eighty (180) days from the date the claim arose or 
reasonably should have been discovered, whichever is later. 
U 
IDAHO CODE 8 6-906 (emphasis added). 
A "claim" under the ITCA is "any written demand to recover money damages 
from a governmental entity or its employee which any person is legally entitled to recover under 
this act as compensation for the a n t  or othgmise wrongful act or omission of a - 9---, 
governmental entity . . . ." IDAHO CODE (i 6-902(7). Section 6-907 describes the contents of a 
claim: 
All claims presented to and filed with a governmental entity shall 
accurately describe the conduct and circumstances which brought 
about the injury or damages, describe the injury or damage, state 
the time and place the injury or damage occurred, state the names 
of all persons involved, if known, and shall contain the amount of 
damages claimed, together with a statement of the actual residence 
of the claimant at the time of presenting and filing the claim and 
for a period of six (6) months immediately prior to the time the 
claim arose. . . . A claim filed under the provisions of this section 
shall not be held invalid or insufficient by reason of an inaccuracy 
in stating the time, place, nature or cause of the claim, or 
otherwise, unless it is shown that the governmental entity was in 
fact misled to its injury thereby. 
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After a notice of claim is filed with the government entity, the government entity 
has 90 days to approve or deny the claim. IDAHO CODE 5 6-909. A claim is deemed denied if it 
is not approved or denied within the 90-day period. Id. A lawsuit in district court against the 
government entity is only permitted when a claim is denied: 
Suit on denied claims permitted. If the claim is denied, a 
claimant may institute an action in the district court against the 
governmental entity or its employee in those circumstances where 
an action is permitted by this act. 
The primary function of notice under the ITCA is to "put the governmental entity 
on notice that a claim against it is being prosecuted and thus apprise it of the need to preserve 
evidence and perhaps prepare a defense." Smith v. City ofpreston, 99 Idaho 61 8,621,586 P.2d 
1062,1065 (1978). The claim-filing statute is usually the only sure and certain means by which 
a governmental entity may be alerted to potential liability arising from governmental activity. 
Friel v. Boise City Housing Auth., 126 Idaho 484,486,887 P.2d 29,3 1 (1 994). Additionally, the 
claim notice requirement serves the purpose of saving needless expense and litigation by 
providing an opportunity for amiable resolution among the parties, of allowing the governmental 
entity to conduct a full investigation into the cause of the injury in order to determine the extent 
of liability, if any, and of allowing the state to prepare defenses. Id. 
The ITCA applies to wrongful termination claims by public employees, including 
claims brought under the Idaho Protection of Public Employees (Whistleblower) Act, Idaho 
Code Section 6-2101. See Smith v. Mitton, 140 Idaho 893, 104 P.3d 367 (2004). In Smith, a city 
employee sued the City of Burley after he was terminated. The plaintiff was a licensed electrical 
lineman with the city. He had some problems with the city's amended health insurance plan, and 
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after writing to the Idaho Department of Insurance about a conflict of interest involving the 
mayor, he was warned that his employment would be terminated if he continued such behavior. 
Id. Subsequently, he raised concerns about the legality of the electrical work his department was 
doing to a city building, and raised the same concerns again seven months later with respect to 
another city building. He was fired by the city council soon after the second incident, on the 
grounds that he had a negative attitude. The plaintiff claimed that Burley had violated the Idaho 
Whistleblower Act (6-2101, et seq.), terminated his employment in violation of public policy, 
breached the employment contract, and caused emotional distress. Id. at 896,104 P.3d at 370. 
At trial, there was evidence that plaintiff believed there was a conflict of interest 
involving the mayor and the insurance policy, he communicated those concerns to his supervisor 
and was then warned that such communications could cost him his job; that plaintiff complained 
by word and deed that the city was violating the law by using unlicensed electricians on job sites, 
and the State Inspector also thought the state was violating the law; and that plaintiffs supervisor 
and co-workers did not think plaintiff exhibited a"bad attitude" (which was Burley's stated 
reason for firing him). After the jury found for the plaintiff on the public policy and 
whistleblower counts, the trial court denied Burley's motion for a directed verdict on the grounds 
that the plaintiff failed to plead and prove compliance with the ITCA and failed to show a 
violation of the whistleblower act. Id. at 897, P.3d at 371. 
The supreme court affirmed on both grounds. The supreme court noted that 
Burley had challenged plaintiff's failure to plead and prove that the requirements of the lTCA 
had been met and was not challenging plaintiffs compliance with the notice requirements. The 
court noted that: 
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Smith was fired on January 29,2001 and a Notice of Tort Claim 
was timely filed on March 21,2001. This Court finds no error in 
denying the Motion for Directed Verdict based on failure to plead 
and prove compliance with the ITCA. 
Id. at 898, 104 P.3d at 372. The court further noted that '"[c]ertainly, as long as the notice is 
delivered to the secretary's office, it is sufficient."' Id., quoting Huffv. Uhl, 103 Idaho 274,277, 
647 P.2d 730, '733 (1982) (requiring plaintiff to give notice under the ITCA)). 
Here, Van's employment was terminated on April 20,2005. Under Idaho Code 
Section 6-906 he was required to file a notice of claim with the hospital or the county clerk 
within 180 days, by October 17,2005. Van failed to wmply with this notice requirement. 
Instead of filing a notice of claim, he filed this complaint on October 17,2005. In his complaint, 
he alleges that PMC wrongfully terminated his employment in violation of public policy and 
Idaho Code Section 6-2101, and as a result he suffered damages including lost wages and 
benefits, decreased earning capacity, relocation costs, and emotion distress and suffering. 
Complaint; ffn XXVI and XXX. 
Van's wrongful termination claims, including his whistleblower claims, fall 
squarely within the ITCA. It is undisputed that Van failed to wmply with the notice provisions 
of Idaho Code Section 6-906. PMC had no notice of Van's claim and was denied the 
opportunity to conduct a f i l l  investigation, determine the extent of liability, or seek an amiable 
resolution. The ITCA notice provisions are jurisdictional, and a lawsuit alleging a tort claim 
may not be filed until the state had 90 days to accept or deny a claim. 
Van may argue that he is exempt from requirements of the ITCA because the 
Whistleblower Act provides that he may bring a lawsuit within 180 days of the occurrence of an 
alleged violation of the act. IDAHO CODE $6-2105(2). This interpretation ignores the ITCA's 
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requirement that all claims arising under the provisions of this act shall be presented to and filed 
with the political subdivision within 180 days from the date the claim arose, and that a lawsuit 
may not be instituted until a claim is denied. Compliance with the ITCA is mandatory for all 
claims, including those under the whistleblower act. See Smith v. Mitton, 140 Idaho 893,898, 
104 P.3d 367,372 (2004). 
Van knew he had a breach of contract claim that did not require compliance with 
the ITCA. Van had every opportunity to file a notice of claim, wait for the 90-day period to run 
(or a denial, whichever came first), and then file his lawsuit. Or, knowing that his breach of 
contract claim was outside the scope of the ITCA, he could have filed a notice of claim within 
the required 180 days, filed suit, then asked the wurt to hold his tort claims in abeyance until the 
90 days had run. In order for a political subdivision of the state to waive its sovereign immunity, 
a notice of claim is required for all claims covered by the act against that political subdivision 
(including Van's tort claims under the Whistleblower Act). Because the state did not waive its 
sovereign immunity, Van's tort claims must be dismissed. 
2. Van's wrongful termination claim under Idaho Code Section 6-2101 
fails because he cannot demonstrate that he engaged in protected 
activity under the act or that he was terminated because he reported 
government waste or violations of law. 
Van can raise no genuine issue of material fact that he engaged in any protected 
activity or that his termination was related to any protected activity under Idaho Code Section 
6-2101. The Idaho Protection of Public Employees Act ("Whistleblower Act") was passed by 
the legislature to provide a cause of action for public employees who suffer adverse action from 
their employer as a result of reporting waste and violations of a law, rule or regulation. Curlee v. 
Kootenai County Fire & Rescue, 2007 W L  1501383, -Idaho - (Ct. App. May 24,2007) 
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(reh 'g denied July 7,2007); Malonee v. State, 139 Idaho 615,619,84 P.3d 551,. 555 (2004); see 
also IDAHO CODE $6-21 01. In order for a public employee to prevail in an action brought under 
either Idaho Code Section 6-2104(a)(l) or Idaho Code Section 6-2104(2), he or she must 
"establish, by a preponderance of the evidence, that the employee has suffered an adverse action 
because the employee, or a person acting on his behalf engaged or intended to engage in an 
activity protected under section 6-2104." IDAHO CODE $ 6-2105(4) (emphasis added). 
Idaho Code Section 6-2104 articulates the activities that are protected under the 
Act. Of particular significance to this case, that section provides: 
(l)(a) An employer may not take adverse action against an 
employee because the employee, or a person authorized to act on 
behalf of the employee, communicates in good faith the existence 
of any waste of public funds, property or manpower, or a violation 
or suspected violation of a law, rule or regulation adopted under 
the law of this state, a political subdivision of this state or the 
United States. Such communication shall be made at a time and in 
a manner which gives the employer reasonable opportunity to 
correct the waste or violation. 
(b) For purposes of subsection @)(a) of this section, an employee 
communicates in good faith if there is a reasonable basis in fact for 
the communication. Good faith is lacking where the employee 
knew or reasonably ought to have known that the report is 
malicious, false, or frivolous. 
IDAHO CODE 8 6-2104(1)(a) and 
a. Van did not engage in any protected activity. 
Van cannot show that he communicated in good faith the existence of any waste 
of public funds, property or manpower, or a violation of law. Virtually all of the issues Van has 
8The statute also provides that an employer may not take adverse action against an 
empIoyee because the employee participates in an investigation or proceeding or refuses to cany 
out a directive that the employee reasonably believes violates a law, and the employer may not 
implement policies that restrict an employee's ability to document waste or violations of law. 
IDAHO CODE $$6-2104(2), (3) and (4). 
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continued to raise with LifeFlight (again and again) were pilot management issues, not safety 
issues or violations of law. The issue of whether rotor blades were covered was an ongoing 
"battle" with pilots that had occurred for years and was a pilot management issue. Other pilot 
management issues Van was concerned with were holding management accountable for "lack of 
performance, cover ups and not sanctioning pilots for safety violations," "zero tolerance for 
aggressive behavior toward personnel for reporting safety issues," "pilot leadership positions 
should only be filled with personnel that lead by good safe example," and that "the aircraft 
should be ready to fly 24 hours a day." Bolmes Aff., Exh. G. 
The only real safety issues involved Van's allegation that Barry Nielson took off 
with ice on the rotor blades (raised a month later), and his report that two pilots had overflown a?" 
airworthiness directives (raised 10 days later). Gary Alzola and the FAA investigated the former 
incident and found no violation had occurred. LifeFlight self-reported the latter incident within 
two days. Van was never discouraged from bringing new safety concerns to anyone's attention. 
Whenever he came to Gary Alzola, Alzola investigated the issue; and in some cases took action 
against individuals, and in almost all cases he either revised policies, operations manuals, or 
procedures. Numerous amendments to the flight operations manual were based on some of Mark 
Van's suggestions? Alzola Aff., 713; Holmes Aff., 125. 
Nor did Van communicate any waste issues in good faith. His beliefs that the 
helicopter should have been ready to fly at all times and the Agusta COMP contract was 
As an example, Mark Van suggested that maintenance place a red sock on the cyclic 
(one of two control sticks on a helicopter) when maintenance discovered something that would 
put the aircraft in an unairworthy condition and that information could not be relayed 
immediately to the pilot for some reason. This way, the pilot would see the red flag and know 
that the helicopter was in a no-fly condition. Alzola Aff., 113. 
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inadequate are subjective and not supported by the evidence. He can provide no evidence that 
the helicopter should have been ready to fly 24 hours a day regardless of the weather. The only 
evidence is that the hospital chose not to provide a hangar for the aircraft, the hospital did not 
require the helicopter to be able to fly 24 hours a day, weather conditions (which often precluded 
flight in any event) did not allow the aircraft to be ready for flight 24 hours a day, and Van did 
not trust the pilots and did not want them to be able to rest while on shift. Cold weather policies 
were revised, and many of Van's suggestions were incorporated into that policy. 
Likewise, Van can provide no evidence that the Agusta COMP contract was 
wasteful. The only evidence is that the hospital entered into a contract with the low bidder as 
required by law, Van did not trust Agusta, and Van jeopardized negotiations with Agusta by 
interjecting himself into the negotiations to such an extent that and Agusta asked not to deal with 
him anymore and the hospital CEO asked him to back off. The contract was appropriately 
negotiated and approved by PMC's in-house counsel and hospital and LifeFlight management. 
Van's subjective opinions do not constitute a good faith communication as to government waste. 
Van's communications regarding these issues were not reasonable, and therefore 
not communicated in good faith under the terms of the statute. Van raised issues, they were dealt 
with in an appropriate manner, and some time later Van would raise them again, and again. It 
was unreasonable for Van to continue to raise these issues after they were discussed and 
addressed, even though he indicated on numerous occasions that he would move on. Since the 
2001 helicopter crash, Van did not trust pilots or management, and the issues he raised were 
always the same - no one cared about safety other than Mark Van, and only Mark Van's 
solutions were acceptable. There was no reasonable basis in fact for Van's beliefs. His beliefs 
were not based in fact, but were based on an unreasonable distrust of his coworkers. Because 
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Van can provide no evidence that he engaged in any activity protected by the Whistleblower Act 
or communicated in good faith acts of waste or violations of law, his claim should be dismissed. 
b. Van can provide no evidence that he was terminated because 
he engaged in protected activity. 
Van cannot provide the required nexus between any protected conduct and his 
termination. In a recent case of first impression, the Idaho Court of Appeals articulated the 
elements of a prima facie case test a plaintiff under the Whistleblower Act. Curlee v. Kootenai 
County Fire & Rnrcue, 2007 WL 1501 383, I d a h o  - (Ct. App. May 24,2007) (reh 'g 
denied July 7,2007), Ct. App. 2007 Opinion No. 32. In Curlee, the Court of Appeals affirmed 
the district court's entry of summary judgment against a plaintiff who was claiming she was 
terminated for documenting a waste of public funds. The plaintiff worked in the administrative 
office of Kootenai County Fire & Rescue (KCFR). She believed two of her co-workers wasted 
an inordinate amount of time, and so she took notes and kept a log of their activities, in which 
she referred to the co-workers as "Muffy" and "Buffy? When one of the co-workers discovered 
the log, they became angry, and the Chief agreed to speak with the plaintiff. The Chief advised 
plaintiff that she was "not trying to get along with the others and her behavior had made the 
already-existing tension in the office worse." He indicated he was trying to build a team, and her 
actions were detrimental to that effort. Plaintiff stated she and the co-workers would never be a 
team. The Chief sent her home, with pay, to develop a solution. The next day, the plaintiff did 
not have a solution, refused to apologize to her co-workers, and refused to admit any 
wrongdoing. She was terminated for refusing to help develop a solution to ease the office 
tension. Id. at *2, slip. op. at 2-3. Plaintiff filed suit, alleging she was wrongly terminated for 
documenting a waste of public funds and manpower under Idaho Code Section 6-2104. Id., slip 
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op. at 3. The district court granted KCFR's motion for summary judgment on the grounds that 
plaintiff had failed to establish a causal connection between the documentation of the co-workers 
and her termination. Id. at *5, slip op. at 7. Plaintiff appealed. The court affirmed on different 
grounds, and analyzed whether the plaintiff activities were protected under Section 6-2104(2) 
and (4). Id. at *5-7, slip op. at 7-10. 
Significantly, however, and as a matter of first impression, the Court of Appeals 
held that in order to establish a prima facie case under the Protection of Public Employees Act, 
the public employee "must demonstrate he or she engaged or intended to engage in activity 
protected by the statute, he or she suffered an adverse employment action, and there is a causal 
connection between the protected activity and the employer's adverse action. Id. at *4, slip op. at 
6-7; citing IDAHO CODE $8 6-2101; 6-2105(4); Stegall v. Citadel Broad. Co., 350 F.3d 1061, 
1075 (9th Cir. 2003); Yartzoffv. ?%omas, 809 F.2d 1371,1376 (9th Cir. 1987); Gee v. Minnesota 
State Colls. & Univs., 700 N.W.2d 548,555 (Minn. Ct. App. 2005); Wiltnot v. Kaiser Aluminum 
& Chem. Corp., 1 18 Wash. 2d 46,821 P.2d 18,28-29 (Wash. 1991). 
Van cannot meet this burden. Notwithstanding the fact he cannot show he 
engaged in protected activity in the first place, he cannot show a causal connection between any 
such activity and his termination. The issues that Van claims are protected activity were raised 
by Van months and years before his termination. The evidence is undisputed that Van 
complained that pilots were leaving the aircraft out in the weather to ice up years before he was 
terminated. He complained that Gary Alzola lied to him nearly four years before his termination. 
He complained about the helicopter taking off with ice on the rotor blades over five months 
before he was terminated. He complained about the Agusta contract years before he was 
terminated. The self-reported AD overflights took place nearly a year before he was terminated. 
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The time between these alleged protected activities and his termination is too remote to infer 
causation. 
All these old issues were attempted to be resolved by PMC numerous times, 
although never to Van's satisfaction. Other than his own subjective belief, the undisputed 
evidence shows that Van was terminated for exactly the reason stated on his letter of termination: 
he was unable to maintain positive interpersonal relations with his colleagues and foster a 
positive team environment. The LifeFlight program was falling apart due to his trust issues with 
the pilots and others, and because he was unable to move on from issues unless the resolution of 
those issues was entirely of his own making. Like his federal whistleblower claims, Van's 
claims under the Idaho Whistleblower Act should be dismissed. 
3. Van's wrongful termination claims fail as a matter of law because he 
cannot demonstrate that PMC violated any public policy. 
Van's wrongful termination claim fails because he cannot show that PMC 
violated any public policy. The public policy exception to the at-will doctrine "'has been held to ?'; 
protect employees who refuse to commit unlawful acts, who perform important public 
obligations, or who exercise certain legal rights or privileges."' Sorensen v. Comm. Tek, Inc., 
11 8 Idaho 664,668,799 P.2d 70,74 (1990) (quoting Stagie v. Idaho Falls Consol. Hosp. Inc., 
110 Idaho 349,715 P.2d 1019 (Ct. App. 1986) (citations omitted)). The determination of what 
constitutes public policy sufficient to protect an at-will employee From termination for 
whistleblowing is a question of law. Quiring v. Quiring, 130 Idaho 560,566,944 P.2d 695,701 
(1997). 
In Jackson v. Minidoka Irrigation District, 98 Idaho 330,563 P.2d 54 (1977), the 
Idaho Supreme Court recognized the tort claim of wrongful termination in violation of public 
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policy as an exception to the at-will doctrine. Citing cases from other jurisdictions, the Jackson 
wurt elaborated upon the types of public policy violations claimable under the exception: 
Petermann v. Znt'l Bkd. of Teamsters, 344 P.2d 25 (Cal. 1959) (employee fired for refusing to 
wmmit perjury); Frampton v. Cent. Indiana Gas Co., 297 N.E.2d 425 (Ind. 1973) (employee 
fired for filing workers' compensation claim); Monge v. Beebe Rubber Co., 3 16 A.2d 549 (N.H. 
1974) (employee fired for refusing to go out with foreman); Nees v. Hocks, 536 P.2d 5 12 (Or. 
1975) (employee fired for serving on jury against the wishes of her employer); Jackson, 98 Idaho 
at 333-34,563 P.2d at 57-58. Since Jackson the Supreme Court has held that it violated public 
policy to fire an employee for participating in legal union activities, Watson v. Idaho Falls 
Consol. Hosp. Inc., 11 1 Idaho 44,720 P.2d 632; to fire an employee for reporting safety wde 
violations and to the State Electrical Engineer, Ray v. Nampa Sck. Dist. No. 131, 120 Idaho 1 17, 
9 d  
8 14 P.2d 17; and to fire an employee for complying with a court-ordered subpoena, Hummer v. 
21 
Evans, 129 Idaho 274,923 P.2d 981,986 (1996). 
In other cases, the Idaho Supreme Court has held that it was not a violation of 
public policy to terminate an employee for disclosing documents when that disclosure was 
unrelated to his termination, that running for office did not fall within the public policy exception 
to the at-will employment doctrine, and that an employee does not have a cause of action against 
a private employer for terminating him for exercising his right to free speech. See Crea v. FMC 
Corp., 135 Idaho 175,16 P.2d 272 (Idaho 2000) (plaintiffs claim he was fired because he 
uncovered and disclosed documents indicating serious water contamination was insufficient to 
support claim for wrongfbl discharge under public policy, as plaintiff failed to link any cover up 
with his own termination); McKay v. Ireland Bank, 138 Idaho 185,59 P.3d 990 (Ct. App. 2002) 
(running for public office did not fall within public policy exception to employment-at-will 
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doctrine); Edmundson v. ShearerLumber Prods., 139 Idaho 172,75 P.3d 733 (2003) (employee 
does not have a cause of action against a private sector employer who terminates the employee 
because of the exercise of the employee's constitutional right of free speech). 
The Crea case is similar to the case at bar. In Crea, as in this case, an at-will 
employee brought a claim for wrongful termination in violation of public policy against his 
employer after he was terminated. The plaintiff claimed he was terminated for uncovering and 
disclosing documents indicating the employer's actions had caused environmental contamination 
and attempted to cover them up. The trial court granted summary judgment for the employer, 
and the plaintiff appealed. Crea, 135 Idaho at 176-77. The Idaho Supreme Court affirmed, 
holding that while reporting environmental pollution would fall within the public policy 
exception to the employment at will doctrine, the plaintiff did not establish facts sufficient to 
4 support a public policy claim. Id. at 178. Specifically, the court held that the plaintiff failed to 
a"' link any cover-up with his own termination. Id. The court specifically noted that the facts 
alleged by plaintiff allowed speculation only as to his claim that he was terminated for exposing 
a cover up. Id at 178-79. 
Here, as in Crea, Van cannot link any facts sufficient to link safety violations to 
his termination. There is no evidence in the record that shows that PMC told Van to participate 
in unlawful acts and that he refused to do; that he was fired for performing important public 
obligations; or that he exercised legal rights and privileges. Van essentially claims he was fired 
for reporting safety violations and government waste. There is no evidence that PMC ignored 
any safety violations, and there is no evidence that Van reported government waste, much less 
that any such waste existed. 
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Other than Van's accusations, the overwhelming evidence shows that the "safety 
issues" raised by Van were operational issues that had been addressed numerous times to PMC's 
(and the FAA's) satisfaction, and that the helicopter was purchased by PMC as the low bid as 
required by law, and the maintenance contract was fully negotiated by PMC's in-house counsel. 
That Van may have had another opinion as to what would make the best COMP contract or a 
different negotiating strategy than that used by PMC is immaterial. 
Hence, it is fimly established that a mere scintilla of evidence or only a slight 
doubt as to the facts is not sufficient to withstand summary judgment. Corbridge v. ClarkEquip. 
Co., 112 Idaho 85,87,730 P.2d 1005, 1007; Snake River Equip. Co. v. Christensen, 107 Idaho 
541, 549,691 P.2d 787,795. The evidence as to whether Van was terminated for reporting 
waste and safety violations is practically nonexistent, and is not such that conflicting inferences 
may be drawn therefrom and that reasonable people might reach different conclusions. Parker v. 
Kokot, 117 Idaho 963,793 P.2d 195; Doe v. Durtsschi, 110 Idaho 466,716 P.2d 1238; Ashby v, 
2? 
Hubbard, 100 Idaho 67,593 P.2d 402. Therefore, as for Van's claim that he was fired in 
violation of public policy, the Court should conclude that summary judgment is appropriate. 
B. Van's Breach of Contract Claim Fails as a Matter of Law. 
1. Van was an employee at will. 
Van's breach of employment claims fail as a matter of law because he was an 
employee at will with no contract of employment specifying the duration of employment. 
Unless an employee is hired pursuant to a contract that specifies the duration of employment or 
limits the reasons for which an employee may be discharged, the employment is at the will of 
either party. In an employment-at-will relationship either party may, without incurring liability, 
terminate the employment at any time for any reason that does not violate public policy. Atwood 
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v. W. Constr. Inc., 129 Idaho 234,237,923 P2d 479,482 (Ct. App. 1996) (citing Lay v. Nampa 
Sch. Dist. No. 131, 120 Idaho 117, 120, 814 P.2d 17,20 (1991); Metcalfv. Intermountain Gas, 
116 Idaho 622,624,778 P.2d 744,746 (1989); MacNeil v. Minidoka Mern'l Hosp., 108 Idaho 
588,589,701 P.2d 208,209 (1985)). 
It is undisputed that Van is an employee at will. He had no employment contract 
at any time that specified the duration of employment or limited the reasons for which he could 
be discharged. As such, Van's breach of contract claim must be dismissed. 
2. Van provides no evidence to support his claim for breach of the 
covenant of good faith and fair dealing. 
Because Van can produce no evidence that PMC deprived him of any benefit to 
which he was entitled, his breach of the covenant of good faith and fair dealing must be 
dismissed. In Idaho, "any action by either party which violates, nullifies or significantly impairs 
any benefit of the employment contract is a violation of the implied-in-law covenant of good 
faith and fair dealing." Metcalfv. Intermountain Gas Co., 116 Idaho 622, 628,778 P.2d 744 
(1989). Importantly, the standard for determining whether the covenant has been breached does 
not involve a "judicial inquiry into the subjective intentions of the party who is alleged to have 
violated the covenant," but rather it is "an objective determination of whether the parties have 
acted in good faith in terms of enforcing the contractual provisions." Jenkins v. Boise Cascade 
Corp., 108 P.3d 380,390 (Idaho 2005). The covenant, however, "does not create a duty upon 
the employer to terminate an employee only for good cause." MetcaCf; 116 Idaho at 627,778 
P.2d at 749 (quoting Wagenseller v. Scottsdale Mem'l Hosp., 710 P.2d 1025, 1040-41 (Ariz. 
1985)). In other words, a claim for breach of the implied covenant of good faith can be 
supported only upon showing that the employer's conduct deprived the plaintiff of a benefit to 
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which he was entitled under an express or implied-in-fact term of the employment agreement. 
Jones v. Micron Tech. Inc., 129 Idaho 241,247,923 P.2d 486,492 (Ct. App. 1996). 
Van alleges that PMC breached the implied covenant of good faith and fair 
dealing arising Erom his at-will employment relationship with PMC. Complaint 1 XXVIII. 
Plaintiff specifically alleges PMC "breached the implied contract of good faith and fair dealing 
in its decision to terminate Plaintiff's employment." Id. Contrary to Van's conclusory pleading, 
the record is devoid of any evidence to establish a claim for breach of the implied covenant. 
The foregoing record establishes that PMC has acted in the utmost good faith and 
made every reasonable effort to work with Van and keep him employed. There is no evidence to 
support a claim that Van was impeded in his performance or career expectations or terminated 
for an improper purpose. Indeed, Van was terminated because he refused to foster a positive 
working environment with his colleagues, and his constant accusations and manifestations of his 
distrust were destroying the LifeFlight program. Van's breach of the implied covenant claim 
must be dismissed in light of the overwhelming record evidence establishing that PMC in no way 
prevented Van from receiving the benefits of his employment. 
C. PMC Is entitled to Fees and Costs. 
1. Whistleblower claim. 
PMC is entitled to it fees and costs incurred in defending against Mark Van's 
whistleblower claim because Van cannot show there is any basis in law or fact for his 
whistleblower claim. Idaho Code Section 6-2107 provides that: 
Award of attorneys' fees and costs to employer - Action 
without basis in law or fact. A court may also order that 
reasonable attorney's fees and court costs be awarded to an 
employer if the court determines that an action brought by an 
employee under this chapter is without basis in law or fact. 
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However, an employee shall not he assessed attorneys' fees under 
this section if, after exercising reasonable and diligent efforts after 
filing a suit, the employee files a voluntary dismissal concerning 
the employer, within a reasonable time after determining that the 
employer would not be liable for damages. 
Van's claims under Idaho Code Section 6-2101 have no basis in either law or fact. 
He has produced no evidence that he was terminated because he communicated in good faith the 
existence of any waste of public funds, property or manpower, or he was terminated because 
PMC violated any laws. The overwhelming evidence is that the issues he raised (again and 
again) were pilot management issues that dealt with in an appropriate manner by PMC. Van has 
a vendetta against PMC. Forced to defend itself against Van's claims, PMC has expended 
significant resources and countless hours. PMC is entitled to reasonable costs and fees under the 
whistleblower statute. 
2. Breach of contract ctaim. 
PMC is also entitled to the attorney fees it incurred in successfully defending 
against Van's claims for breach of express and implied contract terms, including the claim for 
violation of the implied covenant of good faith. Idaho Code Section 12-120(3) makes such an 
award mandatory in "any civil action to recover on . . . [a] contract relating to the purchase or 
sale o f .  . . services. . . ." The employer is entitled to fees incurred in defending against claims 
for an implied contract, including the covenant of good faith and fair dealing. Atwood v. W; 
Const., Inc., 129 Idaho 234,240-41,923 P.2d 479,485-86 (1996) (employer was entitled to 
attorney fees incurred in successfully defending against employee's claims for breach of express 
and implied terms in employment contract, including claim for violation of implied covenant of 
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good faith); see also Proper@ Management West, Inc, v. Hunt, 126 Idaho 897,899,894 P.2d 
130, 132 (1995). 
PMC is entitled to recover costs and fees in defending itself against Van's breach 
of contract claim, including his claims for breach of the implied covenant of good faith and fair 
dealing. 
V. CONCLUSION 
Because Van can produce no evidence sufficient to raise a genuine issue of 
material fact to support his contention that he was fired for any reason other than PMC's need to 
ensure the continued viability of the LifeFlight program, Van's claims should be dismissed. For 
the above reasons, defendants respectfully request that their summary judgment motion be 
granted, and they be allowed fees and costs. 
day of August, 2007. 
~ t k r L  Paul D. McFarlane - Of the Firm 
Attorneys for Defendants 
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PORTNEUF MEDICAL CENTER, PAT 
HERMANSON, Hospital Administrator, 
PAM IIUMPHREY, EMS Program Director, 
GARY ALZOLA, Director of Operations, 
RON FERGIE, Chief PilotISafety Officer, 
BARRY NIELSON, Pilot, and DOES I-X, 
Case No. CV 2005-4053 OC 
AFFIDAVIT OF PAMELA K. HOLMES 
Defendants. I 
STATE OF JDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Bannock ) 
PAMELA K. HOLMES, having been duly sworn upon oath, deposes and states as 
follows: 
1. My name is Pamela K. Holmes, and I live at 1684 Church Hill Down, 
Pocatello, Idaho, 83201. My former last name is Humphrey. I am the Director of Emergency 
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Services for Portneuf Medical Center, and have been in that position for over four years. As 
Director of Emergency Services, I oversee the direction of the emergency department, trauma 
services, and the Life Flight program. I do all the budget, all the strategic planning, all the 
follow-ups with employees, I assist with performance appraisals, review of orientation, hiring, 
and day-to-day problem resolution. I have six direct reports, and supervise around 65 other 
individuals. 
2. Portneuf Medical Center is a county hospital whose purpose is to provide 
health care for the residents - of Bannock County. PMC also operates a full-time LifeFlight . 
program. PMC employs approximately 1350 employees, none of whom are believed to be 
represented by a union. 
$;. 3. Van began his employment with PMC on May 1,1986, as a mechanic 1 . 3% . 
. . .  ,: . , 
. . with the LifeFIight program. On October 12, 1997, he became LifeFlight's director of 
maintenance, and became responsible for the maintenance of PMC's LifeFlight helicopter. In 
fulfilling his duties, it was critical that Van work closely with the pilots and other members of the 
. . 
.. LifeFlight team to ensure the safety of everyone involved in the operation of the program, 
,.;. :. .. 
.,,'.,> 
. . including passengers. 
,... 
. . 
. ,, , ,. , . 
.: , ,$: 4. I have known Mark Van since approximately 1985 or 1986, when I was 
chief flight nurse for the predecessor to the LifeFIight program. I was Chief Flight Nurse until 
February 1,2003, when I became Program Director. As Director of Maintenance, Mark Van 
reported to me. I 
5. Alter the 2001 helicopter crash, I never heard a single PMC employee (or I 
anyone else) blame Mark Van for the accident. The only thing I ever heard was that Mark Van 
was a hero for saving the pilot's life. In the spring of 2002, I nominated Mark Van for a hero I 
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award. He was selected, and was honored at a banquet which was attended by 300 to 400 
people. PMC bought a table at the event. 
6. Ultimately, the FAA and NTSB investigated the crash, and found that the 
crash was caused by pilot error and was unrelated to maintenance issues. The NTSB released its 
findings on its internet site on June 6,2002. Articles describing the findings were written in the 
Idaho State Journal on July 17 and August 21,2002. Attached as Exhibit A to my Affidavit is a 
true and correct copy of a letter I sent to Cindy Richardson, detailing this sequence of events. 
7. On February 6 , 2 0 0 p r e s s i n g  a 
number of concerns or grievances, primarily directed toward Gary Alzola and other pilots. In 
that letter Mark Van stated that he wanted Gary Alzola removed from his position, he wanted a 
&4 
2 :: role in choosing the new Director of Operations, and he wanted veto power over any selectee for . . ~  
.. that position. Attached as Exhibit B to my Affidavit is a true and correct copy of that letter from 
. Mark Van. 
j 8. On February 19,2003, I met with Mark Van and Pam Niece, VP of 
'.,.. , ~ .  . :  
::: 
Human Resources to address Van's complaints. In that meeting, Van's concerns were discussed, 




.,. as well was possible solutions. I advised Van that he needed to develop positive trusting 
, .. , 
, ,>. .:: . 
t,:i 
. . 
relationships with other employees, including those individuals in management positions. Van 
was informed that Alzola would not be removed as Director of Operations, and Van agreed to 
accept whatever decision was made. It was discussed that PMC's expectation would be that the 
issue was closed for further discussion. Mark Van signed a summary of that meeting prepared 
by me. Attached as Exhibit C to my Affidavit is a true and correct copy of the summarization of 
that meeting that I prepared, signed by Mark Van. 
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9. On September 19,2003, VP of Human Resources Pam Niece and I met 
with Mark Van again to discuss various issues PMC had concerning Mark Van, including reports 
that he was trying to convince LifeFlight team members that I had withheld information about 
the crash, and Van's continuing to bring up the issues discussed in the Febrnary meeting when he 
had agreed that corrective action was taken firther discussions would not be reopened. In the 
September 19 meeting, Van's issues were addressed again. I specifically requested that Van 
make efforts to "begin making a change in your behavior," and that "if you are not able to move 
forward you need to make a decision if your job is the right fit for you." In that meeting we 
. . 
listed for Mark Van PMC's expectations: We expected him to demonstrate trust by working and 
. . ! 
.,: supporting teamwork; respect each other's jobs; adhere to chain of command; demonstrate 
. ' /  behavior consistent with expectations of the standard of conduct; offer up suggestions in a 
I 
.,.:,g 
yk ,. . . 
. : 
. . 
positive manner which is not threatening; establish good relationship with the vendors; and 
I 
E 1 
report concerns and issues to the supervisor. Attached as Exhibit D to my Affidavit is a true and 
correct copy of the Discussion Summary of that meeting that I prepared. 
10. I provided the summary to Mark Van on September 19,2003. Mark Van 
responded to my summary and over four months later, on January 19,2004. Attached as Exhibit 
> 
E to my Affidavit is a true and correct copy of Mark Van's response to me, dated January 19, 
2004. 
11. After the helicopter crash, PMC needed to purchase another helicopter. A 
committee was formed to explore which helicopter to buy. I was on that committee, as was Gary 
Alzola and Mark Van. I am familiar with the purchase of the helicopter and the negotiations 
involved in obtaining that helicopter and the accompanying COMP agreement. 
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12. Our committee extensively investigated and compared three helicopters, 
and eventually we opened bidding, as is required under county regulations for capital purchases. 
The Agusta 109 helicopter was the low bid, which meant PMC had to buy that helicopter. PMC 
entered into negotiations with Agusta. The negotiations were spearheaded by Russ Wight, 
PMC's in-house counsel, and various members of LifeFlight consulted with the negotiations. 
13. As part of the deal, PMC negotiated into a COMP contract relating to the 
purchase of parts and maintenance. PMC would pay Agusta a monthly fee, and Agusta would 
replace any parts or components as required. Not every single conceivable part was listed on the 
COMP agreement. For example, a shelf might be listed as a part in the COMP agreement, but I 
, . 
. . not every nut, bolt and washer to mount that shelf. As I discussed with Russ Wight and Agusta 
, . 
.:ib personnel, the reason for that is, given the hundreds of thousands of individual parts on the 2;  
. . .  
, . ;  
.. . 
helicopter, listing every single individual part would cause the agreement to file a room-full of 
binders. Mark Van had a problem with the COMP agreement because, since every single part 
was not listed on the agreement, he did not believe Agusta would honor their commitment to 
.. , 
... .. replace parts. Mark Van told me on numerous occasions that he did not trust Agusta. He called 
. . . . 
.. . 
. . ,. .. Agusta about this issue numerous times, and wanted to threaten to make them take back the 
;,. 
. ,. . .,. , . 
... ,,. . helicopter unless they changed the COMP agreement to his satisfaction. Eventually, I received a c 
call from Agusta asking that Mark Van no longer participate in the negotiations. Since PMC 
purchased the helicopter, Agusta has provided all parts needed for repairlreplacement, even when 
not specifically itemized under the COMP agreement. 
14. Agusta also required that all major maintenance be performed by Agusta 
factory-trained mechanics. Routine daily inspections could be performed by non-factory trained 
personnel, but Agusta required that major maintenance events be performed by factory-trained 
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personnel. Training was scheduled, but our other full-time mechanic, Greg Stolz, was unable to 
attend the Agusta training school because of a pre-planned (and paid-for) vacation. Agusta 
agreed to postpone his training. Mark had a problem with this agreement because he believed 
Agusta would nullify the warranties because Greg Stolz was not factory trained yet. Since PMC 
purchased the helicopter, no warranty issues have ever been nullified by Agusta because a 
mechanic was not factory trained. 
15. Van attempted to insert himself on numerous occasions into the 
negotiation process in a manner which could have adversely affected the course of the 
negotiations. After the agreement was executed by the parties in the fall of 2003, Van continued 
to express his dissatisfaction with the agreement throughout 2004. 1 informed Mark Van that we 
could provide input on the contract, but all negotiations must be conducted through the legal 
department. His interactions with the Agusta deteriorated to the point where one Agusta 
mechanic walked off the job, and stated that he could not work with Mark Van anymore. Events 
culminated in a memorandum &om PMC's CEO Pat Hermanson in September, 2004 advising 
Van that the agreement had been completed and that it was imperative that he develop a positive 
working relationship with Agusta. 
16. Delivery on the Agusta was delayed because the Agusta was not yet 
approved in the United States to fly in excess of 96 degrees, Fahrenheit (Agusta is an Italian 
aircraft). Agusta had agreed to ensure that the helicopter would be approved in the United States 
for hot weather operations. PMC accepted the aircrafr on the condition that Agusta would 
correct he temperature issue, or the aircraft would be returned or credits issued to PMC. 
Eventually the regulatory restriction was removed and the aircraft was approved. Agusta 
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provided various credits to PMC since PMC had had to lease an aircraft. LifeFlight did not miss 
any flights due to the delay. 
17. Several times Mark Van asked me how certain individuals were 
disciplined. Because disciplinary action at PMC is confidential, I informed Mark Van that I 
could not share such information with him. 
18. Mark Van asked me numerous time whether other individuals, mainly 
pilots, had received discipline. I told Mark Van that when appropriate corrective action is taken 
. with respect to an empkee,  that corrective action is confidential and is not shared with others, 
, . 
including him. I would generally tell Mark Van that corrective action had been taken. 
, i$ 19. When I started as Director of Emergency Services in February, 2003, I set 
: 2: . . it up for Mark Van to report to Gary Alzola, and that Gary Alzola would be conducting his 
, . . ,  .. . 
. . performance evaluation. In most LifeFlight programs, the Director of Maintenance reports to the 
Director of Operations, rather than the Program Director. However, at some point in the past, 
Mark Van had arranged to report to the Program Director due to his distrust of pilots. Mark Van 
. . 
. . , .. did not like the decision to have him report to Gary Alzola so he went to the administrator and 
, ,; ., ., 
.. .. 
I ,  ..: . ~ .  got it changed. So therefore I did his performance evaluation without a lot of feedback from .. .> .. , 
.,.. ., 
' : 
,,,., . \. 
:, c. individuals or even knowing what the issues were prior to that. : ,. . ,< 
20. In January, 2005, Mark Van began expressing concerns about how the 
LifeFlight helicopter was being taken care of in the winter. Attached as Exhibit F to my 
Affidavit is a true and correct copy of a chart I prepared detailing the sequence of events relating 
to Mark's cold weather concerns. 
21. A meeting was held on February 28,2005 with Mark Van, Gary Alzola, 
Ron Fergie, and myself to discuss the cold weather policy issues with respect to putting the 
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covers on the rotor blades. During this time period, cold weather policies were revised with 
Mark Van's input. Some, but not all of his suggestions were incorporated, as some of his 
suggestions were simply impractical. 
22. On March 24,2005, a leadership meeting was held. Mark Van indicated 
he wanted to raise some safety concerns that had not been properIy addressed. He began 
discussing the same issues that had been discussed numerous times before. There were no new 
safety issues. I informed him that this was not an appropriate forum to discuss these old issues, 
and they could be addressed at a separate safety meeting. On March 28,2005, Mark Van 
emailed me a letter detailing the issues he wanted to raise, describing them as pilot management 
practices. Attached as Exhibit G to my Affidavit is a true and correct copy of Mark Van's letter 
to me detailing those issues. On March 20, I responded to Mark Van with an e-mail in which I 
attached a letter detailing that an additional safety meeting was unnecessary, as the issues Mark 
Van wanted to discuss had already been resolved. I also informed Mark Van that a meeting was 
to be scheduled to discuss his allegations that he had been threatened by Barry Nielson. 
Attached as Exhibit H to my Affidavit is a true and correct copy of my response to Mark Van, 
dated March 30,2005. 
23. In early April, 2005, I attended a meeting with Mark Van, Audrey 
Fletcher, Bany Neilson, and Gary Alzola to discuss Barry Neilson's allegedly threatening 
behavior to Mark Van. The meeting was in Audrey Fletcher's office, who informed us that the 
meeting was requested by Mark Van as he was concerned with a comment made in late February 
by Barry that he believed was physically threatening. At that meeting, Mark Van reiterated 
numerous issues that had been raised many times before, including the "buzzing" incident, the 
'01 crash "cover-up," the "lies" told by Gary Alzola regarding the FAA, the safety record of 
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some of the pilots, the proposal to have Gary conduct his 2002 performance appraisal, my 
inability to manage the program appropriately and my bias towards the pilots, and the general 
lack of concern shown towards the safety issues he raised. Mark Van insisted that nothing had 
been done about those issues, since the people involved, including Diane Kirse, Gary Alwla, 
Ron Fergie, Barry Neilson and myself were still PMC employees. He also said that there were 
numerous safety concerns with the program. When asked to explain he either referred back in 
time or to the alleged ice on the rotor blades incident last October, or the incident earlier this year 
when Ron Fergie had put the rotor blade covers on without properly drying the blades and the - 
dp coven had become stuck. Gary and I both disagreed that this was a safety issue, and stated that 
. :.. it was an operational issue. I told Mark Van that it would only be a safety issue if the pilot had :. 
I '  . .  
. .., 
taken off with the covers on. Mark Van also made a comment regarding Gary Alzola's 
. , ,  
.:.. .. ... 
I. .: . .  , , 
....:.. reluctance to take appropriate action with his pilots when concerns were made known. Gary 
responded, and Audrey Fletcher and I agreed, that Mark Van did not nor should not know what 
disciplinary measures were taken as that was confidential information. Mark Van again i 
. . I 
. , :. .. commented that obviously nothing had been done as the people were still employed. Mark Van 
.. , . .. :., .. ~ 
: :. 
! < .  ::., . .., .. . . . 
:, 
again stated he was the only one paying proper attention to safety. Gary said that every time a 
,'.. 
, ., .
... , . . ,:.: . .. , ,,..' pilot accepted a mission, that pilot was always aware of the risk they were taking with the lives 
of their patients and crew. Mark Van said he didn't believe that, and that he not only did not 
trust pilots but felt that he was the only one concerned with the safety of the program. Gary was 
very insulted by Mark Van's remarks and he left the meeting. I 
24. Mark Van was terminated on April 20,2005. The decision to terminate I 
him was a joint decision by Dale Mapes, Vice President of human resources, and myself. This ! 
decision was made because the LifeFIight program was in serious jeopardy due to Mark Van's I 
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serious trust issues with pilots, his superiors, and others, bust hc WCLS unable to movc on liom 
, .  thc resolution ofi,qsues unless thc rcsolutiot~ was ontir~ly oChis owl, making, nnd hccause thc 
pmgrm w3s in n state of sevepc: dysI'unction. It was apparent Mark Van's behavior had 
signific'mt impact on the 1,ireFlight program. 1 was concemcd that thc safcty and lives of 
passengers, tlight crew rutd pilob wcrc at risk due to this dysfunction. Flight crcw. pilots and 
mecl.tanics slrllrwl thc conccrn that Mark Vm's hchawor dcwactcd from ability of ll~e nigh1 cww 
to do thcir jobs. l'he pilots did nut havc any a y  in tho tcrminutio~t. 
25. I n L w  oncc discouraged Mark Van porn bringing up ncw safety issues. 
I Thc issacs that Van continued to raise sincc thc 2001 crash, in~luludinl: wintcr &icing politics, 'a"!. 
wcre operational m d  pilot management issues -not sal'cty issucs. Dc-icing wotrld otlly becotne .... 
;!: ,. ; n .safety issuc if the helicopter took off with icc on the rotor bldes. Mark Van's issucs stcmmcd .:. , . I! 
i l  I 
from his distrust of pilols, his distrust of mnmagernent, and his dislruqt orothers, including thc 
new helimptcr vendor, Agusta. With respect to saf~ty issucs raiscd by Mark Van, I bclicvc that 
, 
his issucs wcrcn't ncccssrvily safety concerns, but issucs that hc i'clt thot hc wrultcd the pilots to 
.,::. 
. i 
do and thcy wcrcn'l going to comply with him, ru~d he mmaintxl suspicioris ofthat; Hc actually ...* :-. i 
, i  
,;.;.; ,:. 1 
lricd to shapc thosc issues as mfety concerns, but 1 bcticvc they were actually other concerns that &; i ! i  . : 
. .. ,,,. , .  . .... ::i. : ,. 
had to do with pcrsonal rclutionships rather than safety. i'. " 1 
"' I 
liurthcr your affiant sayeth naught. 
Pamela K. ~ o i r n c s  . I  
to bcforc me this 3 o f ~ u g u ~ t .  2007. 
NOTARY 1'11 I,IC Y)I#IDAHO~ 
Rcuiding i\t - /f' 0- 7 && . 
My Cotnnlission Expires -- 15tJ-011 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on t h i s a  day of August, 2007, I caused a true and 
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EXHIBIT A 
July 17*, 2003 
To: Cindy Richardson 
From: Pam Humphrey 
I would like to thank y w  for sharing with me the letter written by hiark van I have given this 
much thought and felt it was best if l put this in writing to you and Pam Niece. 
m e n  I left your office I think that I was probably down playing my c o n m  about the contents 
of Mark's letter. The more1 thought about it, the more concerned I became. I know as we 
discussed, that 1 do not havc to plead my case in this situation, and that is not my intent by 
documenting this to you. But I do have these concerns: 
1. Ks letter has some fairly profound statements edging on the side of exaggeration. For 
considered a "crash': This emer~enov landis was considered such a minor incident that 
it was never investigated by theNational Transportation Safety Board The briefing 
report, which is a public d&ument, stated that ihe engine failed on takeoff which 
necessitated a forced landine on the street. The helico~ter hit the curb and no mechaniwl 
reason for power loss was f&d The pilot did exact13 what he should have done and 
what he was trained to do. We were all veiy lucky that his quick action prevented a fatal 
event. The reason for the engine failure was never found. Corrective action included ;ji ,. :. . . , . 
increasing and stepping up pilot training, communication, and s a w  and was put in place :... .., .:.. . .  ..: I ; :  
by the Director of O p t i o n  asan end result. ,:( 
2. Digging up past events, and reporting what happened or outcomes of individuals when he 
was not present I find malicious. Where is he going with ail of this and for what reason? 
If he wants to dig up the past, he should have mentioned the time IeR a rag in the engine 
compartment and we experienced an engine failure requiring an emergency landing at  the I 
Pocatello airport. This type of incident, if he were employed with any other program, 
would have been a reason for immediate termination Since he was not employed by the 
hospital at the time, the vendor chme to do nothing. 
3. o f  lop concern to me is Ule statement Mark made Htating that I told him f have 
information whicii shows he was responsible for the crash inNovember 2001. 1 have 
never nor would I have anv reason to make this tvue of accusation This comment is 
slanderous. I know that &me of the individuals &no longer em~loyed at Portneuf, but 1 , 1 ..;~. . . .  . 
think that Marilyn Spiem as well as many other team members &n vouche for my ! . .  1 
rational, claim approach in whicli I handled Uls vny difficult situstion. I felt tliat 1 
offered nothitis IES than rull. undivided su~uort o UIC entire team. 1 ancnded I 
debriefing, contacted team members indi;iiually, answered questions all hours of the 
day and night, spent time with Tim and his family, and had daily contact with Marilyn 
and Audrey: 1 was there for everyone including Mark. Not once did I ever mention he or 
anyone else was the cause of,the crash. 
4. The release of any information in which 1 was authorized to release onfy came 6.om the 
dic t ion of my supervisor, Gordon Roberts, or Marilyn. Mark provided several of us 
with a document summarizing the facts of the crash I oan not remember exactly how all 
of this was disseminated, but I do know that I informed team members that they were 
welcome to read it and Gordon asked me to. not send it out in e-mail to 40 other 
individuals. Mark did not specifically request that it be sent out and I as well as other 
team memhers were diicoted by Gordon not to bother Mark. 
5. 1 truly understand Mark's desire to have information released to the public proving that 
there was no mechanical failwe. Regardless, the Code of Federal Remlations Title 49, 
outlines that informarim can only bcreleased withtbe Safety ~oard'sapprokl. I think 
that it was best to remain conservative wih this considering the potential legal action in 
wUch the medical center was faced with wndina the fwdinar of the invcstimtion. 
6. The release of LheNTSB was given to &press Gn two diff-t occasions.-1 have 
atlached both of those news arricles for reference. The NTSB Probably Cause Approval 
Date was rewrted on the internet site 6/03/02. An arlicle came out ir1 thc Idaho State 
Journal on i/l7/02 and then again on 8/21/02. I believe this was reported fairly and 
within the appropriate time frame of the release by the NTSB. 
The entire wntent of Mark's lener is concerning. The last letter which I received was an attack 
on Gary Alzola. Mark wanted him removed from his position After several meetings, you, Pam 
and myself met with Mark and discussed his concerns. During fhe meeting on 2/6/03 we allowed 
Mark to express his concecns, we acknowledged those concerns, and attempted to come to a 
~ o ~ k t h l i t n l i i ~ o s e b i f r  Rimer dlscusslonand we 
F needed for him to move forward, respecting other's positions and ensuring a positive working 
B relationship with others. Now Mark is attacking &m, I in particular, and making demands to the point of dictating policy changes on release of information and how post accident procedures 
6, are handled. 
1 do not disagree on how you have decided to handle Mark and his request for policy change. Bul 
I do have a concern about these continued attacks on managers, adminislration, and others in one 
way of another. Is this behavior a sim that Matk is ex~eriencim oost lraumatic stress disorder7 I 
befive that his behavior is conce&genough, that I &u qumticing his ability to conduct safe 
and sound rneeMcal procedures on our aircraft. ~esearch as d&onstraled tlat 85% of all 
accidents are related to human factors. Can we afford to have this !we of i~ldividual work'ie on 
o w  aircraft when he is disturbed by all of thece events and can't letgo. If I didn't before, I &ess 
I truly do now, have anZaxe" to grind. 1 am requesting that action be taken to assure that these 
attacks, which are disruptive and malicious cease. 
EXHIBIT B 
,. February 6; 2003 
. . 
. . 
> .  . To: Mark Van 
. .  Director of Maintenance 
.. . From: Pam Humphrey, RN, EMT-P 
Director Emergency Services 
.~ . 
Thank you for taking time this afternoon to provide me with documentation of 
your concernand reviewing yqur key points. In summary yoti feel that Gary 
Alzola, Director of Ooerations.. acted with dOus and dismard bv not allowinp. 
release of informatioh to the press conw-ning$e heticqPtk crash in ~ o v e m b e , , .  .. .. . . . . . . -. . -. . . . -. . . . . . - .. . .. .. - . . - . . .  
2001. As a result you feel that is caused you and the Life Flight Maintenance 
department to be 'scapegoatedP and yo& "family.to bear thchostilities of a angry 
.-pviB-6af~~mmo~this"~-Yiru;c'~er staled a resof~~6~klu.~~~u1S,-iS'~"~""'~ . 
satisfactory to preventing this type of situation of happening in the future. That 
solution is to remove Gary Alzola from the position of Director of Operations. 
. 'You would also want a'roll in choosing a new person for this position with the .,. . 
power to veto any selectee for.the position of Director of Operations during the - .a!, . ,. , >:;. ., 
selection process. .<; .* 
During our discussion I acknowledged your position as outlined in your 
documentation. I further explained that although I was in the position of Chief 
Flight Nurse during this time, that I have no grounds to provide such disciplinary 
action. I assured you that I would represent you as well as all other employees in 
a fair, equitable manner and according to the policies and procedure of Pomeuf ;s ;<. 
Medical Center in my new position as Director Of hergency Services. 
,J:. t3 :<* 
4 : ' : i 
We also discussed options such as meeting with Audrey Fletcher, Cindy ,:!.< . : 
Richardson, and Gary Alzola to resolve your concerns. You felt that this would 
, , i 
.$:;. '. 
: , i i 
not be a satisfactory resolution. ?.,< .. ;' ii :; 1 
.. I informed you that I would further review your documentation and provide a 
response back to you. At this time I am providing a copy of the Employee 
Complairit Resolution Procedure (See attached copy). if you wish to @sue the 
complaint resolution procedure you wiU need to follow the steps outlined in the 
policy. 
Otherwise, from this point forward, the expectation is to be r e s p d  and 
responsive to each other's posittons. This includes taking appropriate and 
responsive action in the future to prevent these types of situations from getting 
out of hand. 
h-ui ...- -.li.-'w,- ~ , ~ ~ . . , ~ , ~ w ~ ~ , ~ - ~ & ~ ~ ~ z ~ ~ ~ . , . . & , ~ ~  * s * . M ~ w ~ s $ &  
I 
< ." 
' C , - ?  * 
. Pam Humphrey 
'. 
What does the hospital plan io do abou~'G'%~ Alzola, regarding his actions of 
suppressing information, by means of the lobbying of deceptions and untruths 
causing Mark Van and tlie Life Flight Maintenance department to be scapegoated 
for the accident on 11./14/01, and his family to bear the hostilities of a angry 
public for I0 months. 
This is the story of what happened, feel free to contact people in these meeting if 
you doubt what is written. After the aircraft accident Tim Bdotte requested that 
inlormation be released to the press. Stating that he noted no mechanical ' 
malfunction with the aircraft the night of the accident. 
According to Gary Alzola, on several occasions Marilyn Speirn requested 
information from him for a press release. Gary refused to give Marilyn any 
information saying that he was told by the FAA that he could not release any 
information while the accident was being investigated and stated that the hospital 
- d g r w - b y ~ b e p i l -  
. . atiouas- 
During January of 2002 the second time Gary complained in front of me about 
Marilyn's persistence of wanting information for a press release I told Gary that 
Tim wanted information released because he didn't want me being blamed for 
the accident. I told him that I was taking a lot of heat from a angry public and 
that my wife and son have had unpleasant confrontations with coworkers and 
students. Gary Barked: Its your job! 
j. 
Gary said it in a gruff unpleasant way. I do believe that Gary believed it to be my 
job to take the blame for the cause of the accident. I couldn't believe that he said 
C 
that. The conversation ended at that point. 
. . 
. . After the NTSB report had been released in the press the middle of August I 
. , a  .r 
talked with Diane Kirse about the grievance I have with Gary Alzola and so she 
* !  .:. ~ , . .  
. ;  b L  
scheduled a meeting. I asked Gary early in the meeting why he would not release 
., :- 
. i, . . .. 
any information to Marilyn and he stated that the FAA told him he could not 
5 ,  
: .>. 
. , ! v , ~  
release any information while the accident was being investigated. I called an end 
: ,*.. ... ,,:
.+; 
to the meeting because, if what he said was true then he was conducting himself 
. . $ >  
., .. , .  J appropriately in accordance with the FAA. 
: 
I started to disbelieve what Gary said in the meeting with Diane and Audrey 
Fletcher. The more I thought about it, the more 1 doubted what he said. I had 
been interrogated by the FAA and the NTSB and no one had said to me 1 couldn't 
release information. 
A couple of days latter I asked Gary ,who at the FAA told him he could not release 
information while a accident was being investigated. He said that no one had told 
hi, but! It was FAA policy not to release information while the accident was 
being investigated. 
At this,point I wasn't believing much of what G a y  was saying! i called the FAA 
and talked with Doug  ans son (Primary operations inspector) and Brent 
Robinson (Primary Maintenance inspector) in SLC. Both inspectors with years of 
service had never heard of any such policy that forbids a operator from releasing . . 
information about a accident while its being investigated. There i s  no such 
policy. . : 
J brought this information to Diane Kise. She was making very little sense and 
acting irrationally. She told me that Gary Alzola was going to be filling out my 
yearly evaluation. After I had brought a grievance against Gary and proved that 
he wasn't telling the tmth, it was truly a surreal situation that defied logic. 
l'had a tot of good reasons that Gary should not be my manager. The meeting 
ended but I was not satisfied with the meeting and could not let Diane's decisions 
stand. 1 would fight another day. Diane Kirse resigned the next day so that day 
didn't come. 
A couple of months latter 1 still had no permanent manager. I was told that Gary 
A l z o i a  was golng to be hllrng out my evatuatlon. ffelt Ulat someone &om above 
was punishing me by having Gary Alzola he my manager. The reason I felt that 
way was that 1 forced Marilyn to release a press release she didn't want to. 
... 
I felt threatened and decided if they're going to take me out, its not going to be 
/ 4  without a fjght. I meet with Pat Hermanson and explained my plight. He was very $2 receptive to my request. 
......., hi , .. a,..: ,:,: . . . 
+.. : - .  . .. 
1 believe that Gary Alzola should be punished for the harm he has caused me, my' . .. ... 
family and the Life Flight Maintenance department. Because of his callous 
disregard for me and my department, information was not released that would 
have cleared the Maintenance department. I believe that Marilyn Speirn would 
:.: 
have done the right Uling, and was trying to do the right thing, and that Gary i. . 8 
Alzola blocked her efforts through deceptions and exaggerations. . i . , :. . % .. . 
.,.,. . ,, . . :':.:. , i s,: 
The question is: can a employee withhold, or cause information to be withheld, ::$;% , 1 
., . :<yi 
. . causing a department and its employees public humiliation and months of stress. !+:, ~ 1 . . 5 ; 
. .. 
.. . . . 
: ,  Does Portneuf Medical Center condone this type of.behavior? If left unpunished 
will this not breed more corruption? 
I want this chapter of my life to come to an end now. At, the least I want Gary 
Alzola removed from the position of Director of Operations under our air carrier 
certificate. I want to have a roll in choosing the new Director of Operations. 1 
request to have the power to veto any selectee for the position of Director of 
Operations during this selection process. 
Mark Van 





Director of Maintenance 
Cc: Pam Niece, VP Human Resources 
Cindy Richardson, VP Patient Care Services 
From: Pam Humphrey, RN, EMT-P 
Director, Emergency Services 
Thank you for taking time this morning to meet with Pam Niece, Cindy 
Richardson, and myself concerning your domentation to me dated 2/6/03, copy 
1 ~ 1 1 c h e d )  
The following is a summarization of the key points discussed during our meeting: 
1. You were provided an opportunity to explain your concerns addressed in 
the letter. 
2. We acknowledged your concerns. 
3. We also attempted to receive clarification from you on what typk of action 
would be a satisfactory resolution. 
In summary, you feel that Gary Alzola, Director of Operations, intentionally "hurt 
you and your family" by not allowing release of information concerning the 
helicopter crash. You further indicated that Gary lied about the FAA telling him 
there was a policy in place that no information coul(l be released d e s s  
authorized by the FAA. You later found out, through your own investigation, 
that no such policy exists. As a result of these findings, you then stated that 
although you did not approach Gary with these findings, you did email both him 
and Diane Kirse. 
During the discussion you strongly expressed that the only resolution is to 
reprimand Gary for lying and covering up information. It was your opinion that a 
satisfactory solution would be to remove hirn from his position as Director of 
Operations. 
It was explained to you that whatever action is taken, it would be held in 
coafidence as we do with other employees. Pam Niece explained it was not and 
wili not be your right to know the action taken disciplinary or otherwise. This 
does not mean that we condone this type of employee behavior. 
I also informed you that we would not remove Gary ALzola from his position as 
Director of Operations, of which you expressed was not a satislactory solution. 
We further discussed moving forward and how you would be able to accept this 
decision and continue working as part of the Life Flight team. You indicated you 
would be able to work with Gary, as w& as others, regardless of this decision. 
We made every attempt to came to a satisfactow resolution and an understandinr! 
of how the situation will be handled. it is therdfore the expectation that from thii 
point forward the issue is closed for furthex discussion. The expectation is to be 
respectful and responsive to each other's positions. This includes taking 
appropriate and responsive action in the future to ensure positive working 
refationships among the Life Flight team. 
signature: @$LC& 
Mark Van 
Director of Maintenance 
Signature: 
Pam Humphrey, RN (7 
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. !  
Re: Discussion S ~ D W &  with ?am ~ i e c e  and myself on sed&bk 19,2003 . :.  . 
. . 
:- ..:.  I have summarized o& discussion held on ~eptembw 19,2003 in the A c e  of ~amNiece, .. . . Dhctor of Humaa Resources. At the beginning ofthe.meeting, I proio'ded a copy of a b s b e  of . ' ' 
.. . . ' events that have taken place since Febmacy 19,2003. This served as an outline for our 
-. discussion. Pam Niece also prcsmted the draft C o ~ ~ ~ ~ u n i d o n  Plan submated by W y n  . . 
. . Speirn Concerns discussed included: . . 
; 
' 1. ~eam~rt in~ tbat~ouan: taudn~to tbanby iag toconv ience than~ i~dd  
. . information about the crasb that you bad specifically requested that I share. 
2. Requestiog policy or changes in p0licy.b wbat is perceived as a @ d g  marmer than . . . . .. . , -offer suggcsti.wh a UIQB -gmhretpae mdsri&pasm~e &as . 
>. . , ~ .  : 
3. Conductlog own investigation with team rather tbaa seeking this througb appmpriate j 
channeIs. This was in reference to a noise complaint that you issued. You had contacted the . i 
flight team &r than the pilot. Tom nor myselfwas not given the o p p o ~ t y , t o .  
ipvesligate fiom medical crew perspective. c ~ . . ,. . . . 4 .  Continues to b ~ g  up thepast when speciiically agreed that corrective action was taken in 
regards to your concerns addressed in Febmq. At that time you agreed that fiuther . % 
discussions d d  not be reopened. + . .  4:  i . ,,rp. . : ' 
,5. D d  for amp propam above a d  beyond, functions. :>'d . . .;,*$ + : : -9. .-. : .., . . . 
U . I first made it very clear, that I have never, nor would I h e  anv reason what so ever to withhold 
inEotmation &om-the te& about tde crasbwhich you bad s p e c & ~ y  requested to share. I 
. explained that I have no d m e n t s  or secret file that pointsthe cause to you. Both Pam N i m  
s 
. . and myself discussed our positiom with release of infomafion from the &cal ceoter9s ... .. . : v .  . . 
administrative direction as well as those that we'have to adhere to wiU1 the FAA. I am sorry ihat :.. , . . . . .you felt hurt from tbis. .. . :! : .:,. 
.%s .I . ,.,. . $:. ;
,.; 
. . During the meeting Pam Niece and myselfagreed that you are entitled to address your concerns, .:i :,::: ; 2 . . 
and we encourage open mmm~catim However, the manner in which you have invoIved the 3; . . . . . ~  ~. !,.. % ., Z A  
. . team has been less than posit&e. Team mmbeis feel that ibey are gettiog mixed mcssages and it ,.., :a,  :  v . :  I. 
is breaking the team down and is not promoting positive relationship. Team building, fmsting ..'; ; ..: ,,. .; . :;y / . relatiombips and supporting each other is requid in tfiis type of envixoment. At the ' ,.. . . 
conclusion, I addressed expeaations that are necessary in order tomove forward. 1 pointed out 
that because of your behavior, the team, staffand others baw bmu& forth their concerns 
.qu&onhg your a b i i  to wncentmte on the performanw of maintenance. i . . 
I requested that you make efiorts to begin mnkiog a change in your behavior. I f 9  are not able , 
to move forward you need to make a decision if your job is the right fit for you. We value you in 
your position. There ism question in my mind and those of others on the team, that you do not 
do a g o d  job. We aU believe that you take your maiote~ance responsiV%!ies very serious. In 
mderrto come to resolution Ii made i connn&ent to be fXr, o p e n ~ e d ,  and provide you . 
regular feedback and information. My dwr is always open and I encourage you to call me with 
questiom, or drop by and see me. 1 asked that you put your past con~ms behind you and give 
me a chance. In return I outlined expectatious 1 have of you: 
. . ' 
. . 
.. 
. .  . . . . .. . . . . .  . .  , 
andsupporting teamwork in a positive manner. . . ' 
. . 
. .  . &.I ' ' . 3 .  ~ d d e r e  to.the &+ df command . .  . . . .  . . 3-..: .: .. 
. . ', . 4. ~ e m o e e  b havior consistat with ex$xtatio&.ofthe ~tandards of ~ond"ct L?;', p. . ;. 5. Offer up suggestions in a positive manner which in not threatening, reeogniziog that . Comoromises will need to be negotiated in a positive manner on both sides. ~,*. . . . p, i  - .. , s.' : .. ' - 6. E&ES~ good relati&bips wirh the vend06 Trust they will itdiver and provide the 
p.:, .;. 
%. ... ' ' . service GY have agreedeedupon. 
., .- . . . . , . 7.Repoxtcaneentsaqdissuesbsupeiviscr.' .: ... . . .. . 
. . . . . I  fclt confident by your responses tbat you arc willing to move forward and put past issues behind 
X have received a copy of this summary, which is not plitcPd, m my employee file: . . 





. . .  I feel I must tell my sidcof the story pertainin2 t'o the summ'&y From ~ a m ~ u m ~ h r e i o f  the 
meeting dated 9/19/03. I was given this summary late on a Friday. We had our airline tickets to 
leave early Monday morning to pick up the new aircraft, so instead of reading the su,nunary I 
continued to ready myself for the trip, I put the summary in my filecabinet to read when I had 
more time to give it the anention it deserved. I also felt the document could upset and diitract me 
and 1 would be to busy for the next few months. 
I have been eGremely busj with the new aircraft and would rat'her concentrate on other . . . .  
. . ,important business, but the summary must be addressed . I reviewed i t  o&116/04 and there are.' . , 
things in the summary i feel are inaccuracies. I would like the opp&unity to be on the record . . . . . . .  with my side ofthe s t 0 6  . . .  . . - . . . .  . . - . . . .  . . . - . . 
Coscern # I excerpt from Pam's summary, T& reportingthat-you are tslkinx to theni 
trying to convince them that I withheld information about thecradh that you had . . . . . .  - . 
sperificnlly requested that I share: I did not tell any team member the story ofwhat happened . . . , .  . . t'o get them on my side. Ifyou think the'story upset theG'y6u - : 
kmily and myself living through it. The way the subject w a i  , . . . 
, 
. . . . . .  crew; was due to:my beljefthat'things were said ta implicate . . . ' .  .:'{,: ; 
ine as thecause of the accidkit. . . . .  . . . . . . -, . . ,,.? . . . . . . .  . -. : . . ::, . .: 
' .._ :- . . . . .  . . ' ~ V  ,' ' . . . I. . . ,. . . . . 
 his seed w& planted the day P& ~ u m ~ h i e ~  t61d me she had information that I had caused the ' : ' : . ' , 
accident of 11/14/01( 1 know she denies ever saying it!). It was hrthei buttressedby comments , , . . 
that Diane Kirse had made, about what people were saying about me and my implicationas to - 
. . .  the cause'of the accident. Diane never said anything explicit, it was always vague and ill defined. 
but Dianeloid me people were saying horrible things about my implication in the accident. ' 
- 
f The months that followed I became concerned.about Pam and Diane'sstatements tha't others 
thought that I was to blame. I would occasionally ask a crewmember if they had heard 
infotmationimplicating me as the cause of the accident. This question most times would lead ' ' 
into other related questions and answers. I feel it was innocent conversation that would have . , 
never started unless I felt people had been told that I had caused the accident. 
: j \  i I ,. But really what is wrong with me telling my story ofhow1 was treated in this situation. Froni the : ,;?: i i; ; many meeting I have had with Pam Humphrey, she has never made.any mention of me being ,. ;&: I a;' treated unethicatiy. You feel I was treated fairly so why does the story need to be kept a secret. . .:I! i . (2 . . Bi 
. . .:!+ 
:5 ..,, 
. . ' :: . 1 i
I 
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1 ~ur thb  mciie, 1 felt that "pper managemint could have been told that I cauied-the accident. That ; . 
i is why I sent the letter demanding that Pam Humphrey put in writing the informatjon shehad :.. 
i that I caused the accident. I forwarded $1 my @evance documentatton to Marilyn Speim so sbe 
1 ,  could decide for herself if she was de'aling with honest people when she made her decision notto release information that lefl the Maintenance department with the blame: . . 
i .  
- .So to surmise concern #I; the reason for my actions was to ensure my reputation was protected. ' 
The blame for the crew being upset by the story of my tribulations has been.placed upon my 
. shoulders. I did not start this, Galy AIzola did. Pam Humphrey gave Gary total support in all the 
meetings I attended. The blame for upsetting the crew should be shouldered by Gary and Pam. 
f Concern #3, excerpt from Pam's summaj, conducting own ixivestigafiori with team rather 
. ' thnn seeking this through appropriate channels. This was in reference to a noise complaint 
that you issued. You had contacted the flight team rather than the pilot. Tom nor myself 
I . . ...... , . . . . .  was not given the oppoeu~i_lyJo investigate froncmedipl crew persl~eeci,v_e. :.I don't fed!. . .  .............-.... 
I did anything inappropriate. 1 have never read anywhere that what I did was against any policy. 
f .- ~herecer t in l~  are alot of pblicies so I could have missed one. This was not a noise complaint. 
this was a harassment complaint, I felt it would do no good to. speak with Ron the wayhe had 
' 
L been acting toward me. The following isthe ernail I sent Gary immediately &ef the incident. : . . B . . 
. . . . .  1 live up on the ;East bench ne& the top of the ridge line in sagewood hills . . 
subdivision. *. . . .:: r;, . . . . .  .:,. .. . . . p  . . . . ,.. 
: On Sunday morning 9/7/03 at 6:45 am, I was in my'kit=hen eating breakfast. I heaid ' . . . ,:. I . . 
. a faint sound of a helicopter. Less than two seconds later X b e a d t h e  loudest rotor :. ' ' . . '1 . . wash since I moved into my house in 1986, it was dkafening. I jumped up and ranto ' . 
L the living room window and saw Life Flight a t  window levefabout 300 feet to the ' ~ . 
I . West. They had passed directly overhead. :I . . 
I surmise the reason I did not hear Life Flight coming was due to the low level'fiying 
that would have caused the sound signature to pass over the ridgeline and my 
.house. 1 usually hear Life Flight for a couple of minutes when they comefrom-the 
East. I believe Life Flight was in a descent after it crossed the ridgeline to the East of . 
my house (that is why I only heard the helicopter faintly) and'Ma'ximum pitch was . 
pulleddirectly over my house. 
.:$ I called dispatch and asked who the pilot was. I was informed it was Ron. g. I 
1 Please give me your thoughts. 
iC . . I 
When 1 spoke to Gary about my email, at the end of our conversation I stated that I just'didn't 
want it to happen again (in a normal tone of voice with no inflection). It was iumed around on 
me that I was demanding policy. I was clearly stating that I didn't want to be terrorized by , ' 
disgruntled pilots. 
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. . Less than a month earlier I had brou&t up in a Lie Flight meeting concerns atiout a flight that 
Ron Fergie had made 7/5/03 frdm SLC affer Maintenance. There was much unhappiness that I , . . . , 
brought this up, There is never a reason for i pilot to fly that low over any residential area. Even.' 
when they come in for a landing they don't get that Iow. This is another safety issue that was . . 
turned around to make it appear that I am causing trouble. .,. 
AAer ~ i m ' s  accidint it was made verbal policy that the pilots would not fly aft& I S  hours bn 
duty. By the time Ron got back to Pocatello he had been on duty 21 hours. This act was unsafe . . 
and bad judgment. Management covered for Ron saying he didn't do anything dangerous but, the 
I ' 'policy that was verbal is now in writing. I suspected that the flight over my house w&in 
, , . retaliation for me bringing up Ron's indiscretion. . . i 
r -  
6 . . : . E was chastised for bringing it up! I w& told I could not bring anything up in a meeting unless it 
was screened by Pam and Gary first. Ifthis is not yo'ur intentions please tell.me I am wrong 1 I . F v e  a hard time not being abIe t? b*afety $"es;t safe,ty meetings Especially after our . .: :. '- . . 
-ing where you sa~d t at everybody as a tee voice in safety issues. Exckpt I .: . . . . 
remeinber being told that mine must be screened. 
I asked Laura'and Mark Rdmero if Ron had said anything or if they poticed how low he w a i  , .,' . 
flying the minutes before they came in for a landing at PortneuE They said they were to busy , . . . 
.with a critical patient. Not much of an investigation in my opinion! ' 
. . 
:, .:. . 
-Concern #4 excerpt liom Pam's snmmaj,  continu& ti, bring up theprist when speci~cnliy . :.. . .<:.: :. . . : 
agreed tliat eorrecfive action was taken in regrirds to yourconcens addressed in Peb. At  , .  - .:., . ~~. 
that time you agreed that further discussions would not Lie reopened.: Every timePam . , 
' Humphrey has tried to get me to agree that I will never bring up the accident and what transpifed ' . 
after, I have said that in thefuture I may have to bring it up!!! Ifwe can't learn from the past and '. 
have to forget it, we will surely live through the same mistakes over and over again! . : 
PrunfIumph;ey states my concerns were addressed in Feb 03. At the endof that meeting Pam .:; , . ,: 
stated that she will never do anyfhing lo Gary Nzola. Cindy Richardson turns to me and says !. - .:;,,;,:i 
. . . .  you didn't prove youicase. Actually in Feb 03 in my opinion my case wasn't looked into except ..-. ,.+:: ; j 
'to support Pam Humphrey's point of view. .,." ... ii ..: . ..<, I 
In the September meeting with Pam Niece, Pam Niece while discussing th$ things that were 
done to me by Ga j Alzola, Pam Niece said that Gaiy Alzofa lied. Those facts werethere to be 
uncovered in the February meeting: Those lies caused my family theMaintenance department. 
and myself public shame and humiliation that are perpetuated by the public in ignorance to this 
day. . .  
I have been told that the appropriate action has been taken concerning Gary Alzola, but since he 
has a right to privacy can't be told what actions were taken. Seems that lyilig to shift the blame 
to innocent parties is conduct that should reach the level of termination. At the very least he 
shouldn't be allowed to supervise anyone. Instead he was promoted to'Aviation Manager and 
awarded Manager of the year. This was inappropriate and added to' my pain.. !ti!!!! . . 
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Concern #5 excerpt from Pam's suu,rnary, Demands C ~ ~ ~ ~ q o g r a m  above and beyond . 
job functions: I feel that the C O W  program was a good.indication of the mettle of the Agusta . . ' .  . 
Aerospace corporation. 1 am deeply troubled with their lack of ethics. That is why I debated so .,' , ~ 
strenuousIy to get the terms they verbaily promised us. It was to protect the hospitals interests. It : . , . . 
wasn't to make Pam Humphrey look bad. It would have been a lot easier to not care. A lot less 
, . 
.. . .. 
work, but I haven't'stopped caring and never will. I now am quite certain that we shouldn't have 
bought a helicopter from them due to'even more developments. I hope it works out for us! 
I know that this is all in the past and I would like to keep it there. I do not want to discuss any'of 
this any further. After reading the summary I needed to have my point of view on record. I would 
like to give you one example.there are more but I will stick to one: If l had not written this letter :. 
and in the future sometime, I needed to bring up the accident to stress a safety issue.'I could be 
written up for insubordination according to Pam Humphrey's understanding of what I've said. 
Tliat is why I cannotlet the comment stand in Pam's summary that stated I agreed to never bring 
it up again. , . . . 
-- - . . .  . . 
. . 
It is very hardto take issues that are relaied to so many and tty and address a few. This whole 
letter has wore me out. I did not call the meeting in.September, Pam Humphrey did. I feel she 
had valid questions. I thought most were addressed in that amiable meeting. I hope I have . . . .. 
explained my actions tbat brought Pam ~ u m ~ h r e ~  to call the Sept. meeting.And I hape Pam ' . . . 
Humphrey has a better understanding of my justifications of my actions. 
. . 
E . . . i. :.: . 
When I visited Pat Hermanson. hiput forth the question that he had heard someone say, that we ' . 9: .:, . ,.: ../ 4 ' 
have thebest EMS program in the country. i told big I don't know about that, but I felt at the 2 . /:i .,?. , 
time we had one-offhe best. We have the personnel and ppptential to be the best. We should be a. i 
using the best id& regardless if they come- from one department to another. Why don't we use . . 
.. the best ideas-and put our egos aside to make Life Flight the best EMS program. 
4 . -' 
i Q . , .  Just bkcinse Nurses, Dispatchers and Maintenance personnel aren't it doesn't mean our . .f 
' : $  ideas are worthless. I have seen people's ideas denigrated and tite people humiliated when .... ,  . 
attempting to propose an idea in meetings in reference to the flight department. We should foster 
.I::[ 
.,.:> . ,  ..., c. ~ ~ ,  
, . a free flow of ideas and curtail individuals from making the idea bringers look stupid. Even ifwe :V ..:v. . .: B -1.( 
:,:: $ feel their idea does not merit attention we sliould be respectful. 
. A .  .* . 
;:.JI , . ..,., 
: . . [ ,.,:,, >, 
I will in the future not bhng up the accident unless I feel thereis no other way to get my point ,$$, . . ,; : : .I \.;;, ,:: ! 
across or if someone poses a question to me about it. I will address safety incidentslconcerns as , . ., . . 
'3 F they arise. People's sensibilities in the past have been hurt and may.be hurt in the fbture by my 
. j reporting them, btit we need to get and stay safe. I will offer solutions for others problems. We need to break the cycle of taking offense at people's ideas just because they aien't in that specific 
' .department. I accept for review any and all proposals for a safer Lie Flight in reference to the . I 1 .  .. 





.On a lighter note, in the early days of the Beatles in Hamburg Germany Paul used to say to John: 
Where we going Johnny, and John would say: TO THE TOP. What do you say we give it a 
try!ll 
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f I h o w  you won't agree with everything I have said. I do not kish to anger you, but itis what-I e believe to be the truth. And I don'tagree withwerything you have stated, but this will lead to more bad feelings and destructioti if it continues, so could we please put the accident and the a aftermath behind us. 
W*all need you, Pam Humphrey to use the best ideas to run the *ragram if TO TOP . 
i s  your mark 
.. 
. . . . .  
+  5 Hope for the best. . . - 
Director of Maintenance 
tife Flight 
Portneuf Medical Center 
EXHIBIT F 









Mark Van expressed 
hi6 concerns about the 
how the alrcrah la 




by Pam at Llfe Fllght 
Safely Committee 
.DIacusslon . Mark reported that he had some Ideas and was wr/rklng on a 
pollq for cold weather operauon. 
I 
Pam asked about mid weather operaUons and ffa pottq 
was In place for mverlne the blades, heater insenl)ns, ac 
I 
Pollow-" 
I ,"$ti, c~~ *llofa 
about cold wealher 
' operaUons and be sala 
the plloM had worked 
out a pollq and 
exPecIallon. . . 
Mark Van emalled me a 
copy of  the cold wealher . o~eratlons RO" P ~ ~ ~ I ~  for reponed review. at 
I( bad been laken are of 
and the pllots had a 
pollq. All plloa bad 







From: Van, Math 
Monday. Mi& 28.2005 9:48 AM 
Alz~la.~~ary; ~etgik. Ron; Humphrey, Pam 
Safety meeting 
At the teademh@ rneeting I volcxd concerns i a f @  I have addressed irn CI letkc These are lg i-es I want 
! addressed at the safely meeting. Please give us all lead lime so we can all attend. 
In the Leadership meeting on 3/24/05 1 raised safety concerns that I wasn't able to 
verbalize well without going into some detail. I have decided that I would wrjte an 
explanation of what I want to talk about. I hope tha~ evetyone can attend. It is your safe 
that is at stake. 
I have witnessed several unsafe acts coormitted by pilots. i have reported thase ads and 
the pilots were not held accountable. I have two iastances of pilots committing ads of 
aggression towards me over my reporting of serious s&y issues. 
A recent safety issue was a pilot fiying with ice on the main rotor blades. Cmry has made 
a policy a b m  installiog the covers. The policy is not bad hut a little weak in areas. The 
problem is that if the pilots don't follow the policy, past pilot management decisions (in 
the area of holding pilots acoountable and reprimandiog &em for lack of performance, 
.- 
following policy and their aggressive behavior against &rsonnel briogbg-up d e t y  
- %es) dictate that the pilots wiIl not bi: had ~ ~ ~ ~ a ~ o r  their lack-OfpT&+ 
'and aggression on any hew policy. 
Thereibre the problems that need to he addressed are pilot management practices. 
1. Acconntability for the handling of safety issues. Pilot management needs to be held 
accountable for lack of performance, wver-q and not sanctionhg pilots for safety 
violations. 
2. Track abidly and openness of safety h e .  There needs to be roports and actions taken 
to correct safety issues circdated to at least the leadership positions of Life might. 
3. Sanctions against safety offenders. There needs to be red wnsquenw for safety 
violators. 
4. Zero tolerance for aggressive behavior toward personnel reporting safety issues. That 
means ifyou t h e n  a person bringing a safety issue against you, you are not fit to work 
at Portnetifmedical center1 If you as a manager know of perwnnel threatening 0 t h  and 
you take no action, your employment shouldbe terminated at PMC. 
- 
5. Pilot leadership positions should only be tilled with personnel that lead by good safe 
example. The% Leadership positions should hold safety and operational readiness 
panunount to any other concerns. 
For example the aircraft should beready tofly 24 hours aday. The rule for some pilots 
was that ifit snowed and the slush &om to the aircraft reodering it unserviceable, the 
jlilots sleeping through the night was more important than being ready to launch on a 
mission The pilots are 12 hour shM workers. Ifthe nircraft is out of service due to pilot 
lack of performance the pilot should be held accountable. Not wwarded to sleep through 
the night. The current pilot management (Gary Ahla) has stated there is no way the 
pilots are gettiog up to deice the aircraft. It can wait until morning. 
EXHIBIT H 
I 1 Fletcher, Audrey 
From: Van, Mark 
Wednesday; March 30.2005 10:12 AM 
To: Fletcher. Audrey 
Subject: FW: Safety meeting 
I want to discuss with human resources this ongoing situation privately. I am unable to bring up safety violations or issues 
in meetings. The situations are covered up. and I have been inlimtdeted and threatened. W8h no accountability. 
Fiom Humphrey, Pam 
Wednesday, March 30, HX)5 859 AM 
%lrsrk 
Cc: Ludsingw, CalM~merioe; Reidler, Audrey 
RE: Safety meetmg 
[ . Mark 
1 I pevi~m-~~ou~ l i k - - p  . . 'a- 
is necessary. I bave attached a mmo addressiog the reasons &y 1 madethis decision PIease review and if ym have 
followup item as it relates to those perlaioLog to my respcme, pleast? let me know. 
Fmm: van,.Mark 
at; Momlay, Mar& 28,200s 9:48 AM 
To2 M a ,  Gaw; W e ,  Rm; Humphrey, Pam 
subject: ~af@.ym@ng 
i At the leadership meetlng I votced wncems about safdy. I have eddrssed In a lener. These are the issues I want addressed at Ule safely meeting. Please give us ail lead time so we csn all anend. 
To: Mark Vaq Director Life Flight Maintenance 
From: Pam Humphrey, RN 
Dictor Emergency Services 
I have reviewed the itans you would like addressed duringa safety m&g. At &is his I I not 
fed that an adhtional m&g is necessary. I have outlined the reasons fw this decision below: 
First and foremost, your concernhave already been addressed This discussion to& place when 
you, Gary Aimla, Ron Fergie and Imeton February 28.2005. As you will recall, we sat and 
discussed vour concerns at some leu& Primarilv. the issues vcn raised were a result of an 
incident &took place soinethne inhtober, when apilot all&edly todc offwith ice on the 
Alu,la oLBdes. Atdrougtitis mudent was not brought to my altentioa untKJanuary 2005, eiuy 
bad already responded to the concern and h d l e d  the mattw in a manner I deem to be 
appropriate. The meeting on February 28,2005 addressed your CMICC~S regadug f%&t mkty 
and the appropriatemeasures to resolve those ooncerns. 
On March 24*, you stared to the l&ship group tbat you felt yaur coneems had notp&gg& 
been addressed to your satisWon. According to your memo, datedMaroh 28,2005, sent 
subsequentryto this stamen& the issues #band are not safety issues, but pilot mnagement 
issues. I will therefore address eacb one individually. 
t. Accountabiity for the handling of safety issues. PUot management needs to be heid 
accountable for lack of performance, cover-ups aniJ not sanctioning piloti for safety 
violations. 
"Pilot management" is heid to the same startdadus any other manager. Bey are accountable 
to their psitiom and fake necessaty action qs needed to auiitess all perfmance concerns. l%ey 
adhere to a spe~fic sfanhrd und ifvoIaiions do occur they are subject to the s u m  di~CipfiM?y 
action as,other employees. When discipIinary actton occurs us a result of any performance 
deviations. this renrains confid~n~iaf undspeorfic action is not shared. U@orhma2ely lamnot 
able to share this action with you or any other employee unless itpertaim to thempersonuirU. I 
hope that you can understand this und respecr our right to take appropriute a&n us deemed 
necessary. 
2. Track abilily and openness ofsafety issues. There needs to be reports and actions taken 
to correct safety issues circulated to at least the leaderslaip positions of Life Flight. 
All safety issues, repons, d&ations, and concerns are tracked. A debriejing is completed 
@lowing eachflfght. Any ftems listedas concerns/issues are resolved tmmediately. lfresolution 
is not possible, It is taken to the nexi level of managementfor resolution. Trending of issues is 
monitored to identifi any on-going or reptitiye events. 
3. Sanctions against safety offenders. There needs to be real consequences far saf* 
violators. 
Again disciplinary action will and hasfollowedany violations ofsafety. Ihave dressed this in 
#I above. 
4. Zero tolerance for aggressive behavior toward personuel reporting safety issues. That 
means if you threate~~ a p e m  bringing a safety issue against you, you are not fit to work a t  
Portnenf medical ceuterl If you ss a manager know of personnel threatening others and you 
take no adiou, your employment should be terminated at PMC. 
PortneufMediml Center does not tolerate aggressive behmior. Funhec the ZeadeshIp ofLve 
Rig& encourugcs staffto fe1fi.e~ to bringfirth anysaj2@ relafed concerns withoutfeeling 
rehibution will follow. 
You have stnted that on two occasions, you / m e  been aggressive& apprwcItedbypilots us a:. . .. . . .. . . . . . .. . . . .. . . .. .-. . . . .. . -.. - . - resu7f oftzporn~na s e r i k  saktv i s~~e~ .A; l re&z-b i th  of t ese incidents were discussed 
duripg buFmeeti& on ~ e b - 6  2k.  have dimled G~&A&OI~ ro ormf ie  a meeting with 
Human Resources to resolve the conversation thaf fookplr;ce benveen a n d ~ a n y ~ & s o n  o
February ZS*, 2005. 
Ir was myperception, as I wlfnessed the conversation you had with Ron Fergie on February 2@, 
ZOOS that your diiferences hud been resolved, Ron havingpreVoussly apologizedfor his behavior. 
YfMs is not the m e ,  then let me know and1 will make the same awangemeniwiih Hwnan 
Resources. Otherwise iwill comfder this mutfer rarohed. 
5. Pilot leadership positions should only be Med with personnel that lead by good safe 
example. These leadership positions should hold safety aod operational iead'mess 
paramount to any other concerns. 
The culture 0fPorfneufLLife Right is one of sakety. 1 think thal thls is demonstrated many times 
over each day and every hour. Ow acn'ons, w o d ,  and emmplesfocus on sa$eety. This is 
demonstrated by the m+toty a'ebriepngsfoNowing eachjlght, the daily checks, the semi- 
annual safety days, d t o t y  trainingfor all medal and aviation crew. quurterlys4fely 
meetings. and implementation ofAirMedicaI Resowce Management. ffich team meeting is 
focused on safe@. Those staffin leadershfpposiiions with Life Night, including thcprlots, does 
lead by eurmple. 
I have received oUs horn team members who are upset with your attempts to 'kull them into a 
sifwtion" wbicb they see as a trust issuc betwepdl you add the pilots. It is my perception that 
your issues are not safety related, but are in faq related to pilot management practices. 
You wnfmuo to bave these personal tmst issues. Your inabiliiy to foster a positive working 
relatiomhip with the piiots and other team members is, in itself, a safety concern. I would expeet 
tbat you take a lark at your actions and make attempts to rcsolve trust issues. 
If you have other fligbt or operational Mty issues, !.hen I would ask tbat you bring those to my 
anentiom immediatelv. OtheNvise. mv wmctation is that vou will Drornote a oositive woxkina " 
relationship with all .&am members &th h e  focus on safeiy and p~ofessim&in. 
Patricia M. Olsson, ISB No. 3055 
Paul D. McFarlane, ISB No. 7093 
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK & 
FIELDS, CHARTERED 
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor 
Post Office Box 829 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone (208) 345-2000 




Attorneys for Defendants 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK 




PORTNEUF MEDICAL CENTER, PAT 
HERMANSON, Hospital Administrator, 
PAM HUMPHREY, EMS Program Director, 
GARY ALZOLA, Director of Operations, 
RON FERGIE, Chief Pilot/Safety Officer, 
BARRY NIELSON, Pilot, and DOES I-X, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV 2005-4053 OC 
AFFIDAVIT OF GARY ALZOLA 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Bannock ) 
GARY ALZOLA, having been duly sworn upon oath, deposes and states as 
follows: 
1. My name is Gary Alzola, and I reside at 1395 Delphic Way, Pocatello, 
Idaho 83201. I am the Aviation Manager/nirector of Operations for the LifeFlight program at 
Portneuf Medical Center. I am also a pilot. I received helicopter training in the Army, and was a 
company commander in an attack helicopter company and a platoon leader in an air cavalry unit 
in the National. Guard prior to retiring from the Guard in 1999. 1 have been the Aviation 
.., . ManagerDirector of Operations for over five years. I supervise the pilots of the program. 
. . , . 
2. I have known Mark Van since December, 1995, when I began with 
. .  . 
. .. 
. . LifeFlight. I have never supervised Mark Van. Soon after starting work with the LifeFlight 
program, Mark Van told me he did not trust pilots, and that he would never work for a pilot. / . I  . . 
: i 
3. After the November 21,2001 helicopter accident, Mark Van believed that 
tlledia reports blamed the Maintenance Department for the accident. X did not believe (and never 
stated) that maintenance was the cause of the crash, and to my knowledge no one at the hospital 
ever stated that maintenance was the cause of the crash. Rather, the only thing I ever heard was 
,... . . 
.: :'. 
. . the Mark Van was a hero for rescuinithe pilot. 
. . 
.: . :.> 
4. ARer the November, 2001 accident, Mark Van asked me to release . .. .
information to the media to the effect that maintenance was not at fault for the accident. I 
informed Mark Van that I thought that there was something in the Federal Aviation Regulations 
(FARs) that said something to the effect that releasing information or discussing an accident 
during the course of an investigation was prohibited. I also infonned Mark Van that I did not 
have authority to release information about the accident, and was specifically told by the hospital 
administration that I could not release any information about the accident. I informed Mark Van 
d a r  
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that all information must be released by public relations officer Marilyn Speirn. I informed him 
that if he wanted the hospital to release information he should talk to the hospital administration 
or his boss. 
5. On September 7,2003, Mark Van complained to me that pilot Ron Fergie 
had flown low over his house in the helicopter, "buzzing" it. The helicopter was coming from 
Soda Springs and had a serious head injury case on board, and Mr. Fergie had been requested by 
the doctor to fly low to minimize bleeding. Mark Van's neighborhood was in the flight path 
between Soda Springs and the hospital, and was approximately two miles from the hospital. I 
investigated, and separately spoke with Mr. Fergie, as well as medical team members Mark 
Romero and Laura Vice. Mr. Fergie denied "buzzing" Mark Van's house, and informed me that 
i . . he flew low, but not lower than FAR requirements. The medical personnel were busy with the b,.:: ,!, 
$ ;' patient and did not notice anything unusual. I concluded that there was no violation of any 
, . . 
FARs, but that Mr. Fergie might have been lower than he needed to be. I reprimanded him 
orally. 
6. On June 21,2004, Mark Vanreported by e-mail that he had noticed in the ., 
. .~ 
: .. ..
.... Flight Logs that two pilots had overflown Airworthiness Directives (ADS), which are rules 
, ... .. . . . 
. . .  . ... :,:, ,: 
::: mandating inspections after a certain number of flight hours. On May 17,2004 pilot Ron Fergie !. . . ..
had overflown an AD by one tenth of an hour, and on June 7,2004 pilot Chad Waller had 
overflown an AD by four tenths of an hour. I was off duty, and did not receive the overflight 
email from Mark Van until June 24,2004. I confirmed that there were two AD overflights, that 
there was a violation, and on June 26,2004, I self-reported these issues to the FAA. Attached to 
my Affidavit as Exhibit A is a true and correct copy of my disclosure letter of that date. 
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7. In late November, 2004 Ron Fergie reported to me that Mark Van had told 
him that Barry Nielson had taken off with ice on the rotor blades several weeks beforehand in 
October, 2004, although the date was unknown. This was reported to Mark Van by mechanic 
Greg Stoltz. I performed an investigation. I interviewed B m y  Nielson, who informed me that 
he had performed a prefight inspection and there was no ice on the blades. In my experience, if 
a pilot attempts to start a helicopter with ice on the rotor blades, it is immediately apparent 
because of vibration. I spoke with mechanic Greg Stoltz, who could not recall the date of the 
incident, but stated that he had seen ice or frost on two rotor blades, had turned those blades into 
the sun, and that he had then went into the office for some period of time, possibly for up to 
twenty minutes. Mr. Stoltz could not state with certainty that Mr. Nielson had departed with ice 
on the rotor blades. Because it was a sunny day, the ice could have melted by the time Mr. 
Nielson took off. During the course of my investigation, I found that there was no evidence that 
there was icing on the blades at the time of take-off, and I informed Mark Van of this. Had there 
been evidence that there was icing on the blades at the time of take-off, I would have violated 
Barry Nielson for a violation of the Federal Aviation Regulations. Subsequently, the Federal 
Aviation Administration investigated the incident, and found no violations. As a result of Mark 
Van's concerns, PMC revised and amended the cold weather policy to reflect that when a pilot 
was in doubt, the blade covers should be installed, and any snow wiped off the blades before 
installing the covers. Many of Mark Van's concerns were adopted in the cold weather policy 
revision. 
8. In February, 2005, Mark Van complained that two pilots, Chad Waller and 
Ron Fergie, had place covers on the rotor blades over existing snow, rendering the helicopter 
unainvorthy. I investigated the issue and spoke with Mr. Fergie. Mr. Fergie informed me that it 
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was snowing moderately heavy and he and Mr. Waller were on ladders trying to put on the 
covers and were attempting to wipe off the blades, then slide the covers on. Mr. Fergie told me 
that he believed sliding the covers on the blades would knock off the snow. 
9. For over 10 years, since I have known him, Mark Van raised issues 
concerning ice or snow on the rotorblades of the aircraft. It is a violation of the Federal Aviation 
Regulations for a helicopter to take off with ice or &ost on the rotor blades. That fact that ice or. 
frost is on rotor blades is not a safety issue unless the helicopter flies. If there is ice or snow on 
the rotor blades while the helicopter is on the ground, it is an operational issue. 
10. PMC had a cold weather policy that was revised several times over the 
years, which adopted many (although not all) of Mark Van's suggestions over the years. This 
policy included using heaters and rotor blade covers to help deice and keep the aircraft de-iced. 
A true and correct copy of the cold weather policy is attached to my affidavit as Exhibit B. 
1 1. Mark Van complained numerous times about the condition of the aircraft 
during the winter time, and complained that the aircraft was not always ready to fly during or 
after a storm. He informed me that he believed the aircraft should always be operational. I .... 
agreed with him in principle, but I informed Mark Van that if the hospital thinks that we should 
always be operational, then they needed to build us a hangar because the aircraft sits out in the 
elements. With ice storms and blizzards there was no way that LifeFlight personnel could de-ice 
the aircrafr 24 hours a day, and in any event the helicopter would be unable to fly in that sort of 
weather. I believe, and informed Mark Van, that we need to do the best that we can do to have 
the aircraft operational as much as we can. But given the environment and weather in Eastern 
Idaho, the aircraft cannot be operational 100% of the time. Mark Van informed me that was no 
excuse, and that he believed pilots were lazy and would rather sleep inside than de-ice the 
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aircraft. The hospital never required that the LifeFlight helicopter be operational at all times 
during and after bad weather. 
12. From an operational standpoint, there is a certain amount of guesswork 
involved in determining when to put on the rotor blade covers. When it is cold and snowing, 
snow will not adhere to the blades, because of the temperature. Sometimes there is a wet snow, 
that will adhere to the blades. But if it is relatively warm, the snow simply melts. Sometimes 
there is a mix of rain and snow, where it hits and it's just wet. In that case, rotor blade covers are 
unnecessary. However, if the temperature drops ice will form on the blades. Depending on 
snow and temperatures, it is sometimes appropriate to leave the rotor blades uncovered and brush 
2 . .  . . 
. , the snow off. Other times, when covers are installed, the temperature drops and the covers 
,.... : freeze and are stuck to the rotor blades, requiring de-icing procedures. In the winter time, it is a 5:: 
,. . . :  . . .:: , . guessing game for the pilots to determine when installing rotor blades will help or hurt. 
Depending on conditions, it can take up to an hour to de-ice the helicopter, whether or not the 
rotor blade covers were used. 
... . . . . . . . .. 13. Flights under FAR Part 135 are revenue producing flights, such as a . . .  , . .: 8 ,  
. . rescue mission with a passenger, and require that a pilot not exceed 14 hours of duty time. 
:. :, . . .  < 
/.: , . .. Flights under FAR Part 91 are non-revenue producing flights, such as returning from a rescue 
mission, and there are no FAA regulations governing pilot duty time. Under these types of 
flights, a pilot may fly as many hours as hefshe feels able, as determined by their best judgment. 
Because it is important to a LifeFlight operation to provide sufficient leeway to allow the 
helicopter to return to PMC after a mission, so it can go out again if necessary, pilots will 
1 
occasionally exceed the 14 hour Part 135 limits on Part 91 flights. After the 2001 accident, i 
LifeRight revised its internal policies with respect to Part 91 flights several times, and eventually I 
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I trued and correct wpy of this policy dated June 20,2005, contained in the LifeFlight Operations 
Manual. The Operations Manual is a set of internal policies specific to PMC's LifeFIight 
program. The Operations Manual policies, while approved by the FAA, are not FAA regulations 
and a violation of the Operations Manual is an internal policy violation, not a violation of the 
FAA regulations. 
14. As a result of Mark Van's distrust of pilots and others, and Mark Van's 
constantly raising issues that had been addressed, concerns were discussed in the LifeFlight 
program that it may be unsafe to have Mark Van maintaining the aircraft. 
.'. : 
: .  
. . 15. During my tenure at PMC, Mark Van was never discouraged from 
.c ; bringing a new safety concern to anyone's attention. I never ignored Mark Van's safety issues. 
,.,. . . 
$.; 
9 If he came to me I investigated the issue; in some cases I took action against individuals, and in 
: almost all cases I either revised policies, operations manuals, or procedures. Mark Van was 
always informed of new or amended procedures. Numerous amendments to the flight operations 
manual were based on some of Mark Van's suggestions. As an example, Mark Van suggested . .. 
.>. />  
.. , :.
.. , . that maintenance place a red sock on the cyclic (one of two control sticks on a helicopter) when .%:, 
. . . . . , 
::. maintenance discovered something that would put the aircraft in an unairworthy condition and _i 
, , 
that information could not be relayed immediately to the pilot for some reason. This way, the 
pilot would see the red flag and know that the helicopter was in a no-fly condition, for some 
reason. I 
16. Mark Van, however, sometimes became upset when his exact proposed i 
solution to a safety concern was not implemented. I-Ie was also upset that, whatever action was 
taken in terms of pilot discipline, I did not have to report to him what that action was. Mark Van 
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, . . . . . . . -- .- .-*.- . ..-. -. . -. -- -"-- 
asked me numerous times to report on actions X took against pilots. I informed Mark Van that X 
did not reporf to him and that pilot discipline issues were not his concern, as pilots worked for 
ma and not fbr him. Mark Van was unhappy with that answer. On numemus occasions I 
verbally disciplined pilots witb~ut discussing that discipline with Mr. Van. Among other things, 
pilob were verbally disoiplined for taking off wifhout scouring the doors to the sh& on the 
helpad, for flying low, for using bnd judgment in flying too long on a Part 91 flight, and 
overflying ADS. 
17. Mark Vaa was quiet, and did not communicate well with me m person. 
He usually wmmunimted to me via e-maiL 
Fmther yow affiant say& naught- 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on t h i~& day of August, 2007,L caused a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing AFFIDAVIT OF GARY ALZOLA to be served by the method 
indicated below, and addressed to the following: 
Nick L. Nielson ( ) .S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
NIELSON LAW OFFICE ( Hand Delivered 
120 North 12th Avenue, Suite 7 
R 
( ) Overnight Mail 
Post Office Box 6159 ( ) Facsimile 
Pocatello, Idaho 83205-6159 
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EXHIBIT A 
q ~ o i t n e d  
M E D l C A L  C E N T E R  - 
> .  
:/: I 
: . 
651 Mumo&l Dr., ?ocatf$G. Idrd;lno.?13201. . . , .. 
~honc?@C6] 239-'033 , . .   . . , .  
. . 
June 26.2004 
Ferlernl Avisrion Adminhrration 
Flight Studarcfb: District OLiicc i 
1020 No& Flyer Way .,\ 
Salt Lake City. Utall 89116-2959 . . i; 
>.: 
Arm: Lean Lindsay 
<. . .  . 
Subject: Discioswe of A.D. Over-fughts ..,. x:. - . , "' : . . .. . . . 
Mark Van, o.ur Director olldain~eimce, has brought to my attention Lhal we . . .. . .   
have had two instances where pilots have over Bown an AD. inspection : .  , : , 
Therefore, wc wish to $?I[ report rkmecases and make tbc cxcessary W I W C ~ I O ~ U  .*. >-. . , 
to our operating procedures: The inspectioarequh'enent 1s for Agusw A109 I $ ,  
AD 02-25-5 1, which is a 25 hour illspeclion on the rail rotor blades. 1 have ?': * .  
investigated and fouud the followiag:' .~*. .jig ;. :. : 
?$:).: . :~,, 
In the first.case, on 5/17/W at 0520, the pilot was awarc oi the time ~ ' c m ~ , .  ,*p. ... >&. .  . .!:<:' ' 
and felt lIc had the time to accept a mission to Salt Lakc. He gawscd wrow aad \,.* . .  , *!. 
. . over flew the inspection by .I hour. 
In the second case, on 6/7/04, the pilor was aware of the inspection, hall earlier 
that e v e m  talktul to the rnty:fYRic, a i d  was under the impression h t  he would 
complelc the insfiection in conjuucTwt~ wit11 tile ddy. He accept& a mksiua at 
0256 to Salt Lake aud did aot re&e unlil hc returned that tile insptction had. uot 
bcW> dor~c atti1 i ~ c  hail over Oowa it by .4 hour. 
.+.. , ., 
The pilots all hilly understand that i t  is && responsibility to monitor and ,t.q'., '... i $5: \ 
I::. . / 
co~uply with ,dl mjjutcamcc r e q ~ ~ t s .  Ilaving said that, we have ~tis~wscd .. . - - :i#, : , ! 
some procedures for better coordiaation with the mechanics to help this situation. . , : I 
!#:+ :. 1 . 
i :  
1. Wllat boo1 of rliese cases lravc L cotutnon 5 tI1a.t tltcy Fmppcned over a 
wcckead with a weekcnd mechanic on duty. Tllcy should havccomplered 
the AD'when they did the daily since on 5/17 thgre was only 3.7 lcft ;lnd 
an 617 there was 5.1 left. From now on if there is 5 hnitrs or less 
reruitining, they will complete the N) in conjunction wirh the doily. 
2. The yUotv iwvc b t w  reluctant to it~coctveuicrncr a mecllar~ic in tl~z' middle . 
01 thc frighl il they LNak they Imvc enough t h e  to get by una the next 
day. Wc havu givcn notice that if we fcci we do nor haw amplo cttshion 
- 
Rug 03 05 0 2 a O G p  
\"t - 
P . 4 .  
to coa~plctc our missions, we will d l  the uiecl~a~iic as neeaed, day or 
lllght. 
3. 'Ilw on duty ~ltechanic wiU coardInnre witlr the duty pilot'durblg the shift 
and discttss wbst nrsintcitance is duc atrd wlrat 11c intends to con~glctc oil 
his shift. 
4. 'lhe piiots must check the logbook before each flight to confirm times or to 
confirm that on inspection was completed and signed off. 
5. If ample tirue is nor remaining. rhe pilot will turn down any mission tlmi 
wiU pur him over the due time 
We feel we have actdsased thii hsne hut would certaialy wetcorue any 
suggwtiot~s or proccdual rccomcudarious. lI you rcquifc any additional 
inforrnatiotl. ptcasc ict mc know. 
Respectfully, 
EXHIBIT B 
COLD W E A m  POLICY 
PORTNEIJP MEiXCAL CENTER 
'QGs policy is to provide guidance for Portneuf Life Ftight pilots and am regarding the 
installation of covers, heaters, and icing protection during cold weather periods. 
It is the pilot's responsibility to ensure the aimrail is ready to fly as soon as possible. 
There is not a system or a plan that will ensure the aircraft wid remain ice free duiing 
wld weather. Pilots must use their bestju-ent based on current and forecast weather 
conditions. It is the pilots r+onsibii to ensure. they are in wmpliance with Federal' 
Aviation Regulations prior to startkg the aircraft. Ifthere is any doubt as to whether the 
wvers will be needed: 
PUT TIEEM ON! 
Beate*, Exhaust Plum, and Inlet Covers: Heaters, exhaust plugs, and inlet covers will 
be instaued anytime the OAT is 32 degrees or colder. They will also be M e d  ifthe 
OAT is forecast to be at or below 32 degrees. . 
All other Covers: Ifthem is precipitationin tbsforecast that could result in hsf, ice or 
snow accumulation the rest ofthe covers will need to be iustalled, This includes the mast 
cover, transmission inlet, ECU inlet, mast pillows, tailrotor covers, sync elevator covers, 
large red side covers, blade covers, and pitot tube covers. Ifthe situation dictates that the 
blade wvers need to be installed and the blades are wet, dry them with towels as you are 
blSdhg the MVHS. 
NOTR If you use the mast cover (the big gray one that goes on top) do we. tthe mast 
pillows. 
Other measures: 
Monitor conditions: Weather in the area changes bequently. Pitots should monitor 
weather conditions throughout their shift in order to respond to any changes that could 
affect the amount of cold weather protection on the airat&. Pilots, @articulatly night 
shift) should instruct the communications specialist to advise him of any change in 
weather that may require more covers etc. 
Wind: If it is windy, or f~recast o be whdy at ni$ht, the blade tie downs. (A 
general guideline would be steady winds over 20 mph andlor gusting over 30 mph.) 
Monitor equipment: Periodicany throughout a shift pilots and crew should check all the 
heaters to ensure they are operaXing Check covers to ensure they are secure. Prior to 
shiff change, the pilot win check the aircraft to determine if immediate assistance &om 
the mechanic on duty is required for deicing 
De-idng: Removing snow and ice from the airma& win be done as soon as possible to 
keep icing conditions to a minimum. This does not mean cMng a snow or rainstorm 
but, Bs soon as possible afterward. If snow is heavy, occasionally brushing off snow 
during a stom will help to minimize accumulation. If icing is  extensive, call in the 
mechanic on duty to assist in getting the aircraR operational. 
Drying blade covers: If the blade covers get wet they need to be dried ASAP. They can 
be hung in basement enpineekg area 
Washing the aircraft W&g the helicopter will not be attempted when the 
temperature is betow freezing. The crew win check with the pilot before washing the 
airaaft. 
Snow removal: It is enpineering's job to remove snow from the helipad. They are not 
always available though. The crew should remove snow from the immediate area 
sulrowding'aircr& 
SAFETY: ImtaUinglremoving covers, plugs, and, heaters, along with de-icing the air& 
all reuuire CAUTION. Whenever posstWe. at least two people should be iuvolved in the 
task. irior to start pilot mast complete adetailed walk-mund of the air&. 
EXHIBIT C 
PORTNEUF MEDICAL CENTER JUNE 20, 2005 
OPERATIONS MANUAL REVISION: 10 
nIGHT. OPERRTLONS 
(CONTINUED) 
..DUTY T%~ES AND. CREW CHANGE 
The pilot in command is responsible for complying with the 
duty and flight time limitations prescribed in FAR Part 135. 
If circumstances such as an extended mission, weather or 
maintenance preclude a crew change at the normal time and 
place, the pilot will report the situation to the 
communications center. The next pilot on duty will confer as 
necessary with the Director of Operations, the Chief Pilot, 
and Director of Maintenance to determine a course of action. 
1. In the event of a maintenance problem, the mechanic and 
relief pilot will formulate a plan. 
2. The Communications Center will assist in coordinating 
transportation as necessary., 
3. If possible, a crew change will be made at a convenient 
location and time. 
4. If time, distance, weather, road conditionspr other 
. factors make a crew change impossible or impractical, 
operations will cease and the pilot will find,shelter and 
rest at the nearest appropriate facilities. 
5. Operations will resume when the pilot is properly rested or 
relieved by another pilot. 
In the case of FAR Part 91 operations, the pilot has the 
discretion to cease operations at any time due to weather, 
maintenance issues, travel time, or fatigue, but in no case 
will exceed 16 hours of duty time. 
If duty time restrictions become a problem for the two duty 
pilots, the Communications Center will attempt to contact the 
off duty pilots to cover shifts as necessary. 
OFF DUTY ACTIVITIES 
Portneuf Medical Center does not intend to regulate the off 
duty activities of employees. However, misuse of alcohol 
and/or the use of prohibited drugs in violation of Federal 
Aviation Repilations, will not be tolerated and may be cause 
for termination of employment. 
NICK L. NIELSON - Idaho State Bar No: 3787 
NIELSON LAW OFFICE 
120 North 12th Avenue, Suite #7 
P.O. Box 6159 
Pocatello, Idaho 83205-6159 
Tel: (208) 232-1735 
Fax: (208) 232-0048 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
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PORTNEUF MEDICAL CENTER, PAT 
HERMANSON, Hospital Administrator, 
PAM HUMPHREY, EMS Program 
Director, GARY ALZOLA, Director of 
Operations, RON FERGIE, Chief 
Pilot/Safety Officer, BARRY NIELSON, 
Pilot, and DOES I-X, 
MOTION FOR 
RECONSIDERATION OF COURT'S 
ORDER GRANTING 
DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR 
PROTECTIVE ORDER 
Defendants. . 1 
COMES NOW Plaintiff, MarkVan, by andthrough his attorney, Nick L. Nielson, and 
pursuant to I.R.C.P. 11(a)(2)(B) hereby moves the Court to reconsider its Order Granting 
* 
Defendants' Motion for Protective Order, dated March 16,2007, insomuch as the Order 
\ '  
prohibits Plaintiff from conducting any further discovery as to Request for Production No. 
27 of Plaintiffs Second Set of Interrogatories and Requests for Production of Documents. 
Plaintiff submitted his Second Set of Requests for Production of Documents to 
Defendants in January, 2007. Request for Production No. 27 in that set states as follows: 
MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION OF COURYS ORDER GRANTING DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER 
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REOUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 27: Please produce a complete 
copy of the Component Overhaul and Maintenance Program for the 
Life Flight Prograin froin Augusta Aerospace together with all 
amendments and attached exhibits. 
Affidavit of Nick L. Nielson in Support of Plaintiffs' Motion for Reconsideration of Court's Order 
Granting Defendants' Motion for Protective Order, Exhibit A. 
Defendants responded to Request for Production No. 27 as follows: 
RESPONSE NO. 27: Objection. This Request for Production is 
objectionable as overly broad, vague, unduly burdensome, not 
reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence, 
and outside the scope of plaintiffs issues in the lawsuit. 
Nielson Affidavit, Exhibit B. 
Thus, Defendants refused to produce a copy of the Component Overhaul and Maintenance 
Program for the Life Flight program ("COMP contract") on the grounds that such production was 
broad, vague, burdensome and irrelevant. None of these objections have any merit! Therequest was 
specific and limited in scope and certainly would not have been burdensome for Defendants to 
comply. Furthermore, the contract is absolutely relevant. It is critical for Plaintiff to have the 
document in order to establish one of the facets of his claims that Defendants did waste Bannock 
County taxpayers' money. 
To add insult to injury, Defendants filed a Motion for Protective Order on or about February 
12", 2007, requesting the Court to prohibit the discovery of the COMP contract and other 
documents. Defendants' Motion for Protective Order, pp. 1 - 2. Regarding Request for Production 
#27, Defendants stated that the request had "nothing to do with Plaintiffs whistleblower claims." 
Defendants' Memorandum in Support ofMotion for Protective Order, p. 6. Defendants further made 
the outlandish claim that "PMC can only infer that Plaintiffs counsel is seeking to so burden 
defendant with discovery demands that PMC will be forced into settling plaintiffs claims so as to 
MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION F COURT'S ORDER GRANTING DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER 
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avoid onerous defense expenses." Id. 
Unfortunately, Plaintiffs previous counsel failed to respond to Defendants' Motion for 
Protective Order and the Motion was granted. Noting that Plaintiffhad failed to oppose the motion 
or otherwise respond, the Court prohibited further discovery as to many discovery requests, 
including Request for Production No. 27. Order Granting Defendants' Motion for Protective Order, 
pp. 1 - 2. 
Despite their accusations of irrelevance, Defendants repeatedly addressed the COMP contract 
issues in their Memorandum in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment. Defendants even go so 
far as to state, " . . . Van can provide no evidence that the Agusta COMP contract was wasteful." 
Memorandum, p. 27. It is fascinating that Defendants have chosen to make such an argument when P ' #j" 
they have precluded Van from securing the contract so that he can show how the waste of taxpayers' 
money did occur. 
On August 7, 2007, plaintiffs' counsel sent a letter to Defendants' counsel in a good faith 
attempt to resolve discovery conflicts. Nielson Affidavit, Exhibit C. The letter again specifically 
demanded a copy of the COMP Contract. Defendants' counsel responded that the "issue has already 
been decided by the Court per the Protective Order from the Court dated March 16,2007." Nielson 
Affidavit, Exhibit D. 
The Court's Order prohibiting disclosure of the COMP contract was not based on the merits, 
but was issued as a result of an error on the part of Plaintiffs previous counsel. By the arguments 
they have made in their Summary Judgment Motion, Defendants have contradicted their previous 
discovery response and have made the COMP contract a very substantial issue. They should not 
now be allowed to preclude Plaintiff &om obtaining the COMP contract when their very reasons for 
MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION OF COURT'S ORDER GRANTING DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR  PROTECT^ ORDER 
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withholding it in the first place were without foundation. Defendants are not acting in good faith. 
They are stonewalling because they know Plaintiff can prove waste if he has the contract. Its that 
simple. 
For the reasons set forth above, Plaintiff respecthlly requests the Court to reconsider its 
Order Granting Defendants' Motion for Protective Order and requiring the production of the COMP 
contract in response to Plaintiffs Response to Request for Production No. 27. 
DATED this 10" day of September, 2007. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this loth day of September, 2007, I served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION OF COURT'S 
ORDER GRANTING DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR PROTECTIS% ORDER as 
follows: 
Patricia M. Olsson - U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
Paul D. McFarlane - Overnight Delivery 
MOFFAT, THOMAS, BARRE'IT; ROCK & - Hand Delivered 
FIELDS, CHARTERED - Facsimile: (208) 385-5384 
101 S. Capitol Blvd., loth Floor 
P.O. Box 829 
Boise, 1dahd 83701 
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P.O. Box 6159 
Pocatello, Idaho 83205-6159 
Tel: (208) 232-1735 
Fax: (208) 232-0048 
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PORTNEUF MEDICAL CENTER, PAT 
HERMANSON, Hospital Administrator, 
PAM HUMPHREY, EMS Program 
Director, GARYALZOLA, Director of 
Operations, RON FERGIE, Chief 
PilotISafety Officer, BARRY NIELSON, 
Pilot, and DOES I-X, 
AFFIDAVIT OF MARKVAN IN 
S WPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S 
MEMORANDUM IN RESPONSE 
TO DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
Defendants. 
STATE OF IDAHO 1 
) ss. 
COUNTY OF BANNOCK 1 
Mark Van, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and states as follows: 
I. I am the Plaintiff in this action and make this affidavit of my own personal 
knowledge. 
2. Attached hereto as Exhibit "A" is a true and correct copy of pictures taken by 
Lance Taysom from the November 2001 accident. 
3. Attached hereto as Exhibit "B" is a true and correct copy of aletter from Mark 
Van to all flight crew members (Wool) .  
4. Attached hereto as Exhibit "C" is a true and correct copy of a letter Mark sent 
to the FAA (MVol5). 
5. Attached hereto as Exhibit "D" is a true and correct copy of a Memo from 
Pater Hermanson to Mark Van dated September 16, zoo4 (MVol8). 
6. Attached hereto as Exhibit "E" is a true and correct copy of an advertisement 
from Life Flight. 
FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SAYETH NOT 
DATED this loth day of Septembe 
On this loth day of ~ e ~ t e m b e r ,  2007, before me, personally appeared Mark 
Van, linown or identified to me to be the person whose name is subscribed to the within and 
foregoing instrument and acknowledged to me that he executed the same. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official 
seal the day and year in this certificate first above written. 
4i, a. ~ C Z P J A  
NOTARY PUBLIC 
Residing at Pocatello 
My Commission Expires: ?/7 (ay 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this day of September, 2007, I served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing MARK VAN as follows: 
Patricia M. Olsson U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
Paul D. McFarlane - Overnight Delivery 
MOFFAT, THOMAS, BARRE'IT, ROCK & - Hand Delivered 
FIELDS, CHARTERED - Facsimile: (208) 385-5384 
101 S. Capitol Blvd., loth Floor 
P.O. Box 829 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
AFFIDAVIT OF MARK VAN 
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To all flight crew members: 
Due to the emotional nature of what happened to me and my son on 11/14/01, I 
would like to tell you the story in writing. If you have questions about what 
happened that will be fine but it's very hard to go through the whole story and 
keep my composure so here goes. 
I got a call a couple of minutes past 3:00 pm Tuesday the 13Ih I was instructed to 
call Tim. Tim told me that he had a transfer pump circuit breaker that would not 
stay in and a caution light. 
We discussed the situation and it was determined that per the FAA minimum 
equipment list guidelines that the aircaft could be operated safely with one 
transfer pump inoperative. 
I got another call and contacted Tim and was told that due to low fuel levels in 
the Supply tank that feeds the engine, he was forced to land. 
We left Pocatello to repair the helicopter around 5:30 pm. We found the 
helicopter at about 8:00 pm 10 miles out of Lone Pine on highway 28. 
I diagnosed the problem to be two inoperative transfer pumps in the main tank. 
This made the supply tank run low that caused a low fuel light tllat forced Tim to 
make a precautionary landjng. 
After defueling and changing the transfer pumps (2 each) we refueled and did a 
leak check and an operational check to ensure that both pumps were pumping 
fuel into the supply tank. 
It was probably in the 20 degree range when Tim started the Helicopter. There 
was frost on the helicopter and my trailer. I pulled my truck up out of the way 
and Tim started the engines. He turned on one of the search lights and took off 
behind us. 
I slowly eased my truck and trailer out of the ditch and took it out of 4 wheel 
low. Then I backed up to unlock the hubs. I started forward on the highway 
when off to the left I saw a very bright glow that got quite intense. I asked my 
son Anthony which way Tim had gone and Anthony wasn't watching either. 
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I said in shock there was no way the work I had just done could make the 
helicopter explode but what could it be a meteor. We drove down the highway 
towards the glow and saw the fire. We pulled up as close as we could get to the 
fire and I said we gotta go up there. We ran across a pasture and then up a steep 
slope. Then we followed the ridge line until we got to the fire. 
We started yelling T i s  name there was fire from the top all the way down about 
20 to 30 feet wide. When we got down a little ways Tim responded to our calls. 
We ran down to him, there were fires around him. He was lying on his side. I 
saw that his left foot was pointing in the wrong direction. I asked how he was 
doing. 
He said he was in the pilot seat when he stopped moving. He released his seat 
belt and tried to walk and realized that his legs wouldn't work. He pulled himself 
about 15 feet from the remains of the aircraft. He wanted us to move him away 
from the aircraft, it was making a arching/ticking noise. 
In his condition I didn't want to move hirn, he got a little upset. I said it sounds 
like the continuous ignition. I walked over to the remains and found the battery 
door and disconnected the battery and Tim relaxed a little bit. I looked at his legs 
and they weren't bleeding much so I decided to not do anything with them. I 
checked them several more times during the night to be sure they didn't start 
bleeding. From the amoust of blood I saw I don't think he lost anymore than a 
half cup the whole time he was with me. 
We talked a little more about his condition he had what appeared to be 
superficial cuts on his head. They didn't bleed much either so I didn't get too 
worried. He had a lot of soot on his face and in his hair. He said he was cold. I 
remembered seeing the secondary stretcher on the hillside on the way down and 
remembered that there were blankets on it. I went and got it and we put Tim in 
d7 the blankets and bag that was on it. 
He kept on saying he was cold and we carried him up the hill until Anthony 
couldn't carry hirn any more. We put him on some sagebrush so he would be 
level and put his feet uphill slightly to try to keep him from going into shock. 
I told Anthony to stay with him and I woilld try and raise somebody. Tim 
requested that we look for the satellite phones we had no luck the first try. I ran 
back to the truck and pulled down in the ditch and started unhooking my trailer. 
A cars headlights came around the bend. I stood in the middle of the road and 
was grateful they stopped. 
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I think they thought I was crazy I told them a helicopter had crashed and if they 
would call when the got to an area with satellite service or the next town for an 
ambulance. I told them to write down the mile marker we were at and look for 
my white trailer. When they left I got my magic.marker and wrote on the back of 
the trailer helicopter crash on ridge with an arrow pointing to it. I was afraid to 
leave and have them not find us. 
1 didn't know what to do, I didn't want to drive to Mud lake and leave Tim and 
Anthony. So I tried to make it in to where Tim was with my Suburban. I couldn't 
find a gate so I ran through a barbed wire fence. I got across the pasture and was 
headed for the hill when I hit a big Bog. I almost made it across but got stuck. 
1 felt awful helpless stupid. I went back to the trailer and got all the coats and 
insulated coveralls we had and went back to Tim. Looked him over and covered 
him up. I sent Anthony down to the Trailer to stop motorists or direct the 
ambulance to the site. Tim mentioned the satellite phone again I went looking 
and £inally came across it. 
Tim showed me how it worked I called the ER and told Steve to launch Ermic. 
We talked about Tims condition and then we waited it out. Tim kept on 
complaining of being cold with more frequeccy and feeling awful. 
We waited for what felt like eternity. I called the ER I think twice to check on 
Care Flight. Finally an ambulance arrived at around 2:30 pm and Anthony 
returned, the paramedics took forever to get to Tim. When they did arrive they 
brought the fog with them. When Care Flight got there they couldn't land it was 
so dense There was a great landing sight on top to. 
Finally some pickup trucks arrived on the scene. We carried Tim the rest of the 
way up the hill and put him in a truck on top of what looked like Styrofoam 
insulation. Then we drove what felt like 5 miles through sagebrush. They said 
there was a road but it must have been a long time ago. We finally loaded Tim 
into the ambulance. It was about 3:OOprn 
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I would like the FAA to investigate my concerns mentioned in this letter. In the past I 
have tried to get the management at Portneuf Medical Center to take action. I have lost 
faith in their abilities to seif replate. This is a very long document but I needed to 
explain what has happened even in the distant past. 
Lives are being risked unnecessarily, if I do not come forward I will be guilty of not 
taking action. People who work under a 135 air carrier certificate should be held to a high 
standard! 
I do not wish to be identified to agents of PMC while you conduct your investigation! I 
know my position will be jeopardized even if I am not identified. I will stand behind 
everytlung I have written in this letter. 
I will start with a story Gordon Roberts told me several days after the accident that 
happened on 11/14/01. Lynn Higgi i  (the accident investigator) of the FAA asked Ron 
Fergie at the hospital if Ti Brulotte (the pilot that had the accident on 11/14/01) had told 
anybody what had happened the night of the accident. RonFergie replied that Ti had 
not said anything (Tim was still in the hospital at that time). After Lynn Higgins left, 
Gordon Roberts confronted Ron with lying to the FAA (Gordon had over heard the 
conversation with the accident investigator). A confrontation ensued and Ron called 
Gordon a liar. Gordon Roberts was at that time the Program Director over Life Flight. 
When Ron Fergie saw Tim Brullote that morning at the hospital, Teresa Roberts 
( Gordon Roberts the program Director's wife) was present. Teresa along with others 
present in T i ' s  room that morning had heard along with Ron Fergie that Tim said the 
'? accident was his fault. $\ , 
Shortly after the accident Ron Fergie, Gary Alzola and I were in the Pilots office on the 
third floor. Ron Fergie was very upset that Ti Brulotte was telling everyone that the 
accident was his fault. Ron stated that if the accident had happened to him he wouldn't 
tell the FAA anything, let the FAA figure out what happened by themselves. 
There were many people's lives that were dismpted by the accident. I iind it 
unconscionable to let people who were not to blame, bear the unwarranted guilt by 
withholding the truth (the story broke in the news that the aircraft crashed after 
maintenance and all my efforts to get Bannock to release any information was thwarted 
and Life Flight Maintenance was left with the public's perception of the blame). 
I don't think you can do anything about Ron lying to a Federal accident investigator but I 
needed to give you insight into Ron's mindset. 
In hindsight what took place after the accident was a power struggle. Before the accident 
the Director of Operations and the Director of Maintenance both, were supervised by the 
Program Manager. During the changes of personnel in the position of Program Manager, 
I was instructed that The Director of Operations was now going to be my supervisor. I 
thought that it would be folly to have the program organized in that way so I took my 
concerns to the hospital Administrator! 
I told the Hospital Administrator that I thought it would be better for the program, if 
Maintenance and Operations reported to the Program Director as equals. I told him a 
story from the past about how information as to the cause of an accident was covered up. 
How the pilot that caused the accident in 1992 (Don Humpfrey) was married to Pam 
Humphrey (the current Program Director). I told the Administrator a condensed version 
of the story enough to convince him that I was right. 
The hospital Administrator agreed with me that it would be in the best interested of Life 
Flight if the Director of Maintenance should not be supervised by the Director of 
Operations. That the program would be much safer if the Director of Maintenance could 
speak his mind about safety issues without fear of repercussion by the Operations 
Department. This meeting took place before it was known that Pam Humphrey would be 
the new Program Director. If I would have known she was being considered for the 
position I would have filled the Administmtor in on the whole story, but I was not seeing 
the Administrator to make Pam Humphrey look bad! 
This is more of the story of the crash in 1992 than I told the Administrator. It will give 
you a good understanding of what transpired. 
Within hours of the accident there was a Team meeting. Rick Jones (one of the 
crewmembers who was onboard during that flight) asked Don Humphrey if the 
continuous ignition was supposed to be on. Don Humphrey stated no, it only had to be on 
if it was snowing! 
A couple of months went by and I decided to see what it said in the Flight Manual about 
the use of the continuous ignition. It said the continuous ignition has to be on anytime 
there has been a accumulation of snow on the cabin roof. The snow must be removed 
before flight and the transmission /inlet area must be inspected for snow and all snow 
removed from the inlet area before flight. Nobody outside of the pilots had ever been told 
this information. I took Don's word that the continuous ignition only needed to be on if it 
is snowing. 
Before Don Humphrey took off that day the helicopter had not flown since Friday. It was 
Monday around noon that the accident took place. Several snow storms had passed 
through the area from Friday until Monday and there was about two feet of snow on the 
helipad. When the aircraft was decowled and inspected after the accident considerable 
amounts of snow an Ice was found in the transmission compartment! Both compressors 
were FODed, one engine flaming out causing the loss of power and accident into Carter 
Street. 
Don Humphrey always claimed that the reason for the flameout was undetermined, he 
never did own up to being culpable. The FAA never investigated. According to Don since 
there were no injuries it wasn't considered an accident. But there was in excess of 
$150.00 dollars damage. I feel that the story of the accident was misrepresented to the 
FAA. I can't believe in hindsight that they wouldn't investigate an accident that caused a 
helicopter to sustain serious airframe damage from impact then slide across four lanes of 
a busy street. Amazing! 
Megan Atkins was the other crewmember that was aboard the flight that crash landed into 
Carter Street next to the hospital. Several months after the accident Megans husband 
Clint A & n s  asked me if they had ever found out why the engine flamed out that caused 
the 105 CBS to crash land into Carter street. I told Clint that the flight manual stated that 
the continuous ignition was supposed to be on when Don took off that morning due to 
snow accumulation on the cabii roof. Also according to the flight manual the snow was 
supposed to be removed from the transmission/ inlet area before takeoff (to preclude an 
enzine flame out an AD had to be accomvlished to install the continuous imition for - - 
operation in snow). During takeoff the continuous ignition was not on and several stages 
of the compressors of both engines were damaged by the snow and ice left in the 
transmission compartment! - 
- 
About that same time Clint and Megan Atkins were out-processing (leaving their hospital 
positions so Clint could go to medical school), they had voiced their concerns of what 
had happened to human recourses. Pam Humphrey who was the Program Director in 
1992 was demoted within the week afterward. She has been openly bitter towards me 
since I told Clint and Megan Adkins what really happened! 
A year and a couple of months after the accident in 2001 I brought the second grievance 
against Gary Alzola, Director of Operations. I found out that he had told the Public 
Relations manager Marylyn Sperin lies to get her to withhold information that would 
have cleared the Maintenance Department and my name with the public for any 
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malfeasance in relation to the accident. 
I feel that the upper management could not let it be known that Gary Alzola had harmed 
my reputation due to legal actions that might follow. In a latter meeting in September 04, 
Pam Niece VP of Human Resources admitted that Gary Alzola had lied to get 
information withheld from the media. Still, to my knowledge Gary Alzola suffered no 
reprimands! 
The third grievance letter that I wrote in February 2003 stated that if Gary Alzola was 
not reprimanded that it would breed corruption. Here are my examples of unreprimended 
corruption. 
On the 4& of July 2003 Life Flight had a mission to LDS in Salt Lake City. Ron Fergie 
was the pilot. The aircraft would not start for the return trip. Maintenance was called to 
repair the aircraft. It was the 5& of July before the repairs could be completed. The pilot 
had been on duty for 20 hours. It was 3:00 am in the moming when they returned to 
Pocatello. Both crewmembers that flew back that night voiced their concerns about Ron's 
fitness for flight and latter their concerns were voiced in a Life Flight team meeting! 
After the Accident of 11/14/01 Life Flight the Operations Department had made a policy 
that no pilot would fly after 15 hours of duty to preclude the type of accident that 
occurred on 1 1/14/01. Ron Fergie trained the pilots in this policy! 
I found out about the 5" of July flight after I had returned from vacation when the 
mechanic that made the repairs brought up his concerns about Ron Fergie flying the 
aircraft back to Pocatello after being on duty for 21 hours. He said it made him think 
about the similarities of the accident we had on 11/14/01. 
My relationship was strained with Pam Humpfrey and Gary Alzola due to the grievance 
proceeding we had been through and I felt if I brought the 5& of July flight up to them, 
they would dismiss it out of hand. I decided it would be better presented at a Life Flight 
meeting with the team present. 
When I presented the 5th of July flight at the team meeting in August Pam Hnmpbrey was 
not present. Gary Alzola immediately started making excuses for Ron Fergie. He said 
that Ron had taken several naps that day and what he did was not dangerous. Gary stated 
that the pilots could fly the aircraft and that maintenance couldn't do anything about it. I 
told Gary that Life Flight Maintenance would not be returning any aircraft to service so 
that compromised pilots could endanger lives. 
I asked Gary why operations made a policy that they weren't supposed to fly after 15 
hours and train the pilots with that policy if it wasn't needed. 
During that meeting all the crewmembers (non pilot) voiced their concerns that they 
didn't want to fly with compromised pilots. Mark Romero the only crewmember present 
that day who was on the 5m of July flight stated that he was very uncomfortable flying 
back to Pocatello with Ron that night. Grudgingly Gary conceded. Later he made a policy 
that only addressed flights after maintenance and he wouldn't make it part of the 
Operations manual. I wanted all flights to be covered and so does the crew! We don't 
want to fly with exhausted pilots that are in a huny to make it home. 
Not long after that meeting Pam Humphrey told me that I could not bring up anything in 
any meeting unless it was screened by her or Gary Alwla &st. She sided with Ron 
Fergie and stated that he didn't do anything wrong! 
Some tine latter I heard from Barry Neilson and Chad Waller that Ron Fergie had broke 
pilot duty time regulations by taking a flight on the 5" of July before he had the rest 
required based on the time he got back to Pocatello from the previous nights maintenance 
event. They both stated that the records were changed from the initial entries to look l i e  
he had not broken crew rest requirements! 
I don't know the specifics but I have been told there are copies that go to be filed in 
different locations in the hospital. I assume it would be the load manifest but I do not 
work with those records. And I was told that the copies weren't changed. There are also 
records dispatch makes of the take off times. 
This is an email to Gary Alzola I sent after Ron Fergie dive bombed my house! Ron was 
acting ignorant and agitated towards me when I would see him after the Life Flight team 
meeting. I believe the reason was due to me bringing attention to his July 5th flight, flying 
after being on duty for 21 hours. 
-----0nginal Message--- 
Fmm: Van, Mark 
Sent: Tuesday, September 09,2003 11:18 AM 
To: Alzola, Gary 
Subject: Flights over residential areas 
I live up on the East bench near the top of the ridge line in sage wood hills subdivision. 
On Sunday morning 9/7/03 at 6:45 am, I was in my kitchen eating breakfast. I heard a 
faint sound of a helicopter. Less than two seconds later I heard the loudest rotor wash 
since I moved into my house in 1986, it was deafening. I jumped up and ran to the living 
room window and saw Life Flight at window level about 300 feet to the West. They had 
passed directly overhead. 
I surmise the reason I did not hear Life Flight coming was due to the low Ievel flying that 
would have caused the sound signature to pass over the ridgeline and my house. I usually 
hear Life Flight for a couple of &mites when they come from the East. I believe Life 
Flight was in a descent after it crossed the ridgelie to the East of my house (that is why I 
only heard the helicopter faintly) and Maximum pitch was pulled directly over my house. 
I called dispatch and asked who the pilot was. I was informed it was Ron. 
Please give me your thoughts. END of email 
I asked the crew on duty that day (Mark Romero and Laura Vice) if they had noticed 
anythimg unusual that flight. They both stated that the patient was very critical and they 
had their hands full keeping the patient alive. 
Latter after a meeting with Pam Humphrey and Human resources VP Pam Niece, Pam 
Hurnpfrey wrote a summary that stated I was (Concern #3, excerpt from Pam's 
summary) conducting own investigation with team rather than seeking this through 
appropriate channels. This was in reference to a noise complaint that you issued. 
You had contacted the flight team rather than the pilot. Tom nor myself was not 
given the opportunity to investigate from medical crew perspective. 
I bring up a valid safety issue, the pilot gets mad, my house is dive bombed in retaliation, 
and I get in trouble for it. This is the climate I am working in! I went to the Administrator 
so that I wouldn't have to work for Operations. With Pam as the Program Director I can't 
bring up safety issues. Every time I do it gets turned around on me that I'm causing 
trouble. In one meeting I was told that maybe I wasn't a good fit for the program and I 
should think about seeking employment elsewhere. In the same meeting they said that I 
always have a good point of view with safety in mind when I bring up these safety issues 
and then they turned it around that I'm causing trouble. 
The next few stones involve what has become a trend of Ron Fergi's. Ron has trouble 
following a checklist as these stories will demonstrate. In November of-2003, I was 
called out because Ron couldn't get the aircraft started. When I spoke to him on the 
phone he told me neither engine #1 or #2 would start. I asked him if any of the circuit 
breakers were out he told me no. When I got to the aircraft I found the starter circuit 
breakers pulled out. 
After resetting the circuit breakers the aircraft started successllly. If Ron would have 
been following a checklist this would not have happened! Tom Mortimer was present that 
day he is our Chief Flight Nurse. 
On December 20 2003 Ron Fergie flies the helicopter out to the airport. I am standing in 
i%ont of the Avcenter maintenance hanger, waiting to give Ron a ride back to the hospital 
and the helicopter is approaching. Jeremy Mckay (Avcenter Shop Forman) approaches 
me and asks me if I am here to fix the lights. I look out to the runway and Ron is taxiing 
down the runway with no position or anti-collision lights. It is approximately 8 pm and 
quite dark. 
Several days latter in a conversation with Frank Prickett (ISU A&P Instructor) he asks 
me why the helicopter flew over his house that nigbt with no lights on. I emailed Gary 
Alzola about the incident and Gary emails me back that if you tell me when and where it 
happened he will investigate. I have no enthusiasm that Gary will do anything and he 
doesn't. 
This is the email I sent Gary: Within the last month I witnessed one of the pilots fly into 
the Pocatello airport without the position lights or the strobe lights well after dark. I have 
decided that in the future I will be reporting to you immediately the details of any 
incident I feel could lead to an unsafe situation. 
I feel that these situations (loose fuel caps, switches in the wrong position, cowlings left 
open etc.) might be avoided if the pilots had a checklist that had to be signed off or 
initialed before takeoff. If a checklist had to be initialed, it is my experience that I am 
very likely going to do what the checklist says. It will get everyone to double check what 
needs to be checked and could avert some incidents in the future. 
After removing the covers or doing a turnaround or preflight inspection or just going to 
the aircraft to take off, I recommend walking around the aircraft and double checking 
everything then signing the checklist. If you jump in the aircraft and see you have to 
initial the checklist it will get you to think about what should be done before takeoff. 
It could be as easy as the example below. 
Initials 
.+'@?A 
CI C/W pre start checklist as appropriate for type flight. 
[Zl Removed all covers, extension cords and heaters. 
Inspected cowlings and access panels for security. 
17] Inspected helipadl takeoff area for security. 
It will take a little time, but could save us a lot of agony. 
END email 
The problem of not following a checklist every time you get in the aircraft is that things 
can change from the last time you looked at it. In the winter we have lots of covers 
heaters that can alter the airworthiness of the aircraft. They go through the checks say in 
the morning. Then when they get a call they jump in the aircraft after removing the 
covers heaters shorelines. I've seen a lot of foolish mistakes over the years and most 
could be avoided with a few more seconds on the mound. 
They didn't accept my checklist idea. Instead they have a page that that hangs down from 
the sun visor to remind them of what they should have checked. I never have understood 
why pilots don't have to sign off their inspections. 
On 3/20/04 at approximately 9:30 pm dispatch called in Greg Stoltz, a mechanic that 
works for me, because Ron Fergie could not get the generator online with the f ~ s t  engine 
started. Greg talked with Ron on the telephone before he left to go to the hospital. Greg 
asked Ron if the generator switches were on and Ron replied that the generators came on 
automatically, Greg argued with Ron that in fact the generators must be turned on, with 
out verbal success Greg left for the hospital. When Greg got to the hospital Ron said that 
he noticed that the landing light was on and when he turned it off then the generator came 
on line. 
I asked Ron latter what happened that night and he stuck to his story that turning off the 
ladmg light is what tixed the problem of the generator not coming on line. As recently 
as this week April 10' none of the other pilots have been briefed by Ron on this 
abnormality. If it is really a problem the information would have been shared. Ron is the 
Chief pilot and he trains the other pilots. Ron seems to have a problem with telling the 
truth. 
Ron has a policy of streamlining the checklists. He puts switches in positions they aren't 
supposed to be in to save time when he gets called to go on a mission. A n  example that 
caused numerous problems with our last aircraft was the CSAS switches in the 105LS 
that were supposed to be off until the aircraft was started. He trained the pilots to leave 
the switch on during starts and it is my belief that it is the reason we had such a high 
failure rate of the CSAS system. Leaving the CSAS on during starts caused voltage 
spikes and premature failures. 
Does Ron have the authority to streamline (change) the checklists from the approved 
checklists to save on lift off time? I thought that the checklists are the FAA approved 
checks that must be accomplished. Aren't the pilots supposed to operate the aircraft in 
accordance with the flight manual. 
I don't h o w  what else to do than to bring in the FAA. The Program Director and the 
Director of Operations say that I'm just causing trouble when I bring up my concerns. 
Somebody is going to get hurt if Ron Fergie continues to disregard the proper procedures 
and if management covers up situations l i e  these instead of making everyone do their 
job. 
I consider the two pilots that told me about Ron breaking crew rest requirements as 
friends of mine. I am afraid that all of this will end that if they are dragged into this. I 
request that if you investigate Ron breaking crew rest that you exhaust the paper trail 
avenue or dispatch records before you talk with them! 
I have struggled with these situations. It is with great sadness that it has come to this! 
Best regards 
Mark C Van 
Director of Maintenance 
Life Flight 
Portneuf Medical Center 
Office 208 239 1840 
Fax 2082391841 
Cellular 208-251-5389 
E mail markv@portmed.org 
M E D I C A L  C E N T E R  
651 Memorial Dr., Pocatello, Idaho 83201 
Phone: (208) 239-1000 
To: Mark Van, Chief Mech 
From: Pat Hermanson, CEO 4 
Re: Your concerns 
P 
Date: September 16, 2004 "- 
Mark, I received your note in the mail yesterday and followed up with a 
conversation with Russ Wight, our in-house counsel who negotiated the 
documents related to the purchase and maintenance of the Agusta 109 helicopter. 
As you are well aware, he collaborated extensively with the Flight Team in 
negotiating the appropriate language and details of the agreement. I remain 
confident and satisfied that we have a valid, comprehensive agreement that will 
serve our needs for years to come. 
You have raised several concerns over the past year or so that have been 
addressed directly with Agusta. We are satisfied that Agusta maintains a posture 
i to support our program with the necessary resources to keep us safe and 
7 operational on an ongoing basis. While the language of the agreement may not 
$(y comply with your particular desires, other involved parties, i.e. Russ Wight, Pam 
Humphrey, Gary Aizola, and myself believe that we have a legally binding, 
workable agreement that serves our hospital well. 
Your note indicates that you continue to have a personal trust issue with Agusta. 
While I am not in a position to resolve that for you, the fact remains that Agusta 
is our vendor and we will work with them to ensure that our program meets the 
needs of our community and region. Obviously, your challenge is to find a way 
to resolve your personal trust issues so that you can move on toward a 
productive relationship with our vendor to ensure that our program remains safe 
and reliable. In fact, as the lead maintenance ~rofessional res~onsible for the 
aircraft it is imperative that you have a positiv^e working relagonship with our 
vendor. It is my expectation that this will occur. 
Cc: Pam Humphrey 
Russ Wight 

NICK L. NIELSON - Idaho State Bar No: 3787 
NIELSON LAW OFFICE 
120 North 12th Avenue, Suite #7 
P.O. Box 6159 
Pocatello, Idaho 83205-6159 
Tel: (208) 232-1735 
Fax: (208) 232-0048 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 




PORTNEUF MEDICAL CENTER, PAT 
HERMANSON, Hospital Administrator, 
PAM HUMPHREY, EMS Program 
Director, GARY ALZOLA, Director of 
Operations, RON FERGIE, Chief 
PilotlSafety Officer, BARRY NIELSON, 
Pilot, and DOES I-X, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-2005-4053-OC 
AFFIDAVIT OF NICK L. NIELSON 
IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFFS' 
MOTION FOR 
RECONSIDERATION OF THE 
COURT'S ORDER GRANTING 
DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR 
PROTECXIVE ORDER 
STATE OF IDAHO 1 
, ) ss. 
COUNTY OF BANNOCIC 
Nick L. Nielson, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and states as follows: 
I. I am counsel of record for the Plaintiff, MarkVan, in this action and make this 
affidavit of my own personal knowledge. 
2. Attached hereto as Exhibit "A" is a true and correct copy of Plaintiffs Second 
AFFIDAVIT OF NICK L. NIELSON IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION OF COURT'S ORDER GRANTING 
DEFENDANTS' MOTION FORPROTECTIVE ORDER PAGE 1 
4x7 .,; ,ep?39. ,,
..., ~, 
Set of Interrogatories and Requests for Production of Documents which were submitted to 
Defendants in January, 2007. 
3. Attached hereto as Exhibit "B" is a true and correct copy of Defendants' 
Answers to Plaintiffs Second Set of Interrogatories and Responses to Requests for 
Production of Documents. 
4. Attached hereto as Exhibit "C" is a true and correct copy of a letter which I 
sent to opposing counsel on August 7,2007, attempting in good faith to resolve discovery 
disputes. 
5. Attached hereto as  Exhibit "D" is a true and correct copy of a letter which I 
received from opposing counsel, dated August 17,2007. 
4 FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SAYETH NOT 
q DATED this 10" day of September, 2007. 
On this 10" day of September, 2007, before me, personally appeared Nick L. 
Nielson, known or identified to me to be the person whose name is subscribed to the within 
and foregoing instrument and acknowledged to me that he executed the same. 
seal the 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official 
day and year in this certificate first above written. 
\ , , \ \ \ l l ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ l I ~ / / ~ ~ , /  
+\' p.LLREo '+, + ", .... ". .. . .. ', '.. $ 
2 . - P f l F R Y  \ < 
: 0 t 2 .  NOTARY PUBLIC 
5 0 i 
= + i  z ~ i o s  Residing at  Pocatello 
5 Z 
' : z =  ,, .. oeb 3 My Commission Expires: 217 10 y , '.. ......... .' ...- -. * 9 0 S ~ ~ ~ E O ' + \ \ $  
'/// 
////~r,ll~m\\\\\'\ 
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. . . . 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this & day of September, 2007, I served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing AFFIDAVIT OF NICK L. NIELSON IN SUPPORT OF 
MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION OF COURT'S ORDER GRANTING DEFENDANTS' 
MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER as follows: 
Patricia M. Olsson - /Y U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
Paul D. McFarlane - Overnight Delivery 
MOFFAT, THOMAS, BARREIT, ROCK & - Hand Delivered 
FIELDS, CHARTERED - Facsimile: (208) 385-5384 
101 S. Capitol Blvd., loth Floor 
P.O. Box 829 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
AFFIDAVIT OF NICK L. NIELSON IN SLIPPORT OF MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION OF COURT'S ORDER GRANTING 
DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR PROTE~IVE ORDER 4.a s PAGE Q ,@:& ,, .t.. 
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'... 
Curtis N. Holmes, Esq. 
Attorney at Law 
I.S.B.#4393 
845 West Center, Suite C 
P.O. Box 4267 
Pocatello, Idaho 83205-4267 
Telephone: (208) 233-9560 
PLAINTIFF'S I--I 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK 
MARK VAN, ) 
) Case No.: CV-2005-4053-OC 
Plaintiff, ) 
) 
VS . ) 
) PLAINTIFF'S SECOND SET 
PORTNEUF MEDICAL CENTER, PAT ) OF INTERROGATORIES AND 
HERMANSON, Hospital Administrator, ) REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION 
PAM HUMPHREY, EMS Program Director,) OF DOCUMENTS 
GARY ALZOLA, Director of ) 
Operations, RON FERGIE, Chief ) 
Pilot/Safety Officer, BARRY ) 




COMES NOW Plaintiff, MARK VAN, by and through his attorney 
of record, David E. Gabert, Esq., and pursuant to Rule 33 of the 
Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, hereby demands that Defendants 
answer the following Interrogatories under oath within thirty 
(30) days of the date of service upon Defendants, and also 
demands production of documents within thirty (30) days of the 
date of service upon Defendants, pursuant to Rule 34 I.R.C.P. 
These Interrogatories and Requests for Production of 
Documents are continuing in nature and required by you to 
supplement any information within the scope of these 
Interrogatories and Requests for Production of Documents 
. . . . . 
q B 0  
.. . . . .  ...... . . .. .~. .  
following your original answers, no later than thirty (30) days 
after receiving such information. 
INTERROGATORIES 
INTERROGATORY NO. 12: With regards to each and every 
person listed in your Answer to Interrogatory No. 3 of 
Plaintiff's First Set of Interrogatories and Requests for 
Production of Documents, please state with particularity all 
specific facts known to each such person which have a bearing 
upon the "facts and circumstances surrounding plaintiff's 
employment and discharge with Portneuf Medical Center" as you 
have previously stated in your Answer. f 
\"d 
Q INTERROGATORY NO. 13: With regards to your Answer to 
Interrogatory No. 5 of Plaintiff's First Set of Interrogatories 
and Requests for Production of Documents, please identify each 
and every "issue" which you claim had been addressed but from 
which Plaintiff had refused "to move on." Please also state with 
particularity how PMC had addressed each such issue. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 14: With regards to your Answer to 
Interrogatory No. 5 of Plaintiff's First Set of Interrogatories 
and Requests for Production of Documents, please identify each 
and every member of the Life Flight medical staff and crew whom 
PMC would potentially have lost due to Plaintiff's behavior. In 
so doing, please identify each and every fact supporting your 
assertion that PMC would potentially have lost each such person 
including each and every representation made by each such person, 
the date it was made, the persons who heard such representation, 
. . . 
INTERROGATORIES AND REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION - 2 . / $ ,  . .  ~ 
or any other fact upon which you have based your assertion that 
PMC would have lost such person from the Life Flight program. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 15: Please identify by date, 
jurisdiction, case number, or any other identifying information 
which would reasonably allow any person to secure documentation 
therefrom, any lawsuit filed against any or all of the named 
Defendants, or any actions filed by any federal or state 
administrative agency, regarding any violations of OSHA 
standards, any violations of federal aviation regulations, or any 
violations of state or federal law regarding safety issues 
associated with the Life Flight program at Portneuf Medical 
B Center. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 16: Please state whether any employee 
or agent of Portneuf Medical Center or formerly Bannock Regional 
Medical Center has ever received either from Portneuf Medical 
Center, Bannock Regional Medical Center or from any responsible 
state or federal agency a termination of employment, demotion of 
employment, verbal or written reprimand, or any other 
disciplinary action resulting from any alleged violations of 
hospital policies, Life Flight policies, any violations of OSHA 
standards, any violations of federal aviation regulations, or any 
violations of state or federal law regarding safety issues 
associated with the Life Flight Program. In so doing, please 
identify the name of the employee or agent, the nature of the 
disciplinary action, and the violation alleged to have occurred. 
. . . .,. 
INTERROGATORIES AND REQUESTS FOR. PRODUCTION - 3 
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~ 
INTERROGATORY NO. 17: Please identify each and every 
document provided by Portneuf Medical Center to OSHA, or to any 
other state or federal agency regarding any investigation of 
violations of any state or federal safety regulations allegedly 
committed within the Life Flight Program at Portneuf Medical 
Center, including all documents provided to OSHA or to the FAA 
relative to Plaintiff's whistleblower claims. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 18: Please identify with particularity 
each and every record from Portneuf Medical Center which 
documents all delayed take off times and the reason(s) therefor 
and also all declined flights and the specific reason(s) therefor 
on occasions when the aircraft was not ready to fly for the 
period of 2001 to present. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 19: Please identify the name (s) and 
address(es) of your professional liability insurer(s) for 
employees of Portneuf Medical Center for the years 2004 and 2005. 
In addition, please state what the cost of the premium paid for 
coverage on behalf of Plaintiff was on a monthly basis in 2004 
and 2005, the amount thereof paid by PMC, the amount thereof paid 
by Plaintiff, and the coverage provided. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 17: Produce copies of all 
documents used to provide information in answering the above 
interrogatories. 
-. 
INTERROGATORIES AND REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION - 4 
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REOUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 18: Please produce a copy of 
each and every document related or referred to in your answer to 
Interrogatory No. 13 above. 
REOUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 19: Please produce a copy of 
each and every document related or referred to in your answer to 
Interrogatory No. 14 above. 
REOUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 20: Please produce a copy of 
each and every document related or referred to in your answer to 
Interrogatory No. 15 above. 
REOUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 21: Please produce a copy of 
each and every document related or referred to in your answer to 
Interrogatory No. 16 above. 
REOUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 22: Please produce a copy of 
each and every document related or referred to in your answer to 
Interrogatory No. 17 above. 
REOUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 23: Please produce copies of 
all e-mails together with their corresponding attachments which 
were sent from any of the named Defendants to Plaintiff, or which 
were sent by any of the named Defendants to any person in the 
Human Resources Department of Portneuf Medical Center, or which 
were sent by any of the named Defendants to Cindy Richardson, or 
to Russ White, regarding the Component Overhaul and Maintenance 
Program for the Life Flight Program with Augusta Aerospace, 
and/or safety issues with the Life Flight program, and/or the 
Life Flight helicopter crash of 2001, and/or correspondence 
between Plaintiff and Audrey Fletcher, for the years 2001 to 
INTERROGATORIES AND REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION - 5 
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present. Please also include any attached documents which 
evidence the date and time when the e-mails were opened. 
REOUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 24: Please produce copies of 
all e-mails together with their corresponding attachments which 
were sent by Plaintiff to any of the named Defendants, or to any 
person in the Human Resources Department of Portneuf Medical 
Center, or to Cindy Richardson, or to Russ White, regarding any 
safety issues and/or requesting any meeting with Human Resources 
for the months of March and April, 2005. Please also include any 
attached documents which evidence the date and time when the e- 
mails were opened. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 25: Please produce copies of 
all e-mail notifications of Human Resources meetings in which 
Plaintiff was to be present for the period of 2001 to the date of 
Plaintiff's termination of employment. 
REOUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 26: Please produce copies of 
all Life Flight maintenance policies included either in the Life 
Flight Maintenance Policy Manual or which were created by 
Plaintiff in his capacity as Director of Maintenance. 
REOUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 27: Please produce a complete 
copy of the Component Overhaul and Maintenance Program for the 
Life Flight Program from Augusta Aerospace together with all 
amendments and attached exhibits. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 28: Please produce copies of 
all dispatch logs for departure and arrival times for the 
- . 
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Portneuf Medical Center Life Flight program for the month of 
July, 2003. 
REOUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 29: Please produce copies of 
all FAA required pilot duty time records for the Portneuf Medical 
Center Life Flight program for the month of July, 2003. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 30: Please produce copies of 
the originals and copies of all copies of load manifests for the 
Portneuf Medical Center Life Flight program for the month of 
July, 2003. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 31: Please produce copies of 




REOUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 32: Please produce copies of 
all documents referred to in your Answer to Interrogatory No. 19 
above. 
REOUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 33: Please produce copies of 
minutes of meetings for all Life Flight meetings and Life Flight 
leadership meetings for the years 2001 until the present. 
DATED this day of January, 2007. 
Curtis N. Holmes, Esq. 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
... , 
INTERROGATORIES AND REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION - 7 Ys&.' .~... .... 
PLAINTIFF'S 
EXHIBIT 
Patricia M. Olsson, ISB NO. 3055 
Paul D. McFarIane, ISB No. 7093 
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARREP, ROCK & 
FIELDS, CHARTERED 
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor 
Post Office Box 829 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone (208) 345-2000 




Attorneys for Defendants 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 




Case No. CV 2005-4053 OC 
DEFENDANTS' ANSWERS T O  I PLAINTIFF'S SECOND SET O F  
Defendants. 
PORTNEW MEDICAL CENTER, PAT 
IIERMANSON, Hospital Administrator, 
PAM HUMP!ZG3Y, EMS Progcam Director, 
GARY ALZOLA, Director of Operations, 
RON FERGIE, Chief PilodSafety Officer, 
BARRY NIELSON, Pilot, and DOES I-X, 
DEFENDANTS' ANSWERS TO PLAINTIFE'S SECOND 
AND RESPONSES TO REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION O F  DOCUM 
q3 7 ,\:,~., 
INTERROGATORIES AND 
RESPONSES TO REQUESTS FOR 
PRODUCTEON O F  DOCUMENTS 
d 5. 
COME NOW the above-named defendants, by and through undersigned counsel 
(i : 
\,.. j 
of record, and answer and respond to plaintiff's second set of interrogatories and requests for 
production of documents as follows: 
, INTERROGATORIES 
INTERROGATORY NO. 12: With regards to each and every person listed in 
your Answer to Interrogatory No. 3 of Plaintiffs First Set of Interrogatories and Requests for 
Production of Documents, please state with particularity all specific facts known to each such 
person which have a bearing upon the "facts and circumstances surrounding plaintiffs 
employment and discharge with Portneuf Medical Center" as you have previously stated in your 
Answer. 
ANSWER NO. 12: Objection. Overly broad, not reasonably calculated to lead to 
the discovery of admissible evidence. Without waiving these objections, see below, see also 
1" : 
3 
\, . . ~  defendants' Answer to Interrogatory No. 3 of Plaintiffs First Set of Interrogatories and Requests 
for Production of Documents and documents produced in response to Request for Production No. 
4. 
Pam Holmes is the Director of Emergency Services at Portneuf Medical Center 
and has worked with the plaintiff since approximately 1985. Ms. Holmes' duties include 
overseeing the Emergency Department, Trauma Department, and LifFZight. Ms. Holmes has 
knowledge of plaintiffs performance evaluations, the January 2005 Safety Meeting, the 
November 14, 2001 crash of the LijeFIight helicopter, arid plaintiff's employment and discharge 
from Portneuf Medical Center. 
Gary Alzola is the Director of Operations, Aviation Manager and LifFIighf pilot 
for Portneuf Medical Center. Mr. Alzola worked with the plaintiff for approximately 10 years. 
DEFENDANTS' ANSWERS TO PLAINTKFF'S SECOND.SET.OP.XNTERRO.GATORIESSS .... 
AND RESPONSES TO REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTEON OF DOCUMENTS- 2 gs,b+., 
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,:., .,.. Mr. ALzola has knowledge of plaintiffs alleged safety complaints, the May 17,2004 and June 7, 
$ i . 3 
j . .  . 
2004 oversflights of Airworthiness Directive (AD) inspections, the October 2004 ice on the 
rotor blades incident, the Component Overhaul and Maintenance Program (COMP) agreement 
with Augusta Aerospace, the Cold Weather Policy, Portneuf Medical Center's LifeFlight 
program policies, Lif f ight  pilot policies, how airworthiness is determined, and plaintiffs 
employment and discharge from Porheuf Medical Center. 
Greg Stoitz is the Director of Maintenance for LifFIight. Mr. Stoltz occasionally 
worked for the LifeFlight program as a mechanic for approximately 15 years. Mr. Stoltz has 
knowledge of the October 2004 ice on the rotor blades incident, liow safety issues are dealt with 
4 
(3 
between the LifeFght mechanics and pilots, the Cold Weather Policy, how airworthiness is 
determined, and plaintiffs employment and discharge from Portneuf Medical Center. 
Tom Mortimer is the LifeFIight program Chief Flight Nurse at Portneuf Medical 
Center. Mr. Mortimer has worked for Portneuf Medical Center for approximately 12 years, and 
has known the plaintiff for approximately 9 years. Mr. Mortimer hgs knowledge of the 
relationship between the plaintiff and the LifeFlighht medical staff and crew, the March 24,2005 
. . 
LifeFIight Leadership committee meeting, the lack of trust between the LifeFlight mechanics and 
pilots, complaints from LifFlight,medical staff regarding plaintiff, Commission on 
Accreditation of Medical Transport Systems (CAMTS) accreditation, the November 14,2001 
crash of the LifeFlighl helicopter, and plaintiff3 employment and discharge from Portneuf 
Medical Center. 
Audrey Fletcher is the Employee Relations Facilitator at Portneuf Medical Center. 
Ms. Fletcher has known the plaintiff since November 2001. Ms. Fletcher has knowledge of the 
,/ . . plaintiffs inability to move on from issues, the November 14,2001 crash of the LifeeFlight 
i ' > 
helicopter, the Component Overhaul and Maintenance Program (COMP) agreement with 
Augusta Aerospace, the September 16,2004 letter from Pat Hermanson to plaintiff, the 
performance evaluation process and philosophy at Portneuf Medical Center, severity of letters to 
plaintiff from Cindy Richardson, Pamela Niece, and Pat Hemanson, breakdown in relationship 
between LifeFllighht medical staff, pitots and mechanics, recommendation for plaintiff to use 
Employee Assistance Program (EM) and see psychiatrist Dr. Hazel, requested meeting between 
plaintiff, Dale Mapes, and Pam Humphrey, piahtiffs allegation that he was threatened by Barry 
Nielsen, Portneuf Medical Center's progressive discipline policy, written guidelines for 
managers on employee evaluatiods, the employee handbook, and plaintiffs employment and 
reasons for discharge from Portneuf Medical Center. 
[ ., Dave Perkins is a LifFIight mechanic at Portneuf Medical Center. Mr. Perkins 
. ,.! 
worked with the plaintiff for approximately six months. Mr. Perkins has knowledge of the 
plaintiffs distrust of the LifeFIigh~ piIots and administration, and plaintiffs employment and 
reasons for discharge from Portneuf Medical Center. 
Ron Fergie is the Chief Pilot and Safety Officer for the LifeFLight program at 
Portneuf Medical Center. Mr. Fergie has known the plaintiff since approximately March of 
1999. Mr. Fergie has knowledge of the October 2004 ice on the rotor blades incident, the alleged 
September 2005 "buzzing" of plaintiff's house, the February 1,2005 snow under blade covers 
incident, plaintiff's distrust of pilots, LifeFlight Cold Weather Policy, the March 24,2005 
LifeRight Leadership committee meeting, the July 2003 mission lo Salt Lake City, how 
. DEPENDANTS' ANSWERS TO PLAINTIEF'S.SE.C.0ND.SET.-OF-IINNTEmOGATORIES.. . . ~~ 
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airworthiness is determined, and plaintiffs employment and discharge from Portneuf Medical 
\ 
Center. 
Barry Nielsen is a Li/kFlighf pilot at Portneuf Medical Center. Mr. Nielsen has 
knowledge of the October 2004 ice on the rotor blades incident, the cawling incident in 
approximately September or October of 2003, plaintiffs allegation that he threatened him, 
plaintiffs distrust ofpilots, how airworthiness is determined, the May 17,2004 and June 7,2004 
overflights A.D. inspections, and plaintiff's employment and discharge from Portneuf Medical 
Center. 
Chad Waller is a LifHight pilot at Portneuf Medical Center. Mr. Waller has 
worked at Portneuf Medical Center for approximately 5 years. Mr. Waller has knowledge of  the 
May 17,2004 and June 7,2004 overflights A.D. inspections, and plaintiffs employment and 
., discharge from Portneuf Medical Center. 
Y 
Dale Mapes is the Vice President of Human Resources and Support Services at 
Portneuf Medical Center. Mr. Mapes has knowledge of the reasons for and the decision to 
terminate plaintiff, plaintiff's rejection of Portneuf Medical Center's serverance proposal and 
plaintiffs employment and discharge from Portneuf Medical Center. 
Jim Ford was formerly a LifFIight pilot at Portneuf Medical Center. Mr. Ford 
has knowledge of plaintiffs distrust of pilots, the May 17,2004 and June 7,2004 overflights 
A D .  inspections, the October 2004 ice on the rotor blades incident, and plaintiffs employment 
and discharge from Portneuf Medical Center. 
Richelle Hetdwein is the Risk Manager for Portneuf Medical Center. Ms. 
Heldwein has knowledge of the November 14,2001 crash of the LifeFlight helicopter, the 
DEFENDANTS' ANSWERS TO PLAINTIFF'S SECOND SET.OF.INITERROGATORIES - 
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reasons for and the decislon to terminate plaintiff, plaintiffs rejection of Portneuf Medtcal 
"\ 
Center's serverance proposal, and plaintifrs employment and discharge from PortneufMedical 
Center. 
Patrick Hermanson is the CEO of Portneuf Medical Center. Mr. Hemanson has 
knowledge of the Component Overhaul and Maintenance Program (COMP) agreement with 
Augusta Aerospace, plaintiffs personal trust issues pertaining to the agreement with Augusta 
Aerospace, the reasons for and the decision to terminate plaintiff, and plaintiffs employment and 
discl~arge from Portneuf Medical Center. 
Neomi Perez has knowledge regarding plaintiffs request to hire an additional 
mechanic, the reasons for and thedecision to terminate plaintiff, and plaintiffs employment and 
discharge from Portneuf Medical Center. 
Pamela Niece was the former Vice President of Human Resources at Portneuf 
B,' ' t,. ,. .: 
Medical Center. Ms. Niece has knowledge of the Component Overhaul and Maintenance 
Program (COMP) agreement with Augusta Aerospace, the November 14,2001 crash of the 
LifeFlight helicopter, the alleged September 2005 "buzzing" of plaintiff's house, plaintiff's 
distrust of pilots, inability to move on from issues, and plaintiff's employment and discharge 
from Portneuf Medical Center. 
Cindy Richardson was the former Vice President of Patient Care Services at 
Portneuf Medical Center. Ms. Richardson has knowledge of the November 14,2001 crash of the 
LifFlight helicopter and plaintiffs allegations regarding the release of information pertaining to 
the crash, plaintiffs distrust of pilots, inability to move on from issues, and plaintiffs 
employment and discharge from Podneuf Medical Center. 
. . DEFENDANTS' ANSWERS TO P~AINTIFF'~EC.ON,DSETeFFINTERR.OGAATORIES . . . ~. 
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Diane Kirse was the former Emergency Department Manager at Portneuf Medical 
Center. Ms. Kirse has knowledge of the November 14,2001 crash of the Li/eFlight helicopter 
and plaintiffs allegations regarding the release of information pertainiing to the crash, plaintiffs 
distrust of pilots, inability to move on from issues, and plaintiffs employment and discharge 
from Portneuf Medical Center. 
Tim Brulotte was a former LifeFIight pilot at Portneuf Medical Center. Mr. 
Brulotte has knowledge of the November 14,2001 crash of the LijeFZight helicopter, and 
plaintiffs employment and discharge from Portneuf Medical Center. 
$7 
Dennis Seals was employed by the FAA Salt Lake Flight Standards Office. Mr. 
Seals has lcnowledge of the October 2004 ice on the rotor blades incident, the FAA's October 13, 
2005 inspection of this incident, and Portneuf Medical Center's cold weather operation 
procedures. 
,(" ' ' 
ii i 
..' 
Lynn Higgins was employed by the FAA as a Principal Operations Inspector. Mr. 
Higgins has knowledge of the November 14,2001 crash of the LifeFght helicopter, Portneuf 
Medical Center's selfdisclosed violation of FAA Regulation Section 39.7 when it overflew an 
Airworthiness Directive for N91LF on May 17,2004 and June 7,2004, and the November 15, 
2004 Letter of Correction issued for failure to maintain adequate pilot records. 
Les DeNaughel was employed by the FAA. Mr. DeNaughel has knowledge of 
the whistle blower complaint filed by plaintiff pertaining to October 2004 ice on the rotor blades 
incident, and the finding of no provable violation. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 13: With regards to your Answer to Interrogatory 
No. 5 of Plaintiffs First Set of Interrogatories and Requests for Production of Documents, please 
. ~ DEFENDANTS.' ANSWERS TO. PLAXN.TIFF'S,SECONDSET~.O.F..INlCERROCATORlES . . 
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....... identify each and every "issue" which you claim had been addressed but from which Plaintiff 
I 
! ' . . , . 
, . 
had refused "to move on." Please also state with particularity how PMC had addressed each 
such issue. 
ANSWER NO. 13: Objection Work product. Overly broad, not reasonably 
calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. Without waiving these objections, see 
documents previously produced in response to Request for Production No. 4, specifically 
PMC000197-198, PMC000240-249, PMC000449-452, and PMC000842. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 14: With regards to your Answer to Interrogatory 
4 No. 5 of Plaintiff3 First Set of Interrogatories and Requests for Production of Documents, please J( 
identify each and every member of the Life Flight med~cal staff and crew whom PMC would 
potentially have lost due to PlaintifF's behavior. In so doing, please identify each and every fact 
supporting your assertion that PMC would potentiaily have lost each such person including each 
6 '  
i 
and every representation made by each such person, the date it was made, the persons who heard 
such representation, or any other fact upon which you have based your assertion that PMC would 
have lost such person from the Life Flight program. 
ANSWER NO. 14: Objection. Overly broad and vague and requests information 
protected by the attorney-client and/or work product privileges. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 15: Please identify by date, jurisdiction, case number, 
or any other identifying information which would reasonably allow any person to secure 
documentation therefrom, any lawsuit filed against any or all of the named Defendants, or any 
actions filed by any federal or state administrative agency, regarding any violations of OSHA 
DEFENDANTS' ANSWERS TO PIAINTIFF'S SECOND SET OF INTEKROCATORIES 
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standards, any violations of federal aviation regulations, or any violations of state or federal law "
i.' 
regarding safety issues associated with the Life Flight program at Portneuf Medical Center. 
ANSWER NO. 15: Objection. This interrogatory is objectionable as it requests 
information relating to any conceivable lawsuit or govemmental action against any of the named 
defendants for any safety issues at any conceivable time. As such, defendants object to this 
interrogatory as overly broad, vague, unduly burdensome and not reasonably calculated to lead 
to the discovery of admissible evidence. Defendants have already answered this Interrogatory, 
without waiving said objection, see Answer to Interrogatory No. 8. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 16: Please state whether any employee or agent of 
/ 
Portneuf Medical Center or formerly Bannock Regional Medical Center has ever received either 
from Portneuf Medical Center, Bannock Regional Medical Center or &om any responsible state 
or federal agency a termination of employment, demotion of employment, verbal or written 
k 
y. reprimand, or any other disciplinary action resulting &om any alleged violations of hospital 
policies, Life Flight policies, any violations of OSHA standards, any violations of federal 
aviation regulations, or any violations of state or federal law regarding safety issues associated 
with the Life Flight Program. In so doing, please identify the name of the employee or agent, the 
nature of the disciplinary action, and the violation alleged to have occurred 
ANSWER NO. 16: Objection. This interrogatory is objectionable as it requests 
information relating to any conceivable warning or reprimand to any employee, vendor, or other 
agent of Portneuf Medical Center formerly Bannock Regional Medical Center, by Portneuf 
Medical Center or any conceivable governmentat entity, for virtually any reason, at any 
conceivable time. As such, defendants object to this interrogatory as overly broad, vague, 
. . , .  DEFENDANTS' ANSWERS TO PLAINTIFF'S SECOND_SETPIi'.~~~W.o~~T.O.~BS ~ ... . . 
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# 
unduly burdensome and not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible 
<,, , 
evidence. Defendants have already answered this Interrogatory, without waiving said objection, 
see Answer to Interrogatory No. 9. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 17: Please identify each and every document provided 
by Portneuf Medical Center to OSHA, or to any other state or federal agency regarding any 
investigation of violations of any state or federal safety regulations allegedly committed within 
the Life Flight Program at Portneuf Medical Center, including all documents provided to OSHA 
or to the FAA relative to Plaintiffs whistleblower claims. 
ANSWER NO. 17:. Objection. This interrogatory is objectionable as it requests 
P information relating to any document provided by Portneuf Medical Center to any governmental 
agency relating to any safety violations of any kind at any time. As such, defendants object to 




lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. Without waiving these objeotions, please see 
documents produced in response to Request for Production No. 4, including documentation 
provided to the Occupational Health and Safety Administration. Defendants have already 
answered this Interrogatory, without waiving said objection, see Answer to lnterrogatory No. I0 
INTERROGATORY NO. 18: Please identify with particularity each and every 
record from Portneuf Medical Center which documents all delayed take off times and the 
reason(s) therefor and also all declined flights and the specific reason(s) therefor on occasions 
when the aircraft was not ready to fly for the period of 2001 to present. 
ANSWER NO. 18: Objection. Overly broad, vague, unduly burdensome and not 
reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. 
. . DEFENDANTS' ANSWERS TO PLAXNTIFF'S SECOND SE.EOEIN.TEMO.GATORIES-- . . .J'.:~;:.- 
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:"""'*.. i INTERROGATORY NO. 19: Please identify the name(s) and address(es) of your 
x.,... .( 
professional liability insurer(s) for employees of Portneuf Medical Center for the years 2004 and 
2005. In addition, please state what the cost of the premium paid for coverage on behalf of 
Plaintiff was on a monthly basis in 2004 and 2005, the amount thereof paid by PMC, the amount 
thereof paid by Plaintiff, and the coverage provided. 
ANSWER NO. 19: Objection. Overly broad, vague, unduly burdensome, not 
reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence, and outside the scope of 
plaintiff's issues in the lawsuit and deals with confidential issues pertaining to business and 
human resources. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 17: Produce copies of  all documents used 
to provide information in answering the above interrogatories. 
RESPONSE NO. 17: Objection. Overly broad, vague, unduly burdensome, not 
reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. Without waiving said 
objection, see Answers to Interrogatories 12 - 19. 
REOUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 18: Please produce a copy of each and 
every document related or referred to in your answer to Interrogatory No. 13 above. 
RESPONSE NO. 18: Objection. This Request for Production and the reference 
Interrogatory are objectionable as overly broad, not reasonably calculated to lead to the 
discovery of admissible evidence. Without waiving these objections, see documents produced in 
response to Request for Production No. 4, specifically PMCOOO197-198, PMC000240-249, 
PMC000449-452, and PMC000842. 
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,... ... . REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 19: Please produce a copy of each and .: :~ 
. j .. . 
every document related or referred to in your answer to Interrogatory No. 14 above. 
RESPONSE NO. 1,9: Objection. This Request for Production and the reference 
Interrogatory are objectionable as overly broad and vague and requests information protected by 
the attorney-client andor work product privileges. 
REOWST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 20: Piease produce a copy of each and 
every document related or referred to in your answer to Interrogatory No. 15 above. 
RESPONSE NO. 20: Objection. This Request for Production and the referenced 
Interrogatory are objectionable as they request information relating to any conceivable lawsuit or 
governmental action against any of the named defendants for any sdety issues at any 
conceivable time. As such, defendants object to this interrogatory and request for production as 
ov~rly  broad, vague, unduly burdensome and not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery 
i'\ 
( i 
of admissible evidence. Defendants have already answered this Interrogatory, without waiving 
said objection, see Answer to Interrogatory Nos. 8 and 15. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 2 1: Please produce a copy of each and 
evety document related or referred to in your answer to Interrogatory No. 16 above. 
RESPONSE NO. 21: Objection. This Request for Production and the referenced 
Interrogatory are objectionable as they request information relating to any conceivable warning 
or reprimand to any employee, vendor, or other agent of Portneuf Medical Center formerly 
Bannock Regional Medical Center, by Portneuf Medical Center or any conceivable 
govenunelltal entity, for virtually any reason, at any conceivable time. As such, defendants 
object to this interrogatory and request for production as overly broad, vague, unduly 
AND RESPONSES TO REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS- 12 p:&, 
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burdensome and not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible ev~dence 
Defendants have already answered this interrogatory, without waiving said objection, see 
Answer to Interrogatory Nos. 9 and 16. 
REOUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 22: Please produce a copy of each and 
every document related or referred to in your answer to Interrogatory No. 17 above. 
RESPONSE NO. 22: Objection. This Request for Production and the referenced 
Interrogatories are objectionable as they request information relating to any document provided 
by Portneuf Medical Center to any governmental agency relating to any safety violations of any 
kind at any time. As such, defendants object to this interrogatory and request for production as 
overly broad, vague, unduly burdensome and not reasonabty calculated to lead to the discovery 
of admissible evidence. Without waiving these objections, please see documents produced in 
0 '  response to Request for Production No. 4, including documentation provided to the Occupational 
\ 
Health and Safety Adminishation. Defendants have already answered this Interrogatory, without 
waiving said objection, see Answer to Interrogatory Nos. 10 and 17. 
REOUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 23: Please produce copies of all e-mails 
together with their corresponding attachments which were sent from any of the named 
Defendants to Plaintiff, or which were sent by any of the named Defendants to any person in the 
Human Resources Department of Pottneuf Medical Center, or which were sent by any of the 
named Defendants to Cindy Ricl~ardson, or to Russ White, regarding the Component Overhaul 
and Maintenance Program for the Life Flight Program with Augusta Aerospace, and/or safety 
issues with the Life Flight program', andlor the Life Flight helicopter crash of 2001, andlor 
correspondence between Plaintiff and Audrey Fletcher, for the years 2001 to present. Please also 
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RESPONSE NO. 23: Objection. This Request for Production is objectionable as 
overly broad, vague, unduly burdensome, and not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery 
of admissible evidence. Defendants have dready answered the Request for Production, without 
waiving these objections, see documents produced in response to Request for Production No. 4. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 24: Please produce copies of all e-mails 
together with their corresponding attachments which were sent by Plaintiff to any of the named 
Defendants, or to any person in the Human Resources Department of Portneuf Medical Center, 
or to Cindy Richardson, or to Russ White, regarding any safety issues and/or requesting any 
meeting with Human Resources for the months of March and April, 2005. Please also include 
l i 
any attached documents which evidence the date and time when the e-mails were opened. < 
RESPONSE NO. 24: Objection. This Request for Production is objectionable as 
overly broad, vague, unduly burdensome, and not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery 
of admissible evidence. Defendants have already answered the Request for Production, without 
waiving these objections, see documents produced in response to Request for Production No. 4. 
REOUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 25: Please produce copies of all e-mail 
notifications of Human Resources meetings in which Plaintiff was to be present for the period of 
2001 to the date of Plaintiffs termination of employment. 
RESPONSE NO. 25: Objection. This Request for Production is objectionable as 
overly broad, vague, unduly burdensome, and not reasonably calculatqi to lead to the discovery 
DEFEN.DANTS' ANSWERS TO PLAINTIFF'' SECOND SET-OF-INTE-RROGATORIES --. 
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of adm~ssible vidence. Defendants have already produced all e-mails to plaintiff, withont 
\ 
waiving these objections, see documents produced in response to Requwt for Production No. 4. 
REOUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 26: Please produce copies of all Life, 
Flight maintenance policies included either in the Life Flight Maintenance Policy Manual or 
which were created by Plaintiff in his capacity as Director of Maintenance. 
RESPONSE NO. 26: Objection This Request for Production is object~onable as 
overly broad, vague, unduly burdensome, and not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery 
of admissible evidence. 
REOUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 27: Please produce a complete copy of the 
Component Overhaul and Maintenance Program for the Life Flight Program from Augusta 
Aerospace together with all amendments and attached exhibits. 
RESPONSE NO. 27: Objection. This Request for Production is objectionable as 
overly broad, vague, unduly burdensome, not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of 
admissible evidence, and outside the scope of plaintiffs issues in the lawsuit. 
REOUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 28: Please produce copies of all dispatch 
logs for departure and arrival times for the Portneuf Medical Center Life Flight program for the 
month of July, 2003. 
RESPONSE NO. 28: Objection This Request for Production is objectionable as 
overly broad, vague, unduly burdensome, and not reasonably calcuhted to lead to the discovery 
of admissible evidence. 
REOUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 29: Please produce copies of all FAA 
required pilot duty time records for the Portneuf Medical Center Life Flight program for the 
month of July, 2003. 
RESPONSE NO. 29: Objection. This Request for Production is objectionable as 
overly broad, vague, unduly burdensome, and not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery 
of admissible evidence. 
REOUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 30: Please produce copies of the originals 
and copies of all copies of load manifests for the Portneuf Medical Center Life Flight program 
for the month of July, 2003. 
RESPONSE NO. 30: Objection. This Request for Production is objectionable as 
overly broad, vague, unduly burdensome, and not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery 
of admissible evidence Defendants have already answered this Request for Production. 
a 
REOUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 3 1: Please produce copies of all 
documents referred to in your Answer to Interrogatory No. 18 above. 
RESPONSE NO. 3 1: Objection. This Request for Production and the referenced 
interrogatory are objectionable as overly broad, vague, unduly burdensome and not reasonably 
calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. Defendants have already answered 
this Request for Production. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 32: Please produce copies of all 
documents referred to in your Answer to Interrogatory No. 19 above. 
RESPONSE NO. 32: Objection. This Request for Production and the referenced 
Interrogatory are objectionable as overly broad, vague, unduly burdensome, not reasonably 
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calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence, and outside the scope of plaintiffs 
P 
issues in the lawsuit and deals with confidential issues pertaining to business and human 
resources. 
REOUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 33: Please produce copies of minutes of 
meetings for all Life Flight meetings and Life Flight leadership meetings for the years 2001 until 
the present. 
RESPONSE NO. 33: Objection. Overly broad, vague, unduly burdensome, and 
not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. Without waiving these 
objections, please see Life Flight meetings and Life Flight leadership meetings produced in 
, lac") response to Request for Productiop No. 4. 
DATED this I?%lday - of February, 2007. 
MOFEATT, THOMAS, BARREXT, ROC 
FIELDS, CHARTERED 
B b .  Paul D. McFarlane - bbc Of the Firm 
- 
Attorneys for Defendants 
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, , CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
1 HEREBY CERTIFY that on this ~ b a y  of February, 2007,il caused a tnie 
and correct CODY of the foregoing DEFENDANTS' ANSWERS TO PLAINTIFF'S SECOND 
SET OF  INTERROGATO~IEIS AND RESPONSES TO REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION 
OF DOCUMENTS to be served by the method indiiated below, and addressed to the following: 
Curtis N. Holmes 
845 West Center, Suite C 
Post Ofice Box 4267 
Pocatello, Idaho 83205-4267 
Facsimile (208) 232-8001 
( b/ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
.x 
Paul D. McFarlane 
. . . DEFENDANTS' ANSWERS TO PLAIN.TIFP7S.SE.C.QNDSETTOEEIiWERRO.CATO.RIES. .  . . .... 




&.--.. STATE OF IDAHO ) 
0 ! 
\, ,.: .. .. 
) ss. 
County of Bannock ) 
D. RIClElELLE IIELDWEIN, being duly sworn, deposes and says: 
She is the DIRECTOR, RISK MANAGEMENT of PORTNEUF MEDICAL 
CENTER, the government entitynamed in the aboveentitled proceeding and is authorized to 
make this verification in its behalf. 
She has read the foregoing DEFENDANTS' ANSWERS TO PLAINTIFF'S 
SECOND SET OF INTERROGATORIES AND RESPONSES TO REQUESTS FOR 
PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS, knows the contents thereof, and the same are true to the 
best of her knowledge, information, and belief. 
D. Richelle Heldwein 
SUBSCRlSED AND SWORN to before me this - day of February, 2007. 
Residing at 
My Commission Expires 
DEFENDANTS' ANSWERS TO PLAINTIFF'S SECOND SET OF INTERROGATORIES ." .~ .~ ~, . ,?" .. . 
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(208) 232- 1735 
PLAINTIFF'S 
EXHIBIT 
NICK L. NIELSON 
Attorney at Law 
120 NORTH TWELFTH AVENUE, SUITE 7 
P.O. BOX 6159 
POCATELLO, IDAHO 83205-6159 
August 7,2007 
Paul D. McFarlane 
Moffat Thomas Barret Rock & Fields, Chartered 
PO BOX 829 
Boise, ID 83701-0829 
Re: Mark Van v. Portneuf 





SENT VIA FAX: 208-385-5384 
Dear Paul: 
Pursuant to I.R.C.P. 37, pleaseconsider this letter an attempt to confer regarding Defendants' 
deficient discovery responses. The discovery responses of concern are listed as follows: 
INTERROGATORIES 
INTERROGATORY NO. 14: With regards to your Answer to Interrogatory No. 5 of 
Plaintiffs First Set of Interrogatories and Requests for Production of Documents, please identify 
each and every member of the Life Flight medical staff and crew whom PMC would potentially have 
lost due to Plaintiffs behavior. In so doing, please identify each and every fact supporting your 
assertion that PMC would potentially have lost each such person including each and every 
representation made by each such person, the date it was made, the person who heard such 
representation, or any other fact upon which you have based your assertion that PMC would have 
lost such person from the Life Flight program. 
ANSWER NO 14: Objection. Overly broad and vague and requests information protected 
by the attorney-client andlor work product privileges. 
ISSUES WITH OBJECTION: This Interrogatory is not overly broad and we are not 
seeking any privileged information: Defendants have stated in their Memorandum in Support of 
Motion for Summary Judgment that "Several pilots considered quitting." Memorandum, p. 16. In 
your Affidavit, however, youonly mention two, Ron Fergie and Gary Alzola. Given that Defendants 
are now touting in their Summary Judgment motion that "several" considered quitting, Defendants 
can no longer hide behind their answer. We hereby request that "each and every member of the Life 
Flight medical staff and crew who PMC would potentially have lost due to Plaintiffs behavior" be 
identified and that all information requested in the Interrogatory be provided. 
Paul D. McFarlane 
Aumst 7.2007 
INTERROGATORY NO. 19: Please identify the name(s) and address(es) of your 
professional liability insurer(s) for employees of Portneuf Medical Center for the years 2004 and 
2005. In addition, please state whatihe cost of the premium paid for coverage on behalf of Plaintiff 
was on a monthly basis in 2004 and 2005, the amount thereofpaid by PMC, the amount thereof paid 
by Plaintiff, and the coverage provided. 
RESPONSE NO. 19: Objection. Overly broad, vague, unduly burdensome, not reasonably 
calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence, and outside the scope of plaintiffs issues 
in the lawsuit and deals with confidential issues pertaining to business and human resources. 
ISSUES WITH OBSECTION: Rule 26(b)(2) allows a party to "obtain discovery of the 
existence and contents of any insurance agreement under which any person carrying on an insurance 
business may be liable to satisfy part or all of a judgment which may be entered in the action . . ." 
We hereby request that all information allowableunder Rule 26(b)(2) as it pertains to theDefendants 
be provided. We also seek the amount of insurance premiums paid by PMC on behalf of Plaintiff 
and the amounts of insurance premiums paid by the Plaintiff for the years of 2004 and 2005. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 20: Please state whether any of the named Defendants was 
designated as a party participating in the investigation of the Life Flight aircraft crash which 
occurred on or about November 14,2001, pursuant to CFR Section 83 1.1 1. If so, please provide in 
detail all relevant information explaining how each such person or entity was designated as an 
investigating party, the scope of eaoh party's authority in the investigation process, and the details 
of any instructions given to such part at the time or after the party was designated as an investigating 
party. 
RESPONSE SO.: Objection, to the extent this interrogatory is vague and requires the 
answering defendants to determine what plaintiff~neans by "all relevant informarion" relating to any - - 
status as a party participating in the investigation. This interrogatory also requires the answering 
defendant to reach legal conclusions as to "the scope of each party's authority in the investigation 
process." Moreover, this interrogatory is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of 
admissible evidence. Without waiving these objections, the only people interviewed by the FAA 
relating to the Life Flight aircraft crash which occurred on or about November 14, 2001, and 
included in the investigation, were the pilot and Mark Van. 
ISSUES WITH OBJECTION: The answer provided is not responsive to the request. We 
seek the names of each and every Defendant who was designated as a "party" participating in the 
investigation of the Life Flight aircraft crash which occurred on or about November 14,2001. If 
none of the Defendants were designated as a "party", so state. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 21 : Please provide adetailed response as to why PortneufMedical 
Center's air carrier certificate was issued an FAA warning on or about May 27,2004, for violations 
of pilot duty time records. 
Paul D. McFarlane 
August 7,2007 
Page 3 
RESPONSE NO. 21: Objection, not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of 
admissible evidence. Without waiving this objection, on November 15, 2004, the Board of 
Directors, Portneuf Medical Center, was issued a warning notice for a violation occurring on May 
27,2004, that a VII Certificate Holder did not maintain adequate pilot flight time records. Please 
see documents produced in response to Request for Production No. 37. 
PROBLEMS WITH OBJECTION: The answer is not responsive to the request. The 
request sought a "detailed response" as to why PMC's air carrier certificate was issued the warning. 
The response merely regurgitates the information on the document provided. We continue to seek 
a "detailed response" to this Interrogatory. 
REOUEST FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS 
REOUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 4: Please produce a copy of each and every document 
related or referred to in your answer to Interrogatory No. 5 above. (This request seeks documents 
related to "Defendants' reasons for terminating Plaintiff. . . and the factual basis for each such 
reason). 
RESPONSE NO. 4: Objection to the extent this request for production is overly broad and 
vague and requests information protected by the attorney-client and/or work product privileges. 
Without waiving these objections, please see documents produced herewith Bates numbered 
PMCOOOOOOl - 000350, PMC 000357-000983 and PMCOO1015-001267. 
ISSUES WITH OBJEXTION: Defendants have identified 1,228 pages of documents as 
being related to Defendants' reasons for terminating Plaintiff. While these documents may be 
related to the Plaintiff or in some way related to Plaintiffs' claims, they certainly are not all related 
to Defendants' reasons for terminating Mark Van. We seek a specific response as to all documents 
pertinent to this request. 
REOUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 16: Please produce copies of all e-mails together with 
their corresponding attachments which were sent bv Plaintiff to anv of the named Defendants. or to 
any in the Human Resources ~ e ~ a r t m e i t  of ~ortneuf  Medical Center, or to Cindy 
Richardson, or to Russ Wight, for the years 2001 to present. Please also include any attached 
documents which evidence the date and time when the e-mails were opened. 
SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE NO. 16: Objection. Overly broad, vague, unduly 
burdensome, and not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. 
Defendants also object to the extent that this request for production seeks information protected by 
the attorney-client and/or work product privileges. There are literally hundreds of e-mails that could 
be responsive to this request, the vast majority of which have nothing to do with plaintiff and deal 
with confidential issues pertaining to business and human resources, including confidential employee 
information. Without waiving these objections, responsive documents have already been produced 
in response to Request for Production No. 4. 
Paul D. McFarlane 
August 7,2007 
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ISSUES WITH OBJECTION: The above request seeks copies of all e-mails which Mark 
Van sent to the Defendants, anyone in the HR Department of PMC, Cindy Richardson, or Russ 
Wight for the years 2001 to the present. This request is not overly broad or unduly burdensome. 
The number of documents as well as the time parameters for the request are limited. The 
information requested is not privileged. Therefore, we believe the objections to be disingenuous. 
If, however, all e-mails from Mark Van have actually been provided, please confirm this and we will 
not address this request further. 
REOUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 19: Please produce a copy of each and every 
document related or referred to in your answer to Interrogatory No. 14 above. (Interrogatory No. 14 
seeks the identity of each and every member of the Life Flight medical staff and crew whom PMC 
would potentially have lost due to Plaintiffs behavior.) 
RESPONSE NO. 19: Objection. This Request for Production and the reference 
Interrogatory are objectionable as overly broad and vague and requests information protected by the 
attorney-client andlor work product privileges. 
ISSUES WITH OBJECTION: The request is not overly broad or vague and we do not seek 
privileged documents. If there are any non-privileged documents which contain information 
pertaining to any individual "whom PMC would potentially have lost due to Plaintiffs behavior" 
we hereby demand the production of such documents. 
REOUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 27: Please produce a complete copy of the 
Component Overhaul and Maintenance Program for the Life Flight Program from Augusta 
Aerospace together with all amendments and attached exhibits. 
RESPONSE NO. 27: Objection. This Request for Production is objectionable as overly 
broad, vague, unduly burdensome, not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible 
evidence, and outside the scope of plaintiffs issues in the lawsuit. 
PROBLEMS WITH OBJECTION: Defendants state in their Memorandum in Support of 
Motion for Protective Order that this request has "nothing to do with Plaintiffs whistleblower 
claims." Defendants then go on to state: 
PMC can only infer that Plaintiffs' [sic] counsel is seeking to so 
burden defendant with discovery demands that PMC will be forced 
into settling plaintiffs claims so as to avoid onerous defense 
expenses. 
Defendants' Memorandum in Support of Motion for Protective Order, p. 6. 
Despite the fact that Defendants have argued that the COMP contract has nothing to do with Mark's 
whistleblower claims, Defendants repeatedly addressed the COMP contract issues in their 
Memorandum in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment. Defendants even go so far as to slate, 
Paul D. McFarlane 
August 7,2007 
" . . . Van can provide no evidence that the Agusta COMP contract was wasteful." Memorandum, 
p. 27. It is fascinating that Defendants have chosen to make such an argument when they have 
precluded Van from securing the contract so that he can show the waste that occurred! We fully 
realize that previous counsel failed to respond to Defendants' Motion for Protective Order and Judge 
McDermott ordered that no further discovery can be conducted on this request. However, the basis 
for the Order precluding the production of the contract are not valid, especially in light of 
Defendants' arguments in the Summary Judgment Brief which directly contradict the discovery 
response. We therefore again demand a copy of the COMP contract. 
REOUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 3 1 : Please produce copies of all documents referred 
to in your Answer to Interrogatory No. 18 above. (Interrogatory No. 18 seeks the identification of 
every record documenting "all delayed take off times and the reasons therefore and also all decline 
flights and the specific reasons therefore on occasions when the aircraft was not ready to fly for the 
period of 2001 to present. 
RESPONSE NO. 31: Objection. This Request for Production is objectionable as overly 
broad, vague, unduly burdensome, and not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of 
admissible evidence. Defendants have already answered this Request for Production. 
PROBLEMS WITH OBJECTION: The request is not overly broad and contains specific 
time parameters. It is certainly not vague or burdensome. It is reasonably calculated to lead to the 
discovery of admissible evidence. We request that all information pertinent to this request be 
supplied. 
REOUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 32: Please produce copies of all documents referred 
to in your Answer to Interrogatory No. 19 above. (Interrogatory No. 19 seeks insurance information 
as indicated above). 
RESPONSE NO. 32: Objection. This Request for Production is objectionable as overly 
broad, vague, unduly burdensome, and not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of 
admissible evidence and outside the scope of plaintiffs issues in the lawsuit and deals with 
confidential issues pertaining to business and human resources. 
PROBLEMS WITH OBJECTION: Documents referencing the insurance information 
requested in Interrogatory No. 19, and as requested above, are relevant. The request is not overly 
broad, vague or burdensome. We again demand that such information be produced. 
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w . m o f f a t t . c o m  
Dear Nick: 
We have reviewed your objections as outlined in your letter dated August 7,2007. In sum, 
please review our supplemental answers and responses below: 
INTERROGATORIES 
SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORY NO. 14: Please see Answer to 
Interrogatory No. 14. In addition, please see documents previously produced, specifically 
PMCOOOl28-000129andPMC001246-0012661: 
09-09-03 Meeting w/ Pam Humohrev. Tom Mortimer and Garv Alzola IPMC001261- 
0012621: 
"Tom said Lance Taysom, LifeFlight RN, that Mark had conversation with him about 
'cover-up', 'can we trust safe practices."' Tom said Mark has made comments to him 
too, and he knows others too. Said it's happening on an ongoing basis. Creating an 
adversarial environment - 'taking sides"'. 
"Gary also said Mark avoids him, but said he (Gary) is very careful of what he says to 
Mark because Mark has boldly made statements to him about not telling him the truth 
and that he's (Mark) is going to eventually 'catch' him in a lie." 
"ED team members observe this behavior and it's 'Eroding trust in the team."' "Gary 
also shared a concern that it also is creating a 'distraction' for them, Mark included, and 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .y4/ , .  .~ ~ . . *>- 4:. . . . 
801-MT2:662539.1 
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he is fearful this will take away from their ability to concentrate on 'their jobs and 
maintaining a safe program."' 
04-01-05 E-mail from Tom Mortimer to Pam Humphrey IPMC000128 - 0001291: 
"I have been talking to Ron this afternoon and I am pretty disturbed by what I am 
hearing. I think this ongoing battle between the pilots and the mechanic is becoming a 
safety comem. I think this a relationship that must involve trust and also must involve 
respect. I think there is absolutely none of either. As a member of the medical crew I 
and the rest of the crew put our trust in both of these groups on a daily basis and it is 
making me nervous. I think it poses a threat to the cohesiveness of our team." 
04-04-05 meet in^ w/ Chad Waller fPMC001252[: 
"Mark's bebavour has caused serious rift and is jeopardizing the program. Chad 
questions "At what point does friction become unsafe? Flight crew now questioning 
who's rightlwrong?" Mark's "contined focus on relationship - pilots vs. mechanics . 
has potential for overlooking other issues." 
04-07-05 Meeting w/ Barry Nielsen, Jim Ford, Ron Fergie and Gary Alzola IPMC001263 - 
12661: 
"Gary Alzola feels that he no longer has the ability to do his job properly due to 
stresslanxiety." 
Gary Alzola wants to "come to work do job without worrying about someone (Mark 
Van) watching everything he's doing. Sleep at night without worrying." 
"Augusta tech rep (July '04) left due to Mark Van's attitude towards him." 
"People looking over your shoulder - huge distraction. Mark Van has created a work 
environment that has everyone looking over their shoulders." 
Bany Nielsen says, "Since '01 crash pilots have worked really hard to ensure medical 
staff feel safe with pilots. Mark Van through his actions is destroying this rapport . . . 
Can't have unnecessary, undesired distraction fiom Mark Van - focus must be on flying 
safely." 
Pam Holmes says, "Medical staff now commenting on emails from Mark that are going 
around." vsa 
Nick L. Nielson 
August 17,2007 
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04-15-05 Meeting with David Perkins [PMC001257 - 0012601: 
"Program relations at Columbia very different everyone part of same team - when 
problems arise mechanics and pilots work it out together - not the same here - no team 
effortlspirit. David feels there are long term issues between Mark and the pilots." 
"Not a friendly place to work - team got to be able to work together - roles too important 
not lo." 
C 04-20-05 Meeting w/ Dale Maues and Pam Humprev IPMC001246 - 0012471: 
Dale asked Mark to "step down as behavior was negatively affecting team." 
"About reached point where no tmst exits between LifeFlight team." 
"Action [termination] was for good of program." 
SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORY NO. 19: Please see Answer to 
Interrogatory No. 19. See also Supplemental Response to Request for Production No. 32. 
~ounta in  States Risk Retention Group is the professional liability insurer for the employees of 
Portneuf Medical Center. 
SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORY NO. 20: Please see Answer to 
Interrogatory No. 20. Defendants' have provided all information in their possession regarding 
this Interrogatory and believe their response to be sufficient. This request is best directed to the 
FAA or NTSB. 
SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORY NO. 21: Please see Answer to 
Interrogatory No. 21. Defendants' believe their response to Interrogatory No. 21 to be 
sufficient. Chad Waller did not complete flight and duty records for 05-27-04 to 05-31-04 and 
Portneuf Medical Center was wamed by the FAA. When the pilot returned after an extended 
absence with the National Guard, he corrected the deficiency and was counseled and there has 
not been a problem and it has not recurred since. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS 
SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE TO REOUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 4: Please see 
Answer to Interrogatory No. 5 and Response to Request for Production No. 4. All documents 
produced relate to Mr. Van's employment, his claims, and his eventual termination of 
employment. Defendants object to this request as it is overly broad, vague and unduly 
burdensome to require defendant to specify which documents are "related" or "refer" to the 
reasons for Mr. Van's termination of employment. All documents produced are "relates' in 
. . , . . . .- .. . .. . . . . ~~ . . .." ~ .. .. .... ~ .. . .... . 
46.9 
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some way to Mr. Van's performance, his issues, and thus, his eventual termination of 
employment. 
SECOND SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 16: 
Please see sunnlemental resnonse to Reauest for Production No. 16. Defendants' are still 
a .  
confirming that all responsive documents have been produced and will supplement if there are 
any responsive documents. 
SUPPI.ERIENTA1, RESPONSE TO KEOUEST 1:OR PRODUCTION NO. 19: Please see 
4. Response to Request for Production No. 19 and Supplemental Answer to Interrogatory No. 14. 
5 
& SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 27: Please see 
Response to Request for Production No. 27. Defendants' object to this request as this issue has 
already been decided by the Court per the Protective Order from the Court dated March 16, 
2007. 
SUYPLEAIENTAL RESPONSE TO KEQUES'? FOR PRODUCTION NO. 31: Pleasc sec 
Response to Request for Productior~ No. 31. Please see fl~ght logs previously produced, bates 
nos. PMC001268 - 001314. Please note that the loe books from 2001-2002 went with the old 
helicopter and Portneuf Medical Center no longer has those records. Defendants will produce 
any additional documents responsive to this request at the depositions scheduled for August 22, 
2007. 
SUPPLERIENTAL RESPOSSE '1'0 REQUES'I' FOR PRODUCTION NO. 32: I'leasc see 
Response to Request for Production No. 32 and Answer to interrogatory No. 19. 1.kfcndants 
will produce the declarations page of relevant insurance polices responsive to this request at the 
depositions scheduled for August 22,2007. 
If you have any questions or concerns regarding the foregoing please do not hesitate to contact 
me. 
NICK L. NIELSON - Idaho State Bar No: 3787 
NIELSON LAW OFFICE 
120 North 12th Avenue, Suite #7 
P.O. Box 6159 
Pocatello, Idaho 83205-6159 
Tel: (208) 232-1735 
Fax: (208) 232-0048 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 




4 PORTNEUF MEDICAL CENTER, PAT 
hV H E W S O N ,  Hospital Administrator, 
PAM HUMPHREY, EMS Program 
Director, GARY ALZOLA, Director of 
Operations, RON FERGIE, Chief 
Pilot/Safety Officer, BARRY NIELSON, 
Pilot, and DOES I-X, 
AFFIDAVIT OF NICK L. NIELSON 
IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFFS 
MEMORANDUM IN RESPONSE 
TO DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
Defendants. 
STATE OF IDAHO 1 
) ss. 
COUNTY OF BANNOCK 1 
Mark Van, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and states as follows: 
1. I am the Plaintiff in this action and make this affidavit of my own personal 
knowledge. 
2. Attached hereto as Exhibit "A" is a true and correct copy of the deposition of 
Gary Alzola, Pages 32-33. 
AFFIDAVIT OF NICK L.NIELSON Y& 2- PAGE I
3. Attached hereto as Exhibit "B" is a true and correct copy of the deposition of 
Pam Holmes, Page 76. 
4. Attached hereto as Exhibit "C" is a true and correct copy of the deposition of 
Audrey Fletcher, Pages 87,88, and 103. 
5. Attached hereto as Exhibit " D  is a true and correct copy of the deposition of 
Chad Waller. 
6. Attached hereto as Exhibit "En is a true and correct copy of the deposition of 
Pat Hermanson, Pages 40,41,44,61,62,63,67, and 78. 
7. Attached hereto as Exhibit "F" is a true and correct copy of the deposition of 
Barry Nielson, Pages lo, 11,12,21,26,27,30, and 37. 
8. Attached hereto as Exhibit " G  is a true and correct copy of the deposition of 
Ron Fergie, Pages 54,55,57,66,72,73,74,75,76,83,85,87,89,90,109,112,119,121,125, 
2 !A, 128,129,167, and 168. 
9. Attached hereto as Exhibit "H" is a true and correct copy of the deposition of 
142,144,145,146,147,153,154,155, ~6,157,163r 164,165,166,167,168,172,173,176,185, 
187,190,~91,192,194,195,196,200,201,202,204,205,206,207,209,210,211,212,213, 
216, 217,218, 219, 222,223, 224,226, 227,228,229, 232, 233,238,242, 248,253, 255, 
256,257,261,262,267,268,269,270,271,272,279,280,281,320, and 321. 
FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SAYETH NOT 
DATED this 11'"ay of September, 2007. 
On this iith day of September, 2007, before me, personally appeared Nick L. 
Nielson, known or identified to me to be the person whose name is subscribed to the within 
and foregoing instrument and acknowledged to me that he executed the same. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereuntoset my handandaffixed my official 
seal the day and year in this certificate first above written. 
\\\\\ii111"'1111///, \\' R.AL(/,%, $'*\\4 .. ......... @ -.?% r 
$k0...*ioTA8k-.i - .. s NOTARY PUBLIC - &!!%I - ; - - .  . -  - .  . = - .  - .  : = 
L + : = Residing at Pocatello ... S . i. @uBL\G .: = My Commission Expires: 2 / 7 / ~ q  
6 
G ............. ...+o ,. // P * 
40 ' TF  0 F \o \\.$ CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
///'/I,// I , , , , ,  ,I\\\\\ 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 11" day of September, 2007, I served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing AFFIDAVIT OF NICK L. NIELSON as follows: 
Patricia M. Olsson U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
Paul D. McFarlane - Overnight Delivery 
MOFFAT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK & - Hand Delivered 
FIELDS, CHARTERED - Facsimile: (208) 385-5384 
101 S. Capitol Blvd., loth Floor 
' 
P.O. Box 829 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Transcript of the Testimony of: 
Gary Alzola 
Date: July 24, 2007 
Volume: I 
Case: VAN v. PORTNEUF MEDICAL CENTER 






Vtdeo Dopositlon of I Gary Alzola July 24,2007 
Page 32 
A. Don Humphrey. 
1 Q. Do you know why -- why he left? Or what 
1 3  was the situation there? 
1 A. I think I would just like to say that he 
5 was asked to leave. 
6 Q. Okay. Do you know the specifics? 
7 A. I do, but I -- I would really -- I'd 
/ 8 rather not answer because it doesn't have anything to 
1 9 do with me and it's kind of a personal -- it was -- 
I 0 it was a personal issue. 
4 l1 Q. Did it have anything to do with the 
k 
12 department? 
1 l3 A. No. 
I l4 Q. So the -- but the -- but the hospital 
l l5 asked him to leave? 
1 l6 A. Well, when you say "the department," you 
117 mean as far as it related to -- 
Q. LifeFlight . 
A. -- to LifeFlight? And anything that had 
120 
to do with the fliyht program or anything like that 
1 21 or safety or anything like that? 
2 2 Q. Well, did it have something to do with 
23 his job responsibilities? 
2 4 A. No. 
2 5 Q. Okay. To your knowledge, was it because 
. . . ,.:7: 
Y A Y  . . '#.* ti 
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Video Dcpos~lion of. Gary Alzola July 24,2007 
I he had an affair with a nurse? 
1 A. Yes.' 
1 Q. Okay. What was the nurse's name? I 
1 A. I think it was Donna Favor. I 
1 Q. Did that disrupt operations in 
1 A. No. Actually, it was a relief. j l 
6 LifeFlight? 
7 A. No. 




16 A. To whom? 
.17 Q. To -- to the LifeFlight operation 
18 A. Yes. 
$ 
1 l9 Q. How was it a disruption? I 
Q. Okay. You're saying that he was -- he lo 
11 was asked to resign and that he did resign was a 
12 relief? 
i 3 A. Yes. 
14 Q. Okay. I'm asking: Was the affair a 
22 time you would go to work because everybody knew 













2 0 A. I guess just -- just because of the 
21 rumors and everything if it were going around every 
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VIDEOTAPED "'OSITION OF PAMELA K. 3' iMES - 07/31/2007 
A. No 
Q. isn't i t  possible, then, that false 
4 information could have been provided i f  no one 
5 approved it? 
A. False ~nformatlon - 
Q. --regarding the accident? 
A. To Marilyn Speim or -- I don't 
understand. 
MR. M C F A R ~ N E :  If you don't understand the 
question, just tell him so. 
THE WITNESS: Okay. I don't understand. 
Q. (BY MR. NIELSON) Isn't it possible that 
if no one in LifeFlight approved ofthe information 
before it was released to Marilyn Speirn, that false 
information could have been disseminated to the 
pubIicthrovgh the media? 
MR. MCFARLANE: Object to form. 
THE WITNESS: Any information that came from 
Marilyn Speirn, she always reviewed press releases 
before she sent them out with the director of the 
service. 
Q. (BY MR. NIELSON) With the director of 
what service? 
A. Of LifeFlight. 
Page 73 
Q. Okay. 
THE VIDEOGRAPHER: Excuse me, we have about 
four minutes of tape ieff. 
Q. (BY MR. NIELSON) And that director of 
service at this time was who? 
A. Gordon Roberts. 
Q. Are you saying that -- then, that 
Gordon Roberts approved the press release before it 
went out? 
A. I'm not saying that anyone approved it. 
They collaborated on it for accuracy and information 
provided. So I don't know that he approved it. 
Q. Okay. And you're saying that -- you're 
saying that with regard to the press release, right? 
A. Yes. 
Q. With regard to the information that was 
provided to the -- provided to the media --excuse 
me, that was provided to Marilyn Speirn, was that 
approved by Gordon Roberts? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Okay. 
MR. NIELSON: Why don't we finish up this 
segment. 
THE VIDEOGRAPHER: All right. We'ii now go 
off the record. 
1 (Discua off the record.) 
2 THE VIDEOGRAPHER: This is Tape No. 2 of the 
3 video deposition of Pam Holmes. We are now on the 
4 record. 
5 (Exhibit 7 marked.) 
6 Q. (BY MR. NIELSON) Ms. Holmes, you've 
7 been handed Deposition Exhibit 7. I'd like you to 
8 take a look at that and tell me when you're done. 
9 A. (Reviewing document.) Okay. 
10 Q. Have you seen that document before? 
11 A. Yes. 
12 Q. When was the first time you saw the 
13 document? 
14 A. I'm not certain the exact date. It was : 
15 somewhere within the first couple of days after the 
16 crash on the 34th of November, 2001 
17 Q .  Okay. Did you review this document in 
18 prepamtion for your deposition? 
19 A. Yes. 
20 Q. Did you talk to anybody about this 
21 document when you reviewed it? 
22 A. NO. 
23 Q. Did Mr. Van present this document to you 
24 initially? 
25 A. Hepresented it to several of us 
Page 75 
I 1 initially through an e-mail. 
2 Q. Okay. One of which --one was you, and 
3 who else did he present it to, to your knowledge? 
4 A. I think he gave one -- a copy to 
5 Gordon Roberts. Perhaps, the pilots. 
6 Q. The document at the top indicates: "To 
1 7 all flight crew members." 
8 A. Uh-huh. 
9 Q. Is it your understanding that Mr. Van 
10 wanted this presented to all the flight crew? 
11 A. As I recall in his e-mail he said that 
12 we're welcome to share it with the flight crew and 
13 use our discretion. 
14 Q. Okay. Did he indicate to you that he 
15 wanted i t  disseminated to the flight crew? 
16 A. No. 
17 Q. Okay. Did you talk about this document 
18 with Gordon Roberts when you received it? 
19 A. Not that I recall. i printed it out and 
20 put it in the communication book for the staff to 
21 look at. 
22 Q. Did Gordon Roberts ever tell you not to 
23 disseminate it? 
24 A. No. 
25 
.* 
Q. Did Gordon Roberts ever tell you that c 
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answered. 
MR. NIELSON: She didn't answer it. 
MR. MCFARLANE: Well, I believe she did. 
MR. NIELSON: Go ahead. 
Everybody's held to standards, and Mr. Van 
notwithstanding. 
Q (By Mr. Nielson) Okay. Mr. Van was terminated 
because he didn't meet those standards, correct? 
MR. MCFARLANE: Objection to the form. It's 
been asked and answered. 
MR. NIELSON: Go ahead. a 
A Mr. Van was terminated because of his inability 
to work productively and cohesively within a team 
environment. 
Q (By Mr. Nielson) And those are certain 
standards, are they not? 
A Teamwork and appropriate behavior? 
Q Yes. 
A Yes. 
Q Teamwork and appropriate behavior are standards 
I21 
that all employees should comply by, correct? 
A Yes. 
Q Mr. Nielson approaching Mr. Van on the helipad, 
4 
124 did he comply with that standard of teamwork and 1 
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1 A No, as evidenced by my counseling with him in 
2 that meeting. 
3 Q But he wasn't terminated, was he? 
4 A He was not. 
5 MR. NIELSON: Let me take a break and we'll 
6 wrap up. 
7 THE WITNESS: Okay 
(Recess) 
MR. NIELSON: Okay, going back on the record. 
(Deposition Exhibit 
Number Three was marked 
12 for identification) 
13 Q (By Mr. Nielson) Ms. Fletcher, you're being 
14 handed Deposition Exhibit Three. Would you look at that 
15 and tell me if you've seen that before? 
16 A (Examining document) Yes. It's a very old 
17 one, but yes. No, it's not, it's not as old as I thought 
18 it was. Yes, I have seen it before. 
19 Q Okay. Do you believe this was being utilized 
23 outline employee complaint resolution procedure? 
2 4 A Well, not in as much detail as is in the 
2 
fi 
2 0 about the time Mr. Van was terminated? 
2 1 A Yes. 
2 2 Q And is this the employee complaint -- does this 
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1 nursing, Cindy Richardson. Whether that perception and 
2 that way of thinking is a disability, I don't -- I don't 
3 feel qualified to answer; I mean I don't feel qualified to 
4 answer that. 
8 flight pad that day, by his own admission, was 








5 Q Do you believe Mr. Van was harassed in the 
6 workplace? 
7 A I believe that Barry Nielson's behavior on the 





Q Do you believe that management had a specific 
role to make the workplace free from harassment? 
A Again, I believe that it's everybody's 
responsibility, that that action doesn't rest with one 
group of people. 
Q I understand. 
Do you agree with the statement, management 
will proactively make reasonable efforts to maintain a 
workplace that is free from harassment? 
A Yes. 
tntreport@ida.net T&T Reporting 
11 responsibility to make the workplace free from harassment? 
12 A I believe that it is every employee's 
13 responsibility to ensure that the workplace is free from 
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1 August 28,2007 1:IO p.m. 
2 P R O C E E D I N G S  
3 CHAD WALLER 
4 Produced as a witness at the instance of the Complainant/ 
5 Plaintiff, was sworn, examined, and testified as follows: 
6 EXAMINATION BY MR. NIELSON 
7 Q (By Mr. Nielson) Would you please state your 
8 full name and spell your last name for me? 
9 A My name is Chad Parker Waller, and my last nam 
10 is spelled W-a-l-l-e-r. 
11 Q What's your date of birth? 
12 A 
13 Q 
14 A Forty-two. 
15 Q Where do you live? 
16 A I live at 5375 Stuart Avenue, Chuhhuck, Idaho. 
17 Q How long have you lived there? 
18 A Let's see, five -- a little over five years. 
19 Q Are you married? 
20 A Yes, sir. 
21 Q What's your wife's name? 
22 A My wife's name is Kathy. 
23 Q Have you ever had your deposition taken before? 
24 A Never. 
25 MR. NIELSON: Okay. As far as  ground rules for 
!I I .., , .. , .,,,.,,.; .,.,.,,.. >. ~ , ....,,.,..,, ~ ,,,, ..... ~ ,,,** ~.$:%*~ ,<*dw2,%,e.L.,z?.,.<,.+ ~ ,y.j%,.L~,e~ 1 ~ , & ~ ~ . * . , ~ * - t g ~ , . . *  % ,w,*,,2*,,A, ,e*%*,m.-d .-cs.m :&-: . .  , ,>"',,J!I 
4 7 7  
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A He's not very happy, frustration, I guess, 
Q Any specifics about that? 
A Just that he's frustrated that it's taking 
5 place, that's pretty much it, which is understandable, 
Q Any other pilots you talked to about this case? 
A I think Barry Nielson and I have discussed it 
Q When was the last time you talked to Barry 
THE WITNESS: Okay. 11 Nielson about it? 
MR. NIELSON: If you don't understand a A I don't know that I can give you an exact date 
14 you're understanding all of the questions before you 14 awhile, I believe. 
15 respond. All right? Q Were you aware that his deposition was taken? 
THE WITNESS: All right. 
Q Did you discuss it at all with him after his 
18 Van, have you talked to anyone about it? 
Q Any other pilots that you've talked to about 
22 involves Mark versus the -- I guess the defendants. A I think G a y  Alzola. That was probably the 
Q Anyone else that you've spoken to about this 23 same type of generalizations about the case. 
Q What did Gary express? 
A Probably about the same thing that everybody 
53 Page 7 Pagc 9 
I staff involved in the lawsuit. 2 2 Q Okay. Have you talked to Portneuf staff out of 2 Q You don't recall any specifics? 1 else, the frustration, so -- 
3 the presence of an attorney? 3 A No, just, once again, generalizations about the 
4 A Yeah, I think some things were jusl kind of, 4 case in general, you know. 
5 you know, passed and -- exchanged in passing, or whatever, 5 Q Other than counsel, have you talked to anyone 
6 you know. 6 in preparation for your deposition today? 
7 Q Okay.. For example, what was exchanged? 7 A No. 
8 A Just the basics of the case, Mark's after us, 8 Q Have you reviewed any documents in preparation 
9 or something like that, you know. 9 for your deposition? 
10 Q Who would have said that? 10 A Just basic documents to anything concerning the 
11 A Pretty much the people who are the defendants, 11 -- any mistakes I might have made at work, just reviewed 
12 you know. 12 the -- a pass along book, is what we call it, that might 
13 Q Okay. Do you recall who specifically you've 13 add some information pertaining to things that I was 
14 talked to as far as management goes? 14 involved in. 
15 A No management; probably other pilots, a couple 15 Q Describe for me this pass-along book? 
16 of the other pilots. 16 A It's a record that we keep which discusses the 
17 Q Okay. Ron Fergie? 17 -- any pertinent information to flight operations that all 
18 A He said something, yeah. 18 of the pilots need to know about such as there's a new 
19 Q Do you recall any specifics as to what he said? 19 crane at St. Alphonsus Hospital and it's located here and 
20 A Just generalizations about the case pretty 20 we need to avoid that area, or something like that. From 
21 much. 21 that down to, you know, you need to do a better job with 
22 Q Did he give his opinion about the case? 22 your duty logs or your -- or, you know, putting the fuel 
23 A Not really, one of an emotional stance on the 23 hose away, or whatever, so -- 
24 case, so -- 24 Q Okay. And this pass-along book that you said 
25 Q What was his emotional stance? 25 you referred to, for what period of time does it pertain? 
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A I'm not too sure when the log actually starts. A I believe something was written up, I suppose, 
2 I know it's up ti1 the present. You go back probably a 2 but I couldn't be sure ifhe has a record of it or not. 
3 couple of years at least in the pilot pass-along book. Q Do you know -- assuming it was written up, 
4 where would it be written up in? 
A Well, let's see, I guess he would write up a 
A I suspect there was; we used it before that. 6 paper and put it in my file, if I have a personnel file, 
Q You looked at the most recent one, is'that 7 or something like that. 
A It would have been the most recent, and I think 
Q Was that by Mr. Alzola again? 
A Yes, I believe so. 
13 there's probably something from 2005,2004. 13 Q Do you recall the discussion? 
17 ' type of thing would have on the program itself? 
19 mistake I made was and how it was dealt with. 19 . Q Now, from your testimony i'mpresuming that you 
Q Okay. So tell me what were the mistakes that 
21 you reviewed? 
A Let's see, I looked at I overflew an advisory 
Q Was that in 2004? 
A I believe it was in 2004. 
I Page 13 1; 
Q Was that reported? Q Tell me what those were that you saw? 
2 ' A I thii it was along the same lines as mine, 
3 some minor errors on record keeping. 
Q Do you recall what specifically? 
A Mis-dating the logs. 
Q Okay. What else? Q Who did that? 
A I don't know. 
Q Do you know when it was done? 
A About the same time frame that mine was done. 
11 their base inspection they caught that and that was a 
12 scenario that they gave us a warning about that. Q Now, would that have pertained to the duty log 
Q When was that, when did that occur? 
A I think that was in 2004 also, 2004, or 2005. 14 A It was the pilot duty log. 
Q Is that an air certificate warning? Q Any other mistakes that you saw? 
A I think it wasjust a warning for record 
17 keeping requirements. 17 Q And you will have to forgive me, I can't 
18 remember what else you said you reviewed in preparing for 
19 your deposition. I know you said the pass-along book; 
21 or reprimands of any type by management? A The pass-along book, that was pretty much it 
tntreport@ida.net T&T Reporting 
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1 A No, sir. 
2 Q Were you given any papers on how to act or wha 
3 to say in a deposition? 
4 A I was given paperwork on the general 
5 proceedings. 
6 Q Any other documents? 
7 A No, sir. 
8 Q I'd like you to briefly describe your 
9 educational background for me? 
10 A Let's see, I have a Bachelor of Science from 
11 Utah State University. That's as far as my education wen 
12 book-wise. 
13 Q When did you get that? 
14 A That was in 1993. 
15 Q And that was a Bachelor of Science in what? 
16 A Music therapy. 
17 Q It sounds good. Anything specific? 
18 A Music therapy, that's my degree. 
19 . Q And then did you receive training to become a 
20 pilot? 
21 A Yes, sir. 
22 Q Where was this? 
23 A United States Army. 
24 Q When? 
25 A 1993 I entered the Service and I started my 
Page l 
1 aviation training in 1994 -- no, I started in 1993, in the 
2 Summer of '93. Excuse me. And I concluded my aviation 
3 training in '94. 
4 Q How long were you in the Army? 
5 A I was in active duty about seven and a half 
6 years. 
7 Q So you were discharged in 2000? . 
8 A That's correct. 
9 Q And then what did you do for work after that? 
10 A I flew tours of the Grand Canyon out of Las 
11 Vegas for about a year, a little under a year actually, 
12 and then I flew EMS for about a year after that in Las 
13 Vegas. 
14 Q What was the name of the company that you flew 
15 tours for in the Grand Canyon? 
16 A Heli-USA. 
17 Q And what was the entity that you did the EMS 
18 for in Las Vegas? 
19 A It was Metro Aviation. 
20 Q While you were elnployed by Heli-USA were you 
21 ever disciplined or warned for anylhing in connection with 
22 flying a helicopter? 
23 A No, sir. 
24 Q And the same question for Metro Aviation? 
25 A No, sir. 
Page I6 
1 Q What brought you to Idaho? 
2 A A job with Porlneuf Medical Center. 
3 Q When was that? 
4 A It was2002. 
5 Q How did you find out about the job? 
6 A I saw a listing on the Internet. 
7 Q And you saw the listing and then applied, is 
8 that right? 
9 A Yes, sir. 
10 Q You weren't recruited for the job then? 
11 A No, sir. 
12 Q Who interviewed yon for the job? 
13 A Let's see, Gay  Alzola, Gany Nielson, Pam 
14 Humphrey, and Tara Nair. 
15 Q Tell me the last name again? 
16 A Tara Nair. 
17 Q How do you spell that? 
18 A I think it's N-a-i-r. 
19 Q What position did she hold? 
20 A She was a flight nurse. 
2 1 Q Now, since you were hired on by the hospital 
22 has your position changed any? 
23 A No, sir. 
24 Q When did you first become acquainted with Mark 
25 Van? 
Page 17 
1 A Probably February of 2002. 
2 Q Is that when you were hired on? 
3 A Yes, sir. 
4 Q What dealings did you have with Mark Van then? 
5 A Mostly confemng with him on maintenance for 
6 the aircraft. 
7 Q When you were bred on in February 2002 who was 
8 your direct line supervisor? 
9 A My dlrect line supervisor 1s Gary Alzola or Ron 
10 Fergie. Ron Fergie 1s actually our chief pilot, so -- 
11 Q So it was Ron rather than Gary? 
12 A I belleve so if you look at F-flow chart. 
13 Q When you came on in February of 2002 how did 
14 you find Mark to work with? 
15 A A fine amenable relationship to work with, he 
16 was fine to work with. 
17 Q Did he complain to you at that time about 
18 pilots? 
19 A No, sir. 
20 Q Has he ever complained to you about pilots? 
21 A Yes, sir. 
22 Q Okay. When? 
23 A Date specific I'm not sure; it was down the 
24 road from that. 
25 Q Okay. 
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A Probably a little later on when we got to know 1 that I heard when I came to work for Portneuf. 
2 each other a little better. Q Just briefly, what information did you hear? 
6 back, and the mechanical problem continued; they had to 
Q Do you recall anything specific as to things 7 land. They called the maintenance personnel, Mr. Van. He 
8 that they should be doing that he complained about? 8 came, fixed the aircraft. I believe the crew took an 
A Stuff like not covering the aircraft or maybe 9 ambulance and the patient, who was -- to the hospital 
11 the aircraft while Mr. Van fixed it. 
Q Did he complain about pilot issues that were Once the aircraft was fmed Mr. Bmlotte took 
13 anything other than safety related? 13 off, and then he crashed. And then, I guess, Mr. Van went 
MR. MCFARLANE: Object to the form of the 14 to the crash site and made sure he was okay, called for 
15 help, and that sort of thing, and he was transported to 
Q (By Mr. Nielson) As you understood the safety 16 the hospital, so pretty much of all of the basics were 
17 discussed, you know, so -- 
A I don't believe he complained about anything Q Did you hear anyone say what the cause of the 
19 other than --could you state it again, please? 19 accident was? 
Q Okay. Did Mark Van complain about safety A I heard it stated that Mr. Bmlotte got spatial 
21 issues in connection with the pilots? 21 disorientation and crashed the aircraft. 
Q Did you ever hear anyone blame the accident on 
23 were safety issues, yes. 23 maintenance? 
A I think so, yes. Q Did you ever hear anyone say that the accident 
Q What were those? 2 had been blamed by others on maintenance? 
A Probably things like tying the aircraft down, A Well, my wife, who is a hair dresser, had 
4 like I stated, or not co'vering it, you know, when it 4 people when they found out what I did state that what 
5 should be covered. 5 they'd heard in the paper was there was maintenance 
10 aircraft, or it was something like that. Q Did she say there were many people? 
Q It would be faii to say those could be A Maybetwo or three. 
12 potential safety issues? Q Anyone else express that they'd heard say 
A If you hopped in the helicopter and took off 13 maintenance caused the accident? 
14 and you had stuff on it, yeah. 
Q If I represent to you that on the day of the 
Q Do you have any recollection as to what pilot 
22 advisory status at that time? 
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A I believe that it was -- I think it was in 
2 effect by the time I got to -- I came to work at Portneuf. 
Q Okay, good for you. Tell me? 
A Yeah, I believe he did. 
Q And your recollection is he trained you as to 
A Part 135 flights. 7 sixteen hours, correct? 
Q And how long has that been mandated? 
A I have no idea. Q Are you aware of an incident in which Mr. 
10 Fergie was on duty for twenty hours in July of 2003? 
13 A I believe Mr. Fergie was dispatched for a 
A Well, I would suspect, and I'm sure, it was a 14 flight to Salt Lake City, I think, and I believe upon 
15 fourteen hour duty day, -- IS arrival at Salt Lake City the aircraft had a mechanical 
16 problem, so he had to wait for a mechanic to come and fix 
A -- so for a Part 130 flight, Part 135 flight. 17 the aircraft. 
Q Since you began in Febntary 2002 has Life Q .Do you have any information on your own to 
19 Flight changed its policies as to pilot duty time? 19 believe that he hadn't been on duty men$ hours? 
Q What has it changed? Q Does that raise a concern in your mind that he 
A I believe our new policy states that a certain 22 had been on duty that long? 
1 wait until you get enough rest, adequate rest, that you A I believe it was Mark Romero and Jim Rodgers. 
2 can return the aircraft to the hospital. Q Did you talk to Mark Romero or Jim Rodgers 
3 about Mr. Fergie being on duty for twenty hours? 
A I believe it was discussed. 
Q Did they discuss any concerns they had with him 
Q Did one of the them say that specifically or 
Q After Tim Brulotte's crash? 11 did they both say that in unison pretty much? 
A I think they said -- 
MR. MCFARLANE: Object to foim. 
MR. NIELSON: Go ahead. 
A I think they stated the same things at 
16 different times; I don't think it was in unison. 
A We're talking about Part 91 flights? Q (By Mr. Nielson) Do yon know if Mr. Fergie 
Q Well, I'm talking about the policy in Life 18 voluntarily provided that information that he had been on 
19 Flight with regard to pilot duty time. 19 duty twenty hours, or if someone else brought it to 
A I believe there was a policy implemented to 
21 cease operations at sixteen hours after -- well, at 
22 sixteen hours, it was after the crash, I believe. 
Q How long after the crash, do you know? 
A I have no idea. Q So did you report that to someone? 
Q Could it have been one year, two years? A Well, I think that -- I think he reported it or 
')i 
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it was brought up with Gary. 
Q Do you know if Mark Van became involved in that 
process? 
A Yes, he did. 
Q And to what extent was his involvement? 
A Well, the mechanic on duty at that time had to 
go down to Salt Lake for such and such a time, however 
long, and I think he eventually told Mark about the -- 
about the time line and now he was down in Salt Lake 
fixing the aircraft. 
Q Do you know if Ron Fergie -- let me'-- let's 
strike that. 
At that time were there rest requirements after 
flying -- or after being on duty for so many hours? 
A Absolutely. 
Q What were those rest requirements? 
A Pad 135 requirements are ten hours from the 
time your duty day ends. 
Q Do you know if Ron Fergie had the ten hours 
rest before he went on another flight? 
MR. MCFARLANE: Object to form, foundation. 
MR. NIELSON: Go ahead. 
THE WITNESS: What does object to form and 
foundation mean? 
MR. MCFARLANE: It's just a legal objection 
/ 
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that I'm making for the record. 
THE WITNESS: Okay. 
A I don't believe he did. 
Q (By Mr. Nielson) What forms the basis of your 
belief! 
A I believe he came in to work befoie his ten 
hours. 
Q How do you know that? 
A Well, just I'd seen the duty --or the flight 
log. 
Q Did you ever tell Mark Van that Ron Fergie 
changed the flight log? 
A I believe it was discussed, yes. 
Q Did you witness Ron Fergie -- or did you see 
the flight log changed? 
A Yes. 
Q Do you know where the flight log is? 
A It's in the hospital. 
Q Who keeps it? 
A The communications center keeps them. 
Q Do you know if it's still kept there? 
A I don't believe it is. I think it's stored. 
Q Stored where? 
A I think it's stored in the Life Flight room. 
Q Who would have access to it? 
Page 21 
1 A I believe it's in a cabinet, if the cabinet's 
2 locked whoever has the keys. 
3 Q Have you seen it recently? 
4 A I think the cabinet was open and I saw all the 
5 duty logs, the old pilot -- or the flight logs in there, 
6 yes. 
7 Q How recently was that? 
8 A Within the last couple of weeks. 
9 Q Mark Van will say that both you and Bany 
10 Nielson told him that Ron Fergie changed the books. Would 
11 you disagree with that? 
12 A I don't know if Bany did, but I wouldn't 
13 disagree with me. 
14 Q Did you report that to anyone? 
15 A No, sir. 
16 Q Why not? 
17 A I confronted Ron about the incident. 
18 Q What did he say? 
19 A He said, yeah, I went over my ten hour -- I 
20 came in before ten hours. I called Gary as soon as I 
21 recognized my mistake, and I will have to take the hit 
22 from the FAA. 
23 Q Did you talk to him about changing the logs? 
24 A No, sir. 
25 Q Did you talk to anyone besides Ron about him. 
Page 2' 
1 changing the logs -- excuse me -- Ron and Mark about 
2 changing the logs? 
3 A I think Barry and I made a brief statement 
4 about it to each other. 
5 Q When you talked to him was he -- when you 
6 talked to Barry about that hrief statement, was he already 
7 aware of the changing of the logs? 
8 A I believe he was, but I'm not sure. 
9 Q Do you know how he became aware? 
10 A I don't. 
11 Q He didn't indicate to you? 
12 A No, sir. 
13 Q There was a conversation in which you were both 
14 aware at the time that it had happened and you were just 
15 discussing it, is that right? 
16 MR. MCFARLANE: I object to the form. 
17 A I believe we were just kind of frustrated. 
18 Q (By Mr. Nielson) Okay. Frustrated with Ron? 
19 A Yes, sir. 
20 Q Do you think Ron's behavior that way fostered a 
21 positive team environment? 
22 A I don't know. 
23 Q Well, it created frustrations with you, didn't 
24 it? 
25 A We're part of the team. 
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Q So it created frustrations within the team? 
A At least within the pilot portion of the team. 
Q So Bany was frustrated also, correct? 3 concerned him. 
Q Did you feel that Mark was justified in 
Q Did you tell anyone besides Bany, Ron, and 
8 wamings for bringing it up? 
Q Did you feel that you had a duty to report it Q Now, in September 2003 there was an incident 
1 1  to the FAA? 11 which has been characterized as a low level flight over 
12 Mr. Van's house or a buzzing. Are you familiar with that? 
Q Tell me why? 
Q Tell me what you know about that? 
15 going to take the hit from the FAA, so I left it on his 15 A I know that Mr. Fergie was accused of flying 
16 low level over his house en route to the hospital. 
Q Who did the accusing? 
A I have no idea. A I think Mark did. 
Q Do you know if he took a hit from -- as an Q Do you know anything more about the incident? 
A I have no idea. 21 we were told to fly higher maybe and I'm -- 
MR. NIELSON: Okay, go ahead. I'm sorry. 
MR. MCEARLANE: Go ahead and finish. 
1 incident, but -- 
Q (By Mr. Nielson) Did you talk to Mark Romero 
Q I'll represent to you that the issue with 3 about the incident? 
A I can't remember. 
5 meeting held on or about August 21st, 2003. Does that Q I will represent to you, at least it's my 
6 sound familiar at all? 6 recollection, that Mark Romero and Laura Vise were crew 
A I believe the meeting does; I don't remember 7 members on that flight. Did you talk to Laura Vise about 
8 the exact date. 8 the incident? 
A I don't think I did. 
13 Fergie's actions and saying he did nothing wrong? (Deposition Exhibit 
A I don't recall that. Number One was marked 
for identification) 
16 Q (By Mr. Nielson) I'm handing you what has been 
17 marked as Deposition Exhibit One. I'd like you to look at 
Q I believe it was a Life Flight meeting or a 18 that document and when you're done reviewing it tell me if 
19 Life Flight leadership meeting. 19 you've seen it before? 
A Then I probably wasn't there. A I can't remember if I have or I haven't, to 
Q What is your understanding of Mark Van's 21 tell you the truth. 
Q I will represent to you that it was authored by 
23 Mark Van and pertains to this incident that we're talking 
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A Well, the low level flight was, but I don't -- A Well, I think he was just discussing the ice on 
2 I don't know if I looked -- if I seen this or was shown 2 the blades and that the incident had happened. 
3 this or not. Maybe Mark showed it to me; I don't know. Q I wanted to go -- and I apologize. I need to 
Q I need to go back for just a minute, back on 4 go hack to this twenty-hour issue again for just a minute. 
5 the twenty hour -- 5 Just to further clarify your testimony, did you say that 
6 the twenty hour part of the duty time, to your 
7 understanding was in violation of Part 91 or Part 135? 
A I believe it would he Part 135: Part 91 
10 about when you said it  was sixteen hours? Q And was it in violation of Life Flight's own 
A I assume so. Part 135 -- there's the two 
A As far as I know. I had never seen a written 
A I think Mark might have stated something like Q The verbal policy of sixteen hours? 
(Deposition Exhibit 
Number Three was marked 
for identification) 
Q, Did you thuk he was being truthful to you? Q (By Mr. Nielson) You will be handed Deposition 
A As far as I could tell, yeah. 21 Exhibit Three. Please take a look at that and tell me 
(Deposition Exhibit 22 when you're done looking at it? 
Number Two was marked A (Examining document) I'm done. 
for identification) Q Have you seen that before? 
Q (By Mr. Nielson) I am handing you what has A I can't remember if I've seen this before or 
2 at that and when you're done let me know. Q Okay. Is it possible that Mr. Van showed it to 
A Let you know what? 
Q When you're done A It's a possibility. 
A When I'm done. All right. (Examining Q With regard to the incident that is referred to 
6 document) I'm done. 
Q Okay. It pertains to an incident of snow and 
Q And what i s  that? 
A I was there when the covers were put on. 
Q Did you put those covers on alone? 
A Just what I've heard around Life Flight. Q Did you put them on with someone -- well, who 
Q What have you heard? 15 did you put them on with? I'm sorry. 
A Pretty much what was explained here, the A With Ron Fergie. 
17 accusation that there was ice on the rotor blades. Q Were you putting on the covers when Ron Fergie 
Q Have you talked to Greg Stoltz about this? 18 approached you? 
Q Have you talked to Barry Nielson about this? Q What did he tell you? 
A I don't think I have. A Ron stated -- I was putting the covers on and I 
Q Have you talked to anyone else about this? 22 had a ladder and a towel, and he said, oh, you don't need 
A I think that it was mentioned to me maybe by 23 to wipe the blades off, the covers will knock all the snow 
Q In what context, do you recall? Q Did you understand that to mean when you put 
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A I don't thii it's an effective way to cover 
Q Describe the procedure that you started before Q Are you aware that Mr. Van found snow and ice 
he told you to stop? 4 on the blades that morning? 
Q I believe that's indicated in this report. 
of the blade, and then secure the blade cover. Q How did you become aware of that? 
Q Where had you bee11 bught, or who had taught 10 A I believe it was brought up by Mr. Van or Gary 
you to do it that way? 
12 A I watched Gary Alzola do that. 12 Q To your knowledge was Ron Fergie ever warned or 
13 Q Was that method effective? 13 reprimanded for putting covers over the blades with 
14 A It seemed to be effective to me. 14 moisture on them? 
15 Q How about in heavy snowstorms? A Not to my knowledge. He may have been -- it 
16 may have been discussed with him, I believe. 
Q Who would have discussed that with him? 
A I suppose it would be Gary Alzola. 
19 Q Was that a practical method to you? Q By putting the blades (sic) over the moisture 
20 A I thought so. 20 as it happened on that night did it render the aircraft 
2 1 Q And Ron told you to stop? 21 un-airworthy that night? 
22 A He didn't say stop. MR. MCFARLANE: I'm just going to object. He 
23 Q What did he say? 23 never said moisture; you said moisture. 
24 A He said, you don't -- you don't need to do MR. NIELSON: Okay. 
25 that, the blade cover will knock the snow off. 25 Q (By Mr. Nielson) Was there moisture on the 
1 Q Was that contrary to anything you had 
2 previously learned? A I suspect so. 
3 A Just visually learned that that was someone Q Was there snow on the blades? 
4 else's technique, and that's what I thought was a good A There was snow on the blades when we were 
5 deal. 5 putting the covers on. 
6 Q You thought it was a good deal to do that, to Q Did that action render the aircraft 
7 wipe the blades off? 7 un-airworthy that night? 
8 A Yes, sir. MR. MCFARLANE: Object to the extent it calls 
9 Q Did you think it was a good deal to slide the 
10 covers on on top of the snow? 
11 A Not necessarily. A I don't know; 
12 Q Did you tell Ron what you thought about that? 12 Q (By Mr. Nielson) Did you check it throughout 
14 that it mischaracterizes what was formerly testified to. 14 A That night I continued to brush snow off the 
15 Q (By Mr Nielson) Did you disagree with Ron? 15 top of the blade cover, I think I did it three or four 
16 A No. 16 times; it kept snowing that night, and we weren't flying 
17 Q Did you feel then that you were being trained 17 anywhere so I at least made sure that the snow was off the 
18 to do it a different -- to take care of the blades a 18 blade covers, as much as I could get off. 
19 different way? Q Did you pull off the blades covers at all 
20 A Not necessarily. 20 during the night? 
21 Q After that night did you ever put the covers on 
Q Are you aware of how long it took Mark to 
23 blades? 23 scrape off snow and ice from the blades that morning? 
24 A No. A I am not aware of the exact time, no. 
25 Q Why not? Q Do you know whether or not there was a 
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Q Do you know if that matter was ever resolved? 
Q Was the pilot that morning Icon Fergie? A I'm not sure if it was resolved between Mark 
4 and Barry or if Gary got involved. 
(Deposition Exhibit 
Number Four was marked 
for identification) 
Q (By Mr. Nielson) I'm handing you Deposition 
Q I had said scraped, and that's wrong. 9 Exhibit Four. Please take a look at that for me. 
Do you know if Mark Van confronted,the pilots A (Examining documents) I'm done. 
11 about this issue? Q Have you seen that before? 
A I t h i i  I have. I'm not sure where 1 saw it or 
Q Okay. How did he do that? 13 who showed it to me. 
A I believe he took it up with Gary Alzola, but I Q Do you know when you saw it? 
15 don't quite remember exactly how he did it but I think A Sometime around the time of the incident when 
16 that's how he did. 16 we were -- the response was made to -- the blade ice 
Q Prior to this incident did Life Flight have a 17 response subject. 
18 cold weather policy in effect? Q There is a date on the top of this document 
19 indicating February 21st, 2005. Do you believe you saw it 
Q Did that cold weather policy contain any 20 sometime around then? 
A Sometime around then or after that date. 
Q And you don't know how it came to you? 
A I can't remember who showed it to me, if it was 
A It said if there was a chance of snow and you Q When did that new procedure come in place? 
2 felt it was going to snow that you need to put the blade A Sometime after this incident -- these 
3 covers on. 
Q Did it say tlie pilots had discretion in Q Okay. What else was shown you in connection 
5 determining whether or not the blade covers could stay 5 with the new procedure being put in place? 
6 . A The new -- a printout of the new policies and 
A I believe it did. 7 that sort of thing. 
Q Do you believe that Mark Van was justified in Q Do you know whether or not the new policies 
9 bringing up this issue of the snow and ice on the blades 9 came about because of Mark Van raising these issues? 
A I believe they did. 
Q Do you know whether Mark had tried to change 
A I think I've heard about an incident. Q There were some Life Flight meetings on or 
Q Please tell me what you've heard? 
A I don't believe I was but, to tell you the I8 that effect. 
(Deposition Exhibit 
Number Five was marked 
for identification) 
Q Do you remember what you heard? 
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A (Examining document) I'm done. A I believe I did. 
Q Have you ever seen that document before? Q Was that document received in connection with 
A I believe I have. 3 training that you undenvent? 
Q Do you know when you first saw it? 
A I think 1 saw it about the time that all of 
6 this was going down, from the weather, the inclement 
7 weather policy stuff. 
Q It states, you are responsible for bringing up 
9 concerns about decisions made in your department or 
A I don't. I don't think he did, though. 10 organization no matter how difficult or unpopular. 
Q Did you discuss this document with anybody? Were you trained to do that? 
A I think 1 discussed it with maybe Gary Alzola, 
13 1 think he may have showed it to me. Q Do you know ifMark Van was trained to do that? 
A I assume he was. 
A I consider this a hospital policy. 
Q A hospital policy? 
A I don't think so. I think he just had me read 
A I can't really remember. I think I just read Q Do pilots -- I will represent to you that Mark 
Q Did you feel that Mr. Van was justified in Q Do you know why Mark Van was terminated? 
4 raising those arguments? A I don't have any of the specifics, no. 
MR. MCFARLANE: Objection to form. Q Did you hear anything? 
MR. NIELSON: Go ahead. A Hearsay for maybe, I don't know, being 
A Yeah, I think to an extent. 7 uncooperative. 
Q (By Mr. Nielson) I'll represent to you that 
11 meeting. Do you know anything about that?. Q Was there any reason given that he was 
12 uncooperative, any basis? 
Q And that that special safety meeting was 
(Deposition Exhibit 16 you saw did he appear uncooperative? 
Number Six was marked A I never had any instances where Mark was 
for identification) 18 uncooperative at all with me. 
MR. NIELSON: Okay. f d  like to take a break 
20 and then we'll wrap itup 
Q Have you seen that document before? MR. NIELSON: Okay, going back on the record. 
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REPORTER'S CERTIFICATE 
A I think they're off and on incidents, I mean 2 STATE of IDAHO, ) 
3 over time I think everybody has those, you know, 
I, Dick Telford, Certified Court Reporter and Notary 
6 Public, do hereby certify that CHAD WALLER, 5375 Stuart 
8 disagreed with Mr. Fergie? 8 truth in the within-entitled cause; that said deposition was 
10 asked and answered. 10 testimony of said witness was reported by myself, Notary 
MR. NIELSON: Go ahead. 11 Public and Certified Court Reporter; that the deposition is 
15 with Ron, but -- 15 the parties nor do I have any fmancial interest in the 
Q Do you fear any retribution for your testimony 
17 IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and 
A I hope not. I don't feel scared right now. 18 affixed my seal of office this 7th day of September, 2007. 
MR. NIELSON: All right. Thank you, Mr. 
20 Waller, I appreciate your time. 
MR. MCFARLANE: We will read and sign. Dick Telford 
Certified Court Reporter 
adjourned at 3:05 p.m., August 28,2007) Notary Public for Idaho 
Commission expires: 918109 
VERIFICATION 
2 STATEOF IDAHO ) 
4 County of Bannock ) 
I, CHAD WALLER, 5375 Stuart Avenue, Chubbuck, Idaho, 
6 83202, say that I am the witness referred lo in the 
7 foregoing deposition, consisting of the foregoing 50 pages, 
8 that I have read the same and know the contents thereof; 
9 that the same are true to my knowledge, or corrections, if 
I I Page Line Should Read 
Subscribed and sworn to before me this - 
(Seal) Notary Public for 
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A Not exactly. 
Q Do you recall concerns that Mark had with the 
4 comp contract? 
A Just what's in here. 
Q Would it be fair to say that one of Mark's 
concerns was that not all of the component parts of the 
helicopter over a hundred dollars in price were covered by 
the contract? 
A I think that as I read this the concern is that 
not all of the component parts worth over a hundred 
dollars were listed on some addendum. 
Q Okay. Db you know if that was the case? 
A I think that's the case, yes. 
Q Okay. That some of the parts were not listed 
on an addendum, some of the hundred plus parts? 
A I understand that to be true. I have not seen 
it, I have not seen an addendum that lists parts. 
Q Do you understand it to be true just from this 
document or from any other independent source? 
A I understand it from this document and talking 
to counsel. 
MR. MCFARLANE: Now, anything they we've talked 
24 about we don't need to -- 
THE WITNESS: So this document. 
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Paged 
1 Q (By Mr. Nielson) Okay. Do you believe that 
2 Mark Van was justified in bringing up this issue? 
3 A I think it's within the realm of his 
4 responsibilities to raise it if he thinks it's an issue, 
5 yes. 
6 Q So at the time did you think -- let me back up. 
7 At the time what was your reaction when you read this? 
8 A Well, my first question is is this a big deal 
9 or not?. 
X 
10 Q Okay. And did you determine it was not a big 
I deal? 
12 A I -- my conversation with Russ Wight was that 
13 we had an agreement that was workable for our 
14 organization, so I did not consider Mark's adamance about 
15 having every single,part listed on this addendum was a big 
16 deal, no. 
17 Q Okay. When you say every single part are you 
18 talking about every single part over a hundred dollars or 
19 every single part? 
2 0 A It appears to me from reading this document 
21 that only those parts that are worth over a hundred 
22 dollars are to be listed on the addendum. 
1 23 Q Okay. And you determined that it was not 
/ 24 necessary that all of those parts over a hundred dollars 
125 be listed? 
Ld4 2' 
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1 A I think what I would is say is if you can get 
2 commitments from a vendor and you can rely on them that 
,{ 
3 you have a deal. 
4 Q (By Mr. Nielson) Did you get a commitment from 
5 the vendor at the time you made the contract that parts 
6 that were not listed on list would be covered? 
9 contract. 







MR. MCFARLANE: Objection to form, foundation. 
A I don't know because I didn't negotiate the 




A No, I don't. 
Q Wouldn't it be important to know that? 
A I was satisfied that Russ negotiated a good 
contract for the hospital and it has proven to be the 
case, so, you know, I don't understand the point here. 
Q Okay. Well, if I represent to you that with 
regard to the issue of certain parts not being on the list 
that Russ agreed with Mark that that could be a risk, 
would you have any reason to disagree with that? 
A Well, I wouldn't, I would not have any reason 
unless Russ told me that was the truth. 
Q Well, if Russ told you that that was a risk, 
tntreport@ida.net T&T Reporting 
24 would you be concerned? 
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.3 e 
2 5 A It depends on how significant the risk is. 9 
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Q How long did it occur, do you know? 
A I can't recall. 
3 Q Was anyone present besides you and Mark? 
4 A No. 
5 Q Did you ever talk to any of the pilots about 
6 the friction between them and Mark? 
A The best I can recall, most of my conversation 
about this friction was between myself and Pam Holmes. 
Q What did you discuss with her? 
A Our discussion was similar to the discussion we 
just had about Mark's dissatisfaction with not being in 
charge of the pilots, and her -- as I recall, her 
perception that he's basically a disruptive influence in 
the department. 
Q Did Pam ever indicate to you that a pilot or 
pilots could be responsible for some of the friction? 
17 A No. 
18 Q Are you aware of an incident on or about 
19 February 25th, 2005 in which Barry Nielson approached Mark 
20 Van on the heli-pad in an angry sort of way? 
2 1 A No, I'm not. 
2 2 Q That was never brought to your attention? 
2 3 A Not that I can recall. 
2 4 Q I'm going to read again from the affidavit of 
1 25 Audrey Fletcher, page thirteen, paragraph twenty-three. 
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5 angry he was at the time he should not have confronted 
6 Mark Van in this manner. He apologized to Mark Van, as he 
7 had found his behavior threat -- if he had found his 
8 behavior threatening. I informed Barry that I felt his 
9 behavior was ill advised and told him it was unacceptable 
10 workplace behavior to confront when angry. 
11 Have you ever heard anything about this? 
Page 62 
1 This pertains to a meeting that Audrey and Barry and Mark 
2 and others were in on or about April 4th, 2005. She 
3 states, I asked Barry if he had intended to threaten Mark 
4 physically, and he said, no, but agreed that due to how 
MR. MCFARLANE: Objection to form. 
A No. 
Q (By Mr. Nielson) Presuming that Barry Nielson 
actually approached Mark Van when he was angry, would you 
consider it unacceptable workplace behavior? 
A Well, I don't know what you mean by approached, 
but, you know, we've got twelve hundred people in our 
organization and not all of them get along; but I don't 
know what the 1evel.of anger was, I don't know what words 
were expressed, I don't whether it was threatening or not. 













23 manner is not acceptable workplace behavior. 
25 has -- 
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I I 
Page 
1 MR. MCFARLANE: Excuse me, Counsel. Do you 
I 2 want to just let him read it? 
1 MR. NIELSON: Sure, that's fine. Will you real 
4 paragraph twenty-three. And I don't have a copy. Do you 
5 mind if he reads my highlighted copy? 
6 MR. MCFARLANE: It's fine with me. 
7 MR. NIELSON: I should have brought in all of 
I to review that? 
k 
1 l2 A Yes. 
8 Audrey Fletcher's materials. 
$ 9  THE WITNESS: (Examining document) 
10 C! (By Mr. Nielson) Have you had an opportunity 
l l3 Q Now, you indicated previously that you've had 
14 -- that you have human resources background, correct? 
15 A Yes. 
16 Q Given the circumstances and the facts as you 
17 read them, assuming that they are to be true, could Barry 
18 Nielson be terminated for such conduct? 
19 MR. MCFARLANE: You're referring to the facts 
20 and circumstances outlined in paragraph twenty-three of 
21 Audrey Fletcher's deposition? 
2 2 MR. NIELSON: Absolutely. 
2 3 A Let me lbok at that again, will you, please? 
2 4 Q (Handing document) 
2 5 A (Examining document) That, as described in 
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1 of a title and relationship issues between the pilot in 
2 charge and the director of maintenance, -- 
A Yes. 
Q -- is that correct? 
A Yes. 
Q Is there any specific knowledge pertaining to 
7 that issue that you haven't disclosed thus far? 
A Nothing I can recall. 
Q What did you understandMark Van's work 
10 performance to be? 
A I've always understood that he's an excellent 
12 mechanic and competent in maintenance of a helicopter. 
Q Did you understand -- did you have any belief 
that after the November 14th, 2001 accident Mr. Van was 
. .  
A How do you mean adversely affected? 
Q Well, there has been some talk of PTSD, but 
18 emotionally, emotionally affected, and mentally to some 
19 extent? 
A If that's the case, it would not surprise me. 
after the accident? 
7 
24 and my concern was primarily for the pilot and, frankly, I I 
25 didn't give any consideration to whether Mark would have 1 / /  
$ 
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1 organization no matter how difficult or how -- excuse me 
2 -- or unpopular. Did I read that accurately? 
5 concerns about decisions in their department or 




Q Okay. Are PMCR employees trained to bring up 
4 
A Yes. 
Q Did Mark Van do that? 
A If he attended this training he was trained in 
13 A I would consider that as an expectation for 
14 everybody that works at Portneuf Medical Center. 
15 Q Do you know whether or not Mark Van raised 
16 concerns about decisions in his department that were 




11 Q Okay. Would you consider that as a requirement 
12 of their employment? 







19 that were -- my understanding were brought up in 
20 department meetings by Mark that were certainly not easy 
2 1 to deal with. 
2 2 Q So under this training that he received he was 
23 certainly justified in doing so, correct? 
2 4 A He fulfilled his responsibilities according to 
25 our service recovery training, yes. ,d j 
$ 
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